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ABSTRÀCT

The use of acceptance sampling prans in the context
of acceptance quality control- is described in chapter 1.

construction of commonry used acceptance sampling pJ_ans and

control- charts is briefly discussed in chapter 2.

In construction of acceptance sampling plans or

control- charts, the quarity measurements are assumed to be

normal-Iy distributed. we have examined the effect of
departure from normality on i and R-charts using Tukey's l"-
family of distributions. rt is found that there is a serious
effect on control charts even if the departure from normality
is moderate. The results are given in chapter 3.

In chapter 4, we have constructed sampling pJ_ans

based on the exponentiar distribution usinq maximum

rikerihood and minimum variance unbiased est.imators of Lr

(Iocation parameter) and o (scale parameter) . Acceptance

sampring plans for p and o are also given. constants required.
to construct control charts for p and o and for the range for
this distribution are al-so derived.

chapter 5 is devoted to examine the effect of serial
correl-ation on acceptance sampling plans. This can be done by

comparing oc curves, sampre sj-ze and producer's risk, ü, with
that of the independence case assuming the process standard

deviation, o, is known. For large n, sampring plans can be

constructed using the centrar limit theorem. when o is
unknown and for smal-I n, a simuration study reveal_s that
there is stirl no satisfact.ory method. of obtaining sampling

plans.



II

When constructing sampling plans for material of the

bulk form, a multistage sampling procedure is often used. The

variance of the sample mean is generally estimated by

estimating the variance components from the analysis of
variance table. This procedure may lead one or more estimates

of variance components to be negative. To avoid this
situation, Bayesian method of estimatingi variance components

using Lindley's (f980) technique is proposed. These estimates

can then be used to obtain an appropriate sampling plan for
bul-k material-. This procedure is discussed in chapter 6.

In chapter 7, prediction and prediction intervals for
p are derived using t.he predictive distribution approach. The

construction of Bayesian control charts for p is also

discussed. The robustness of posterior distribution of p is
examined. It appears that the Bayes intervals are quite

robust to the departures from the pri-or dist.ributi-on.
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CHAPTER ONE

1 1 Tn{- rnÄrr¡i- .i nn¿. ¿ J¡¡U!VUUUU¿v4¡

fn the opening remarks of their book, Sinha and

Will-born (1985) state,

" Everybody is for good quality and against poor

quality. No matt.er what is made, sold, serviced or
provided, every citizen in each society depends on the
qual-it.y of such business t.ransactions. Numerous kinds and

sizes of organizations, companies, and. institutions exj_st

fOf fh6 qt^¡êl-j€in n-n"ì-.i^- fnr ^ts ontrr1- inn 1-a h,,*-!v! ur¡ç r¡,çurIIC pfOVISl-On !LJr, Lrr Þ(Jr\¡s¿vr¡ uv, r¡urrrâ.fl. needS.

Al I her¡a rrrral if r¡ nl-rian1- ì¡¡an¿! rrqvç yuq¿ruJ wvJcuurvcs tn common. However, many do not

achieve their objectives of quatity at a1l- times and often
farr berow the desired expectations of their customers.,'

According to the above statement the term "quaIity"
^**r ': ^^ 6^! ^nl v to f he orlal i f v of manllfa¿-l- rrrarl nrnrlrrr.f c Ïrrr.t-o.PP-LrçÞ rlUL (Jrrr1 uv ç¡¡ç yus¿4e-I vssvev,

also to services provided by various other orqanizatrons.
They al-so point out that the "qual-ity" is generalry berow

the desired expectations of the consumers. Given this
nprr-en1- i nn i I i < l- ì-la rôeñ^ñaì hì 'l .i l-.' -¡Ä nl.r't .i æa{-.i ^^yç!\-çPL--L\-rr1 t L- !vuyvr¡JrvrrrLy crJ.¡v vv!rvoL-rv1r Of thOSe

who províde products and services to maintain and improve

their existing quality standards.

rn order to improve the existing "quarity" one has to
understand the meaning of "quality". As defined by sinha and

wilrborn (1-985), "Quarity is the totarity of arr attributes
and characteristics of a product or service as specified,
required, and expected. " This definition appJ_ies to goods

that are manufactured by a production process or services



provided by organizations such as hospitals, schooì_s,

restaurants, and the Iike.
fn order for an enterprise to be successful_ the

quality of its products and services must be maintained and

improved continuously. This can be achieved bv the
improvement of the existing process being used. As reviewed
krr¡ ñaminn llOAt\ n-nnao¡ ìmnv¡..a*^^r 1^vJ vurlt¿rry \LJe.l t P!uucÞÞ rrrry!vvçrilçr¡L reâdS tO the fOlIOWinq

advantaqes:

(1) Consistency of the finat product,
(2) Reduces re-work, mistakes, rejection, waste of

manpower, machine time, and material_s,

(3) Increases output of final product,

(4) Enhances the competitive position in the market

pIace,

(5) Creates more jobs,

(6) Employees are happy at work,

(1) Better employer-employee relationship with
Ímproved morale.

rn other words, Iow quality means hiqh cost and loss

of competitive market position. Several_ examples are

presented in Deming (f982) to il-l-ustrate how to achieve

improved productivity by proper techniques of control_ of
quality. rn order to achieve t.he above result.s of improved

quality, Deming (1982) presents the following L4 points for
manag:ement:



,'!l-a. Innovate. Allocate resources to fulfill
Ìong-range needs of the company and. of the customer.

quarterly dividend is not as important as existence

company 5,-I0, or 20 years from now. One requirement

innovation is faith that there wil_I be a future.
b. Put resources into plans for product and

for the future, taking into account:

fh^

The next

of the

for

Qâr17ì 
^Â

Possible materials, adaptability, probable cost.
Method of productionr. possible changes in
equrpmenE.

New skill_s required, and in what number?

Training and retraining of personnel.

Training of supervisors.

Cost of product.ion.

Performance in the hands of the user.

Satisfaction of the user.

c. Put resources into education (points 1,2 and 13) .

2. Learn the new philosophy. We can no longer accepc

defective material-, materiar unsuited to the job, defective
workmanship, defective product, equipment out of order.

Eliminate dependence on mass inspection for
quarity. rnstead, depend on vendors that use process contror
through statisticar techniques. The purchaser is entitled to
the control charts for critical- characteristic of purchased
ñ^!^-i^I orrìrlonno ¿rf rrrr:'ìifrz rrnifnr--iÈ" -ñÄmaE.erJ_a-L¡ âs \ass!*er, _.:mt_try, ano cost.

4. Reduce the number of suppliers for the same item.

You wil-l be lucky to find for any item one vendor thar can



furnish evidence of repeatable, dependable quality, and that
knows what his costs will- be. Price has no meaninq without

evidence of quality. Demand and expect. suppliers to use

st.atistical process control-, and Lo furnish evidence thereof .

5. Use statistical techniques t.o identify the 2

sources of waste: faul-ts of t.he system, or common causes

(85%), and Iocal faults (15%) : strive constantl_v to reduce

w¡s.l- c lDr ,Toscnh M- ,Tllren eei rì J- hi c \zêâre â.y^ \. \s! rqru ga¡rJ J çq! Ð qYv . ,f

6. Institute better training on the job with the help

of statistical- methods.

7. Provide supervision wi_th the statistical methods;

encouragie use of these methods to identify which defects

shoul-d be investigated for solution. The aim of supervisíon

should be to help peopJ-e to do a better job.

8. Drive out fear throughout the organization. The

economic loss resulting from fear to ask questions or report

troubl-e is appalling.

9. Help reduce waste by putting together as a team

the people that work on design, research, sales, and

nrnÄ"¡{- ì nn
v! vuquLrvr¡.

' 10. Eliminate use of goals and slogans posted for the

work-force in an attempt to j-ncrease productivity. Zero

defects is an example. Such slogans, in the absence of
nrr:l ifrz nnn.t-rgl, will be interpreted COrreCtly by thevv¡¡e!v!, vve¿J v! u¡fL

work-force as management/ s hope for a lazy way out, and as an

indication that the management has abandoned the job,

acknowl-edging their total- inadequacy.



1l-. Examine cJ-oseJ_y the impact of work standards in
production. work standards are exacting a heavy torl- on the

economy. There is a better viay.

12. ïnstitute elementary statistical training on a

broad scale. Thousands of people must learn simple buc

powerful statistical- methods.

13. fnstitute a vigorous program for ret.raining
peopJ-e in new skills, to keep up with changes in materiars,
methods, design of product, and machinery.

L4. Make maximum use of statistical knowledqe and

l-a'l an1- in \7al11r r-almnrnrrrr

(Sinha and Will-born, 1985, pp . '74-75) 
.

The above L4 points apply everywhere to small as

well as large organizations, which incrudes both servrce
organizations and production industries. One of the

essentiar features of these 14 points is t.he responsibirity
of j- hc I on m:nârrêmênl- j- n ¿-â rr\¡ 1- lram nrrl-YV¡rrv¿¡u uv vs!!J u¡¡v¡rr vqu.

In the discussion of the 14 points, Deming strongly
recommends the use of simple but powerful statistlcal
techniques for process control- purposes. A discussion of
statistical methods used for quality control_ will_ be

presented later.

1.2 Statistical- Qual-ity Control

Pioneering work on t.he use of statist.ical quality
control- techniques was started in the 1920,s in the United

States, with the development of acceptance sampling plans by



Dodge and Romig (1"929) , and the use of control- charts by

shewhart (1926) for the purpose of process control-. shewhart

advocated that quaJ-ity and work must be measured step-by-step
ì ^ in the constant clnêsf for i mnror¡cmcn1- nf cnle I 'i f r¡rrr o ¡J!Lr\-EÞò J_MJrg \-\JI]ÞL-C11,- !¡r!¡r'À

and the use of control charts T^ras a major element. of this
task.

Acceptance sampJ-ing is an important. branch in modern

statistical- quality contror. rt has been used to ensure that
products produced in a process are consistent with the

requirements praced on the process. Detailed descriptions of
¡¡¡anf 't i ñÆ €^- *^vsr(Lyr!r¡¡1 !v! rrrsâ5Lll€fllentS and attribUteS wiII be

given later. The use of acceptance sampling has been wídely

accepted and used in many and varied branches of industry.
The following examples il-l-ustrate the application of
sampling inspection in various situations (wetherirr, rgiT) .

Example 1. Large batches of electronic components

have been purchased by a computer manufacturer and it is
known that. each batch contains an unknown number of
defective items. It was decided that if a batch contains pn

or more proportion of defective items, the batch is
considered to be unacceptable. Thus, a sample of n items is
drawn from each batch and if the number of defective items is
greater than some value c the batch is rejected; otherwise

the batch is accepted.

Example 2. Samples of milk were taken and films of
milk were prepared on slides. The amount of bacteria on

each film is count.ed using a microscope and an est.imate of



the density of bacteria is then computed. This figure is
then used to determine the grade of mil-k.

Example 3. A sampJ_e of 5 items is drawn everv hour

from i-hc nrnd"¡f i^- ^ñr ^ c1tìâ'ì 'i i-r¡ ¿-herar-1- erie1- ir. 1lona1-h!!v¡tl Çr¡ç I/IVUUULJ\JII, CIII(¡ Cl vrrs! \¿Ë:ffgLJ,l,

strength etc.) is measured for each item in the sample.

Assuming the qualit.y characteristic is normallv distributed
with some mean (process mean) and standard deviation (process

standard deviation) and using the sample results it is
rlôssi l'll e l- ô rletefmine if the nrôcêss .i s frrn¡l-.i nn.i nn.È/vrrrvre uv \-¿cLe!Itl -Lrle rr L--- l-- rutr.uLrurlrrlg rn

accordance wíth the desired charact.eristic (in control) . rf
the process is not in controlr sotTrê corrective action is
required. The sample results can also be used to determine

if the bat.ches (a batch in this case is the items produced

in a period of one hour) shoul_d be accepted or rejected.
ExampÌes I and 2 illustrate the application of

sampring inspection for acceptance or rejection of immediate

rots whil-e exampre 3, describes a situation referred to as

process cont.rol-. rn this ratter case, interest is more on

controlling the process; however, as noted, the sample

information coul-d be used for acceptance/rejection of the
lot examined.

Arl of the above exampres have one feature in common,

i . e. ¡ à smal-l number of items is drawn from the batches

regardless of whether the purpose is acceptance/rejection of
product or control- of the process. The sampre information
may then be used effectivery for decision making purposes.



rn contr.ast to this sampling procedure it might be that
consideration woul-d be given to ínspecting al_l of the
products from a manufacturinq process. The following
reasons however can be given for not undertakinq a one

hrrnrlrod nêrr.êrrl- in<nani- i nn¿¡¡rI/uvurv¡r.

(1) Absolutely accurate information about a batch or
a process is never required. Hence one hundred percentr
.i ^^*^^r.l ^^ ..: ^r-nspecE.ron l-s a waste of available resources such as money,

labour, time, etc. An estimate of the proportion defective in
sampring by attributes or an estimate of the process mean

in variabre sampling is thus sufficient for batch (or

process) sentencing. However, if the purpose is to sort
al-l defective items from the entire lot, then I00g
ì *^*^^f .l ^- : ^l_nspecE'l_on IS necessary.

(2) ft is known that, the standard deviation of an

estimate (usuaJ-1y the sample proportion or sample mean)

decreases as the sampre size increases (e.g., the standard

error of estimate for the mean is proportional to the

reciprocar of the square root of the sample size) . Thus, for
exampre, in order to reduce the standard error by one hal_f it
is necessary to increase the sample size by a factor of four.
Therefore, after some point it is impracticar or not cost

effective to increase the sample size t.o achieve absol-ute

â rrlì11 râ 
^17

(3) In situations where sampling is destructive or
prohibitivery costly one hundred percent inspection is ruled



out and-â sampl-e must be taken. one exampre of this is
testing missiles where testing is crearj-y destructive and

costly. Another example of destructive testing is the testinq
of photographic film. rn addition, some laboratory anaryses

are known to be very expensive.

(4) Research suqgests that contrrary Eo one's
expectations one hundred percent inspection does not provide
accurate information. Hill (I962) indicates that it r-s

reasonabl-e to assume t.hat the probabirity of correctJ-y
identifying a defective to be 0.9 because of inspection
error. Thus, a sampre may be preferable to r00% inspectlon.

1.3 The RoIe of Acceptance Sampling:

As indicated by Dodge (I969) and SchilIing (IgB2),

there is a significant dist.inction between acceptance

Sâmnl incl n'l ¡ns anrJ âr.r'êrrl- ânr.ê ¡-rrr:l j{- r¡ ^^ñf F^'t ra .lrq¡LLy!¿¡rv IJro.rrr q¡¡s quuçpL_--__ vv¿¡u!v¿. lil'Þ has been

already mentioned, acceptance sampling plans are specific
procedures which, when applied, decide acceptance or
rejection of the lot/process inspected. on the other hand,

acceptance quarity control- can be compared to process

qualitli control. schil-ling (L982) points out that ,, . . . ,

acceptance quality control exproits various acceptance

sampring prans as tacticar erements in overall_ strateqies
designed to achieve desired ends. such strat.egies utirize
el-ements of system engineering, indust.riar psychology, and,

of course, statistics and probabirity theory, together with
other diverse disciprines, to bring pressure to bear,
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maintain and improve the quality of the submitted product".

Thus one should utirize acceptance sampling plans to "achieve
desired ends" which is the overall- maintenance and

improvement of the quality of products and services. A

question then arises as to how one can effectivelv use

supplementary information from acceptance sampling prans to
faciLitate process control. schil-ring (r985) has provided an

excel-lent discussion to demonstrate when and how to use

acceptance sampling prans to achieve the full benefit of
statisticar quality control-. He also points out that sampling

procedures must continually be made to match exist.ing
conditions, and ínspection shoul-d be discontinued when t.he

process indicates that it is in statistical control_. rn such

situations, sampling prans may then be suppremented by check

inspections, audits or other simirar methods. However,

sampring inspection must be reinstituted whenever the

evidence shows that the process is out of control-.

As has been mentioned earlier one of t.he purposes of
acceptance sampling is to distinguish between good and bad

rots. However many authors have noted that "we cannot

inspect quality into a lot" under perfect state of
statistical contror (Barnand (1954) , case and Keat.s (l gg2) ,

David (1985) and Schilling (1985) ) . fn other words, the act

of sampring inspection is neutral,' rittJ-e or no quarity
i mnrnr¡amont i c a: i narl l.rrr ,rci na ôâmñ'l .i ñ^ ñ'l -ña ,.,Ì^^*¿rrrlr!vvsrus¡rL r,Þ yo.rr¡s\j. rJy uÞrJlg sd.IltprJ_ng prans wnen a process

proportion nonconforming is constant. This was first
demonstrated by Mood (1943) in the followinq theorem which



t1

^+^r^^ !l^^rJLC¡.LgÞ LlId.L¡

" rf X has the binomiat distribution p (x) = (I)px(1-p)*-",tx'- \ ¿

then x and X-x are independent.ly distributed ".
Here x is the number of defective items in a lot of size N

and x is the number of defect.ive items in a random sample of
size n. Mood (1943) further states that,

" Thus, sampJ_ing of l_ots drawn from a binomial
population wirl provide no basis whatsoever for inferences
concerning the remainder of the lot. "

Mood's theorem thus impries that if the fraction
defective is constant, the number of defective items

occurring from one rot to the other is independently

binomially distributed. rt al-so indicates that the sample

data (usual-ry the number of defective items in the sampre)

provide no informat.ion whatsoever about the qualitv of the
remainder of 1- hc lni- I rrn<¿¡¡pled portiOn of the l_ot) .

Suppose a producer submits l_ots from a process with a

constant proport.ion defective. According to Mood, s theorem,

simpre acceptance or rejection wirl not change the quatity
of incoming lots. The proportion defective that the consumer

wirl receive remains the same as that of the oriqinal
mL^! i ^ rì^^-^ ': ^ nô cnr:l il- rz imnrnrromoni- er.hiar¡arl Ìrrrp!1./\-çÞì). .LllcrL -LÞ¡ LIIgIg IS ¿¡,!r_ v y vs v,

sampling inspection if t.he underrying process distribution
is known to be binomial.

Implication of using the binomial- distribution as a
possible model has been examined by Barnard (1954) and David

(1985) . Case and Keats (1982) examined the rel_ationship



I2

between the number of defective items in the sample and

number of defective it.ems in the remai-nd.er of the l-ot for
several probability distributions including the binomial

distributi-on and suggest that the use of the binomial

assumption renders sampling useless and inappropriate.
However, if the fraction defective fluct.uates from

l-ot. to l-ot the quality of the outgoing product can be

improved by imposition of a suitabl-e acceptance sampling

p]an. This has been illustrated by Schilling e982, pp . 2-3)

using a simple example. Case and Keats (1982) also indicate
that pure binomial- distribution is rarel-v realized. in
practice and the use of most of the widely used sampling

plans is justified.

We noted earlier that Mood's theorem applies only to
nfôfìêqqêq tìrr^rrlrr¡'i nn nnncl-:¡f rrrnnnrl- i nn Äa€aat-i"a f 1{-}ìnrrnhy!vvçaùçÈ y!vquur¡]y \-\JIIùL-callL- l.,TUP(JT UIUII (feIe:LjUIVe:. f\IUrrUL-rgIJ.

1-ho c:mnl a ^'ta from such a process provides no information
about the quality of the unsampled portion of the lot, one

coul-d util-ize the sampre information as a means of obtaining

an estimate of the quality of the entire l_ot. In fact, the

commonly used estimator x/n of the proportion defective, p,

possesses good mathematical- and statistical properties (x/n

is the uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator of p) .

This est.imator courd then be used for acceptance/rejection

of lots as follows. Let pn be the acceptable proportion-U

defective. i.e. r âny l-ot containing pn or less proportion- -u
defective is accepted. If the estimate, ô = x/n ( pO, then

the lOt is açceÐted. If â > ñ l-lra 'ìnt- ís t-hen re-iected.vvyççv. 4 ! y - y 
o, Lr¡ç rvL ru urrur¡ !çJE
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This eslimator can al-so be used for the more importanc

purpose which is to maintain and improve the process. This is
achieved by plotting p against the sample number and

obtaining a wel-l- known p-chart.. rf a point on this chart
lies outside the cont.rol- limits, the process is said to be

"out of control-" and some corrective action is required. one

shourd also reari-se that while the act of inspection is
neutral- to process quarity in the presence of a binomiar

prior, it is arso true that product cannot be improved by

not inspecting a given lot or the process. fn spite of
Mood/ s theorem, sampring inspect.ion thus becomes essential_

for batch sentencing as wel-l- as process improvement.

Schilling (1985) notes that, acceptance sampling when

incorporated with acceptance control, has the forrowinq
advantages:

(1) Protection for the consumer and the prod.ucer,

(2) Information of quality history which could be

used for research and development,

(3) Feedback of information of data on quality for
process control purposes,

.. (4) Encourages the producer to maintain and improve

the process by the economic, psychologicat, and

political_ leveragre on the producer.

He further provides the foltowing appfications as

exampres of situations where acceptance sampring can be

used:
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(1) Incoming and final inspection,

(2) Inspection of product moving from one stage of a

production process to another,

(3) fnspection of products while they are being

produced (in-process inspectj_on),

(4) In setting up of machines,

(5) Process monitoring and adjustment,

( 6) Field surveil-Iance.

In summary t.hen, in many practical situations the
purpose of acceptance sampling is to act as a monitor of
process ( or quality); rather than to determine the qual-itv.

The above mentioned advantages associated with
statistical- process control cannot be achieved in a

relatively short period of time. Al-so acceptance contror
cannot be applied to processes where few items are

manufactured (i.e., batch production). rn such cases some

form of acceptance sampJ-ing or 100% inspection is necessary

to g'uarantee the quarity of the outgoing product. As noted

earrier, if the inspection is costry or destructive, sampling

inspection must be used. If, however, a process involves
continuous mass production of a product, acceptance cont.ror,

together with process contror can be scientifically appried.

This is done by adjusting the acceptance sampJ-ing procedures

t.o match the existing manufacturing environment and. st.ate of
control of the process (SchilIing (1985) ) . Selection of an

appropriate sampJ-ing procedure depending, on extent and

nature of quality history and production environment has been

dj-scussed by Schilling (1985) .
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1.4 stalistical Quarity contror and Normarity Assumption:

The use of acceptance sampring in acceptance control
has been discussed previously regardless of Mood's theorem.

The use of control charts is another statisticat technique

widely applied by industry for the purpose of process

control. The constants (or tables) for constructinq
acceptance sampring plans and contror charts are avairabre
ìn âr.' \7 ct-:nrì1¡d text book on statistical_ qualitv control
such as Duncan (1986) and Burr(1976) for both types of
quarity characteristics i.e. attributes and. variables. rn

attribute sampling the sampling unit (usualIy the unit of
product) is classified into two cl-asses; defective or non-

defective. when the quality characteríst.ic invol-ved is a

measurement on a continuous scale (such as rength, diameter,

strength etc.), it is referred t.o as variable sampling.

When dealing with variable sampling (whether the
purpose could be acceptance sampling or construction of
control charts) two assumptions are generally made about the

measurements of quality characteristic. These assumptions
2rô.

) the observations are normally distributed, and

(2) the observations are independent..

The most commonly used sampling plans by variables
(e.9., MIL-STD-414) as well- as control- charts ( i and R -
charts ) have been developed based on the above assumptions.

Much of t.he available statistical Iiteracure on acceÞtance

sampling by variables deals with the normal d.ist.ribution,
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(Lieberman and Resnikof f , 1955,' Owen , I964, L966, L969) . Today

the existing variable sampling plans and Í and R -Chart

constants are used widely by quality control- practitioners

without questioning the val-idity of the assumption of
normal-ity. This could be due to the fact that existing
r¡l'rloc ârô oimple and easy to use and relativety few

computations are needed. Obviously íf the assumption of
normality is not valid, erroneous decisions are made and the

consequences may be costly. There is, therefore, a need to
pay close attention to this normality assumption.

The variables sampJ-ing plans generalJ_y deal with the

fraction nonconforming based on the sampre mean and standard

deviation. Duncan (1-986, p. 256) has discussed an interesting
example to show that the effect of non-normal-ity becomes more

serious when the fraction nonconforming is very small. For

exampJ-e¡ âssuming the quality variabl-e to be normally

distribut.ed, probability that the sample mean lies below one

sided 3-s.d. l-imit is 0.00135. However, for a distribution
having skewness and kurtosis given by 1.00 and 1.5,

respectively, the same probability is 0.01000, which is
considerably J-arger than that for a normal- dist.ribution.
Duncan further suggests that practitioners shoul-d be cautj-ous

when they are dealing with fraction nonconforming below 0.01

because the effect. of non-normality on acceptance sampling

pJ-ans becomes serious.
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Ànother practical_ situation where non-normalitv

occurs has been discussed by Grant and Leavenwort.h (1980, p.

527) . They consider the case where a producer has appried one

l'rrrnrlrarl na-rnañl- inqnanl- inn lrr¡ :|-i-rìl-rrrj-oq fO a jO.1- _ ându¿v¡r vJ quu!rvuLvu uv q rVU, eI

subsequently the same lot is subjected to a variabl-es

acceptance sampling by a consumer. In this situation, the use

of a sampring pran based on the assumption of normality may

lead to the reject.ion of a lot when in fact the actual- rot
distribution may not contain any defective items. They al_so

point out that with today/ s tighter standards in terms of
Smaller ar-r:Cntalr'l e Cflla'l ifr¡'l^..^r^ flr^ accrrmnf inn n€e¡rrqrIç! quUçIJuqvrç yuq¿¿Ly IËVE:IÞ, Ltfc: OÐJurrr¡/UI\./It \Jf

normal-ity may not be appropriate.

srivastava (1961) is one of the pioneers who examined

the effect on acceptance sampling plans of departures from

normality using Edgeworth series distribution. Das and Mitra
(L964) have used the Gram-charlier series, but the normar

approximation was applied in determining the effect on

sampJ-ing pIans. Montgomery (1985) has also examined the
robustness of sampJ-ing plans by variables. Schneider (1985)

used the truncated normar dist.ribution for this purpose. A1r

these authors, from their studies, have concluded that the

accept.ance sampring prans are sensitive to departures from

normality and t.he sampring prans based on the assumpt.ion of
normality should not be used if the normality assumption

cannot be justified. owen (1969) has discussed acceptance

sampling plans by variables with special emphasis on

departures from normali-ty. He has suggested a simple
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modification to normal- sampling plans if the underlying

distribution deviates from normalitv.

American National Standard ANSr/ASQC Z I.9 (1980)

points out.that,

" Thj-s standard assumes the underlying distribution
of individuar measurement to be normal- in shape. Fairure of
this assumption to be valid witl affect the OC curve and

probabilities based on the curves. In particul_ar it will-
affect the estimate of percent nonconforming calculated from

the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution. The

assumption shoul-d be verified prior to use of the standard.

A varietv of statistical- tesfs anrì oranhìr:al technicnroq ârêu9v¡r¡rrYuEJ q! E

available for this purpose. A person knowledgeabl-e in
statistics shourd be consurted who can ad.vise whether the

distribution appears suitable for sampling by variables. "

ANSI/ASQC Z 1.9 1980 is the modified version of MIL

STD 4L4 to achieve correspondence with the standard ISO/

DIS 3951 and matching with MIL STD 105D. As has been

indicated, tables and procedures contained in this standard

are constructed for normally distributed variables. Although

the authors of this standard recognize the importance of the

rìcna11- lrro f rnm the 2qq11¡61- i an {-1r¡.' 
^^ roi- of for ân\7svys! uq!ç !!vIrL uI¡ç qùÐUrttyL!VII, Lftçy \¡L, t__ _

al-ternative when the normal-itv assumption is cal-led into
question. Duncan (1986, p. 301) has, therefore, suggested

that a test for normality be made part of this standard.
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Ðuncan al-so points out that the assumption of

normality should be verified before applying these plans to a

given process or a lot. Several statistical techniques such

as chi-square goodness of fit or Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are

available to aid in this process. Graphical techniques are

a I so \rerv rseful in identifvi no i- hc ârrrrrôDri ate uncJerl rzi nnu.yÀrr vy! ¿uuv sr¡sv! 4J ¿¡¡Y

probability distribution. One such widely used technique is
probability plotting. Hahn and Shapiro (1961) have discussed

the general theory of constructing probability plots for any

distribution. Probability plots for commonly occurring

distributions (e. g. , normal, giamma and Weibull-) are also

discussed in their book. Quality control practitioners

should, therefore, use t.hese statistical and graphical-

l- er:hni oues f o examine the assl:moti on of normal i 1-r¡¿¡v!¡rrqf ! çJ .

Consider the following example taken from Duncan

(1986, p. 42). The data consist of 145 observations drawn at

random from a production rine and the variab]e of interest
is overall height of fragmentation of bomb bases. Duncan

used this data set to construct control chart limits
( see Duncan (l-986), pp. 480 -483) for Ì and R -charts
assuming the underlying distribution of heights to be

normal-. The same data set has been subiected to a test of

the validity of the assumption of normality ( see Duncan

(l-986), pp. 635- 637) using chi- square goodness of fit test
and normal probability pJ-ot.s. Chi-square goodness of fit
suqgests the data do not conform to a normal distribution
while probability plot indicates the data belong to a
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mixture distribution. Therefore the tabulated normal

distribution control chart constants shoul-d not. be used in
this case or the construction of acceptance sampling plans

based on the assumption of normarity may not be appropriate.
An attempt to identify the appropriate underlying
probability distribution and t.o det.ermine constants

appricable to this new distribution woul-d be indicated.

1.5 Outline of the Dissertation:
Most of the mat.eriar presented in this dissertation

dears with modification of contror charts and acceptance

sampling plans. chapter 2 is devoted to a review of samprinq.

prans that are widery accepted and commonly used. These

include both types of samp]ing plans, by attributes and by

vari-ables.

Because the assumption of normality is crucial to
acceptance sampling and control charts by variabresr ârì

attempt is made in this dissertation to investiqate this
assumption. A robustness study was developed to examine the

effect of non-normality on control chart limit constants for
i and R - Charts. For this study Tukey, s î, family of
di-stributions was used and the resul-ts are reported in
chapter 3. Description of control charts bv variabres will
al-so be given in this chapter.

As has been noted previously, until recently no

sufficient attention has been given t.o non-normal

distributions as potential competitors to the normal
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distribution in statistical- qualit.y control. The two

parameter exponential distribution is presented as a

suitable alternative for quality control purposes and one

and two sided sampling plans to control- t.he percent defective

are derived in Chapter 4. Sampling plans for process

parameters (Iocation ,þ, and scale ro) are also given in this
chapter as wel-l- as construction of control charts for p and

o.

As was dj-scussed earJ-ier, the second assumption

regarding acceptance sampling is the assumption of
independence. Rel-atively few aut.hors have discussed the

modification of control chart constants in the presence of
data correlation (see Vasilopoulos and Stamboul-is (1978) ) .

Howeverr flo attempt has been made to investigate the effect
of serial correlation on acceptance sampling plans. In

Chapter 5, t.he observations are assumed t.o foll_ow a

stationary autoreqressive process of order p. The

corresponding sampling plans by variabl_es to control the

proportion of defective falting outside the specification
limits are derived assuminq the process standard deviation
(o) is known. For large samples using the central limit
theorem, sampling plans can be obtained. But at present there

is no satisfactory method to obtain sampling plans for small

samples. In this chapter, a report is given on a simulation

study to examine properties of sampling plans based on small-

samples in the presence of serial correlation. Several

examples to illustrate the application of sampJ-ing plans to
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serial-ly correlated data are presented in this chapt.er.

The sampling plans presented in standard texts on

quality control relate to processes producing units of
products which are readily identifiabl-e, such as an electric
burb. These discrete items can be used as samplinq units in a

given acceptance sampling procedure. However, in practice

another type of material- can be given where the sampling

units are not easily identifiable. Examples of such materials

are truck loads of cement, wheat or fertilizer, piles of
coal, shipments of wool etc. Sampling from these types of
material is known as bul-k sampling because the product

consists of Iarge quantity of material-. Discussion on bulk

sampJ-ing and problems associated with sampling and estimation

can be found in Bicking (1967) . Schilling (L982) in his book

has provided an excel-l-ent chapter on bulk sampling.

In chapter 6 a special problem associated with bul_k

samplinq will be examined. Consider the situation where 11

primary sampling units are sel-ected from the bulk material
(e.9., n. bal-es of wool- from a shipment of wool) and n.r-'¿
secondary sampling units are selected from each n. primary

unit. Let Xr . be the measurement of some quality
characteristic from the jth secondary unit of the ith primary

unit. A linear model- of the form

X, =L!*Cf,, +e,1l ' r r_l

i=I,2, ...,flIì J=L,Z, ...,fr2 can be used to represent Xii where

tl 'i .q l- hc nr¡cra'l 'l mêân /rrqrra'l I r¡ i- ha I nl- mêârì nr l- lra nrl- \ qruq++, -,.- ,rt.l"r=

average), c[ì is the random variabi-e represent.ing the
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\râri âh'i I j.t- rr l-rgfçgen pfima¡rz rrnìt- c :nrl ô i s 1- ho ranqg¡¡ effgf*..* "ij -" e¡¡ç !q¡¡u

^component. we assume that €.r + - N(0, o?l , cf,r - N(0, o7l and!_) J- r ¿

cr.: and er r are independent. In constructing an appropriateI I]-

sampl-ing plan for mean, p, the variance of the sample mean,

is usual-ly required. It can be shown that
^^r/(x) =o7/n. +oi/n"n^zrttz

and quality control- practitioners usual-Iy use the traditional
aa

moment est.imators of oî and oÍ obtained from the analvsi s of-1 -2

variance tabIe. One of the problems associated with this
procedure is the fact that one of the estimators of variance

components may be negative if the mean square error is larger
than the mean square due to primary units. Such negative

estimat.ors of variance components are not acceptabJ-e and

statisticians usuarry set them to be zero. rn this chapter,

we give Bayes estimators of the variance components of the

above moder and these estimators are always positive. Bayes
^^estimators of o1 and oÍ can then be used fo set- rrn ar:r:entân.-ê-l_?gvvv¡/ug¡¡vv

sampling plans for bulk material.

In chapter J, prediction and predict.ion intervals for
proportion defective (p) using the predictive distribution
approach are discussed. These prediction interval_s can be

used in a similar manner for process control purposes as

discussed by Hahn (1969, I9'70) and Whitmore (1986) . The

effect of the prior distribution on the posterior
distribution of p is also discussed in this chapter.

Direction for future research in the area of statistical
quality control will also be presented in t.his chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING PLANS

AND

CONTROL CHARTS

rn this chapter acceptance sampring prans and controL
¡ha r+- q hr¡ :rtributes and h¡v wa ri alrl es f-hat are widel v ¡secivs!4qvruJ LllqL q!g wIugIr uJçv

by industry are briefry discussed. A brief description of
definitions of terms involved in statistical- quality control
wil-l also be qiven.

Before proceeding to a description of acceptance

sampring pJ-ans and control- charts, it is usefur to make some

remarks about specification Iimits, control l_imits and

tolerance l-imits. rn the fol-rowing discussion, ret x be the
qualit.y measurement of a product (e.g., tensil-e strength) .

UsuaJ-Iy, specification limits refer to individual
items and they are determined by qual-ity control engineers by

examining the capability of a given process. An item is
considered acceptabre only if x l-ies within specified rimits
of the quality variabre. For exampre, consider the tensire
strength of an item should be at least L, then if X is less

than L, the item is considered unacceptabl-e. L is car-red a

lower specification rimit. similarry, an upper specification
Iimit. can be defined.

The control limits are entirely different to
specification l-imits. control- limits pertain to means not to
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individual- items. Generarly, rower and upper control rimits
are constructed using sample information. A given process is
said to be in contror if the sampre mean of a current. sampl-e

l-ies inside the control_ Iimits although the quality
measurement of an individual item may be outside the

specification limits.
The tolerance limits can be explained using the

following exampre. suppose it is required to find two limits,
a and b, such that

P [ (X<a) Sp/Z] and P [ (X>b) <p/2] : cf,.

Then (a,b) is said t.o be a two sided 100 (1-cr) %' t.olerance

l-imit for X. similarly, one sid.ed tor-erance rimits can be

de fined.

2.1" Definitions of Terms:

The fol-l-owing definitions sharr be used throughout

this dissertation, and are taken from the American societ.v
for Quality control- standard (1962) . These definitions are

used in sampling systems such as MrL-srD-105D and MrL-srD-414

and in text books like Hal_d (1982) and Schilling (Igg2) .

(i) Acceptable Quality Levet_ (AeL) :

The maximum percent defective ( or the maximum number

of defects per hundred units ) that, for purposes of
acceptance sampling, can be considered satisfactorv as a

process average.
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(ii) Lot Tolerance Percent Defective (LTpD) :

Lot tolerance percent defective expressed in
percent defective, the poorest quarity in an individuar rot.

that should be accepted.

/ i ì i \ Àr¡ar=aa ôrrf nni na ñ"= l ì {-.' /n^^\ .\rrr/ õvs!ayç \JuLgLr_Lttg vuct_LIt,y (¡ì,\Jvl ;

The expected average quality of an outgoing product

incruding arl- accepted rots after the l-atter has been

'i ncnanrorl 1rìn nerccni- anrl the defeCtive uni f s ren'l ar.erì l^rr¡.yv!vvrru q¡¡v u¡¡ç gE!çuLIVg u¡¡!uÐ !gIJtcr\-E\-¿ lJy

good units.

/i.-\ ^r-^-^Æ^ /\rrFæa.i^- ^,.^1i.1-rz t.imj¡ /^^ôT.l .\!v¡, ävErd.gç wuLguJ_rrg vucll_rLy !l_lil.It- (l{uu*/.

The averag.e outgoing qua]ity ]imit is defined as the
maximum of averagle outgoing quality i.e., AOQL = max AOe.

2.2 Notation:

The fo

N

n

X

x

Y

n
-T

-z

llowing notation is used in this dissertation.
the number of items in the 1ot (or lot size),
the sample size ( the number of items drawn

from the lot into the sample),

the number of defective unit.s in the lou.,

the number of defective units in the sample,

acceptance number,

proportion defective in the lot ( p = X/N ),
:r.r'orrl-tl.r'l a nr'¡'l .i {-.' I ^-.^1qvvçlJLqlrç Yuclr_LL-y IcveJ.,

l-ot tolerance percent defective,
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P (p) : probabiJ-ity of acceptance of a lot given that
proportion defective in the lot is p,

cr, : producer/s risk: the probability that the lot
is rejected when the process is operating

at AQL i.e., P(p.),

P : consumer, s risk: the probability that the lot
is accepted when the process is operating at

LTPD i.e., P(p.,).
a

2.3 Description of Acceptance Samplinq plans:

The main purpose of an acceptance sampling plan is to
decide the acceptance/rejection of a given "lot". For t.his
reason, a concept of a l-ot which is useful in statistical
quality control- has been suggested by Simon (1,944) . He

defines " a lot is an aggregation of articl_es which are

essentially al-ike". Thus, before appJ_ying quality control
techniques/ the practitioners shourd be able to identifv an

ideal ]ot for inspection. Grant. and Leavenworth (1980, pp.

502-504) have discussed the use of control chart technique to
ident.ify such lots which are known as "grand lots".

' An acceptance sampÌing plan is usually represented by

its operating characteristic ( OC ) curve. This can al_so be

used as an anal-ytical tool- of the sampling ptan. The OC

curve of a given sampling plan is obtained by plotting
probabilities of l-ot acceptance for various val_ues of
process parameter (e.9., process proportion defective for
¡i. i. ri l'rrri- a c¡mnl ì nn ^F ñF^^!âSS mean fOf Vari alr'l c sâmn'l i na\v! t/! vvçÐÒ rtrço¡l !V! v q! ¿qvrç ÐatilyrJ_f f 9,/ .
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Two types of OC curves are recognized in the literature.
(i) Type A curves rel_ate to sampling from individual

rots and are obtained by plotting the probabirity that the

rot is accepted against the proportion defective in the lot.
(ii) Type B curves rel-ate to samplins from a

cônf i nllotls llrOCeSS and afe olrj-a ì narì l-rrz ^l nr- f ì n¡ .t- t-rny!vvvur qrrv q!ç vvuq!¡¡çs uy IJf\JLL_LIIg L-Ll.c

proportion of rots accepted against the process proportion
J^ €^ ^! .: --^

The appropriate probability dist.ribution of the lot
quality must be used to obtain each type of OC curve.

2.3.I Sampl-ing Plans by Attributes:
(i) Single Sampl-ing Pl-ans:

single sampring pJ-ans can be considered to be basic
to all sampling prans just as simple random sampling is in
Çrrrrrarz Qrmn'l i nn .F].ra af f ì gjg¡cies of of her sâmrr l .i ncr nr ¡n¡¿r¡e ç!!rvrç¡¡vrçÐ u! vurrç! Ðqrtryrrtrv !)J-clll5

are determined by comparing the sampre size required to
achieve the same producer/ s and consumer, s risks with that
of f ho qì nc'l o c:mnl i na n'll--an.

The parameters of a pran are acceptable quarity level
(p1) , Iot tolerance percent defective (V) , producer's risk
(c[) , consumer's risk (P) and the plan is given by sample size
ln \ anrl :nnanl¿þility constant (c) . The rra I roq nf n - rr It\-^/ ¿rej vv¡¡ruqrru \v,/. ¿¡rç vqruçÐ vI pI, p2' \*¡

and p are generally specified and the plan is then d.erived..

The operation of the plan is as follows: A sampre of items

of size n is taken from the l_ot ( applied to both type A and

type B sampling ) and the number defective, x, in the sample
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(or the. number of defects per 100 items ) is counted. The

number defective is then compared with t.he acceptability
constant, c. If x

lot is accepted.

To obtain a sampling pJ-an we can use tables such as

MIL-STD-105D (1963) and Dodge and Romig (1959) . Graphical
t- anlrni nrrac mâ\7 ¡'ì <n l-ro rrcorl lg def iVe a S.i nOl c qemn'l j na nì =ns¿uv vv qreu uv qç! ! vç q È¿r¡Y¿ç Jorrrl/l¿lty lJrcllt.

Such graphical procedures incl-ude binomial nomograph by

Larson (1966), f-binomial- nomograph by Landy (I971) and

Thorndyke chart by Thorndyke (1,926) . Dodge and Romig (1959),

Duncan (1986) and HaId (1982) are amonq the best sources for
theoretical treatment of single sampling plans.

(ii) Double and Mul-tip1e Samplinq plans:

A double sampling plan is specified by five
llârâmêf-êr< n ñ õ I ânr{ 

^ 
rF}rìo nl=n '.'n-l-rs!s¡!!vuv!r ,,L, n2, 

"!, "2 
and ca. This plan works as

fol-rows: A sample of size n1 is taken and if t.he f irst sample

r-nnt- a'inc î Or l-eSS defeCtir¡c it-cmc trìq¡gled bV x.) the lOt-l- \v\ - 1

is accepted. rf it contains .1 or more defective items the
I nf .i c ra-ianr- 96l . f f X, iS greater than e. l^lri- Icqq l- ì^rvu rÐ lsJçuu' f ifeAtef tnan 

"l_ 
Uu{_ rC:;s; Lilan 

"2,
the seeond sample of size 11 is taken and the number of
defective units in this sampJ-e is obtained (denoted by *c) .

If the combined number of defective items (xl + *c) is f""=
f han ôr êcnrâ'l .l- n î i- ho 'l al- i c ^,,-r.ônf ô.Lrrcu.r ur equcir -3 ¿rL -LÞ o.t-t-cyueri; Otnet*iSI Lhe l-Ot

is rejected (i.e.i *1 + *2
The principal advantage of a doubl_e sampling plan

.\rrêr 2 einala camnì ina nl an With the SAmê nrnrìrrr-crr g and¡/!q¡¡ vy¿s¡¡ u¡¡ç oqrltç y!vuqçç! a
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consumerr s risks is the reduction in the totar inspection.

This is because average sample number (ASN) (i.e., the

expected number of it.ems to be sampred) for a double sampling

plan is al-ways less than the ASN for a single sampJ_ing plan.

This may lead to a considerable saving of available resources

such as labour, money, and time, etc.
A mul_tiple sampling plan is a natural_ extension of a

doubl-e sampling plan in which further additional samples are

taken to achieve even more discrimination in the disposition
of a lot. A decision is reached at the k-th sampre and the
roior.f inn nrrmþg¡ at t.he k-th Staqe is .qê1- tn l-ra I + 1.vçuYv Àr rçu uv uç 

"k 
I

A multiple sampling plan is much more ftexibl_e and

offers even more reduction in sampJ-e size over singJ_e and

doubre sampring prans which Ìeads to increased economv.

However, efficiency of this sort may be costry because

murtiple prans are often dífficult to administer usuarly

with extra workload.

As in the case of single sampling plans, double and

mul-tiple sampling prans, up to seven steps are found in the

MrL-srD-l-05D tabl-es and matched double samp]-ing plans ( the

OC curves of double plans coincide with single plans ) are

t.abulatêd in Dodge and Romig (1959) . Several_ other sources

from which to obtain doubl-e and mult.ipJ-e prans are Duncan

(198 6) and Schilling and Johnson (1-9j 9) .
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/iii) Sccnrcni- ial Semnlincr PlanS:\ ¿¿¿ / vvYsv¿ru¿s+

Application of Vüald's (1947) Sequential Probability
Ratio Test (SPRT) to quality control situations l-eads to the

development of sequential sampling plans. At each stage of

sampling, a sample of one unit. is taken and based on the

sample resuJ-ts, a decision to accept r têject or take further
samples is taken. Sampling is terminated when a decision is
reached to accept or to reject the lot or process sampled. As

such, the sample size is not specified; in fact it is a

random variable and often very small. The sample size can

only be determined after the test is terminated. It can be

shown that a sequential- sampling procedure has the optimum

property that the average sample number is as low as

possible WaId (1941) . Thus, sequential sampling plans are

more suit.able in cases where it is absol_ute1y necessary to

keep the sample size as small as possible (e.9., destructive
and costly testitg) . Single, double and multipte sampling

plans are special cases of sequential pJ-ans.

A sequential sampling plan is generally implemented

using a chart such as given in Figure 2.1 where

.:.ft = number of items drawn

*k : number of defective items found in sample k

s - = total number of defective items in n unitsunk

yn = sk * h" is the reject limit at sampJ-e k-¿ z

y, : sk * h" is the accept limit at sample k.-1 1

The cumulative number defective is plott.ed on this
chart against the number of samples taken and the decision
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to accept or to reject is taken when t.he plot crosses the

âr-r-êrrt ôr rciggl IineS. Thjs is a rrranhir:aI rrror-eclrrrcr ru q Ytqyrrrvqr -y!vuçuu!ç

orrrr i r¡a I onl- nf i- ho nrr¡r-acc .
ìr'! vvveu .

reject the lot (or process) if I, x. '2
accept the lot (or process) if I, x. r1

continue sampling if yl
Formul-as for the construction of seguential- plans for

given values of p1 r p2, ur and B have been derived by WaId

(1941) and the statistical- Research Group (1945). These are:

tog [ (1-cl) /Ê]
'h
tt 

]- los[ {n, {r-p1) } / {pt(1-pr) } ]

Los[ (1-Þ) /crl
h

' ,onl{vr(1-p1 )}/ {or(1-pz) }l

J_

los[ (I-pz) / ,]--pl) 
]

los [{n, {r-pr) } / {pl (1--p2) } ]

Sequential sampling plans can be obtained from

Statisti-cal Research Group (1945) tables. Also a table of
plans for cr:.05 and B=.19 is given in Schilling (1982) . An

excellent discussion on this subject is given in Burr

(I91 6) . For theoretical deveJ-opment and applications see

Wald (L941) and Vùetheril-l- (l-975).
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Iv.

Figure 2.1,. Sequential Test Criterion

Efficiencies of single, doubl_e, multiple and.

sequentrial sampling pJ-ans are usual-ry evaruated by comparing

various measures of t.hese plans. A commonry used measure is
the averagle sampre number (ASN) . The following tabte taken

from SchilIing (1982, pp.154) compares sample sizes of
double, multipJ-e, and sequential plans against a single plan

'.'.i+h n-trÂ ^-a N- 
^tr ^-l R- 1^ rl^L^ !L^! !L^ ^-^1rwrLrr rr-JV t c-2, Ct=.05, and p:.19. Note that the smaller sl-ze

is an indication of greater efficiency.
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Plan ASN

Single 50

Double 43

Mrrlf inla ?rvJ

Sequential 33.5

Obviousl-y the sequential plan has obtained the

highest efficiency in terms of the ASN rel-ative to a sinqre

and double plans, but a large gain is not noted from a

murtipre to a sequential pran. other measures of these prans

which can be used for comparison purposes include Average

Ârrf aai nn ñrr= I i --- /r ^^\ ---312ñô ôrrl-nni na Ârr:'l .i {-,, T .i 
-..i\JuLge_Lrtg vudrrLy \¿\uv/, l{vL-*:r- --.,J uualrtry Ll_mlt

(AOQL) , and Average Tot.a1 Inspection (ATI); and these are

discussed in Schilling (1982) .

Sequential plans can also be constructed when the

number of defects per unit (or defects per 100 units) is
involved. rn this case, the poisson distribution is used as

the underl-ying model and using spRT the folrowing parameters

are derived:

Ios [ (1-c) /p]
httl

Ioqu^ loqu-''z -'r
los[(1-F)/crl

h and2-- l-oqu^ loqu.-'z -'I

ò-
lL2 Lt1

togqZ togtrt

where p., is producer's quality level (pQL) F- is consumer's.J- ,¿

æ'.+-1 .i !.. I ^--^ 1 tõ^r \ ^-l ¡¡quarr-try rever (CQL) and ¡r, t lrt Schilling (1,982, p.161).
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2.3 .2 Sampl-ing Plans by Variables:

When the measurement of the quaJ_ity characteristic
involved is a variable such as length, time, weight, etc., it

^^^.: r.. r^^can easl-ry De converted to an attribute. This is accompJ_ished

by choosing specificat.ion limits for the characteristic and

examj-ning whether the quality measurement. lies within the

specification l-imits or not. rf it lies within the limits,
the item is classified as good; otherwise it is defective.
when deciding upon acceptance sampring prans we, therefore,
have a choice to make; to use attribute or variabre sampring.

In general, measurements provide more information
about items or a process invol-ved than simple classification
of units into defective or non-defective. This l-eads to a

considerable saving in sampre size compared to attribute
sampling to obtain the same discrimination.This is
ill-ustrated using the following tabl-e taken from schilling
(1982, p.224) by comparing average sampl-e number for
various plans matched to single ptan by attributes n:50,

c=2:

Plan ASN

Sing1e attribute
Double attribute
Mu I t'i n'l e at1- ribute

Sequential attribute
Variable (O unknown)

Variable (o known)

50

43

35

33 .5

27

T2
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.It must be emphasized efficiency of this sort can

onJ-y be achieved if the underrying probabirity distribution
of individual measurements is known and is stable. Thus, in
many practicar apprications the measurements are assumed to
be independentry, normarly distributed. The sampring plans by

variabl-es presented in this section are d.erived by using the
nôrmâl if r¡ ¡cqrrmnl- inn

As poínted out earlier, the principal advantage of
llsino r¡arialrlc nl:nq ie l-ha .ïrêâl-ôF rarlrr¡{- inn in c=mnla -i-^ìJÀuqeç! !suuvu4v¡¡ ItI ùcrlttp_L€ ÞI¿c.

For other advantages and disadvantages of sampling plans by

variables , see Schi J- l- ing (1982) .

(i) sampling by variabres for proport.iol Nonconformingr:

In this section the sampling plans to control the
proportion of items lying outside specification rimits are

presented. The foll-owing notation is used.

k

U

L

Lr

o

acceptability constant

upper specification Iimit
lower specification limit
process average (mean)

process standard deviation
I = | x, /n : sample mean.

Definitions of pr , p..,, crrand B remain as before.- 1' 'Z'

It should be noted t.hat X., , s are the measurements of
the quality characteristic and they are assumed to be

independently, normally distributed random variabl-es. A

practitioner who uses these plans shoul_d be aware of this
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l-imitation of assumption of normality. In this regard, Duncan

(1986, p.3I2) has given a "special warning" to practitioners.

Duncan (l-986, p.548) also suggests that the decision

of a practitioner to use the "normal- analysis" depends on his
personal inclinations, and this makes it impossible to obtain

the theoretical OC curve of a given sampling plan. The

aqqtrmni- i on nf nôrmâl'i .l- rr qlrnrr'ì rl t- hara€nra 1îô Æi"^-_..J uJ-(¡, Lrtere r ore r Ðe glven serl_ous

consideration bv the practitioners.

Two separate cases can be identified; o known and

o unknown. Although o known case is rarely real_ized in many

practical- situations, both cases are discussed for
compì-eteness. In either case/ a sampling plan is generally

specified by n and k where k is the acceptability constant.

Case I: One Sided Sampling Plans (o known)

The rule is to accept a l-ot. if I ko > L or i + ko

< U and the sampJ-ing plan (n and k) is derived. in order to
satisfy (for lower specification limit)

Pti ko > Llp.) : I-g.,

and

P (X ko > LlP") : P.'¿
Using these probabitity statements, it can be shown that

P (Z <^/ñ (f-2. ) ) = cf, (2.L)' t_'

and

P (z >{ñ (k-2.) ) = p e.2)'¿'
where

z = {ñ(i-trl /o - N(0,1);
and z. and 7 A¡e SuCh t.hat'r '2
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(.* 2,^..,,r=-: f.- 2,^.-,r-
J te*p (-z'/2) I /"1n = p1 and J [exp (-z'/2) I /^lZIt = p2.
o1- '2

From (2 .L) and (2.2) r w€ obtain
t-1n(k-zr) : -za e.3)

and
t-\n (k-zr) = zB. e .4)

SoJ-ving (2 .3) and (2 . 4) f or n r wê get

^n : | (za-z') / Qr-zr) Ji (2.5)

k is then given by

k = ,1_ - zo/.,ln e.6)
or

k = z) + zn/^ln. e.7)4P

Note that two val_ues are possible for k depend.ing on

whether equation (2.3) or (2.4) is used. In practice,
it is common to take the average of two val-ues derived above.

For an upper specification limit using the above

procedure it can be easiry shown that the same formul-as

(2.5), (2.6) and (2.1), are obtained. Two sided sampting

plans by varíabl-es can be constructed in a simil-ar manner.

Tabl-es of sampling plans by variables are available
for normarry distributed measurements. perhaps, the best

source is the MTL-srD-414. Theory of MrL-srD-4L4 is given in
Lieberman and Rocniknff /1955). Description of MIL-STD-414

can be found in the lj-terature on quarit.y control such as

Duncan (1986), Burr (L976) and Schilling (I992).
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Case II: o-unknown

To illustrate the construction of sampJ-ing plans when

o is unknown, consider the acceptance rule i + ks < U for an

upper specification limit where s is the sampJ-e standard

deviation. The acceptance rule can be expressed as
l- t-t{ñ tu-pl /o - {ñ tx-pl /oI / (s/o) > ./ñt . Q.8\

The expression on the reft hand side of (2.8) is distributed
as a non-central t-distribution with f= n-1 degrees of
freedom and non-centrality parameter

^ ,- ,-ô ={n (U_Lr) /o = {ñx., _,. : r/-1f+¡ K., _^,
whoro K ic l- ha rrrryrar ñ-nôr^ônt- nnìn1- in the Standafd^'1-O 'Y 'trv! l/v¿¡¡s

normal distribution.
l]'ha nrnhal-ri I jf ar of ecr-pntange iS thenqvvvì/ (

P(t > {ñt<¡ = 1 - p(t <./ñÐ

= 1 - P(r/{n-l < {ñ7tn-rlrl
: 1 - P (n-1, 

^/ñX1 _- , ./ñ7ln=1T:<) ,

t value is less than or equal to {ñZG:11-k with (n-1) degrees

of freedom and non-central-ity parameter !nK., _,-, This
¡v

probabiJ-ity integral has been tabulated by Resnikoff and

Lj-eberman (1957) . using these tables we can consrruct the

sampling plans as follows:

For (p,, e) ,

P (t > ./ñt</Rr) = 1-cr,

where P (n-1, {ñxr_o , ^/ñ7 t,r-f lf l is rhe probability that rhe

aìr

t- ,-
P (n-1, 1nK. , ,'ln/ (n-1) k) : cf,.l-nLlJL

(2 .9)
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Similarly for (p2, Þ),

t- t-Þln-1 r/nT{ tl n/tn-1\l¡\ - l-Rr \rr Lf Yr¡¡\1 _* t rrr/ \¡¡ r/ 
^,1 ¿ lJ.L-P? (2.10)

The solution for n and k can be obtained bv trial and

error met.hod using equations (2.9) and (2.L0) .

However, Duncan (1986, p. 269) has given an approximate

procedure for finding n and k for large samples under t.he

- ^ ^.,**r .i ^- |assumpEron chat x + ks is approximately normally distributed
with mean p + ko and variance approximately equal to

)a
ll/n + k'/2n1o' . This method viel-ds

k = (z2zd+ 
^1zþ)/(zu"+ rþ)

and

n : (t+t2 /2) | (z- * z,') / (2, z) 12 .u p L ¿''
It is noted that in this case, because the process

-a

standard deviation is unknown, one must take (L + k'/2) times

as many samples as the case when o is known. It is al_so

noted that the formula for k remains as before. Several- other
procedures for choosing n and k are discussed in Resnikoff
and Lieberman (1957) .

Once aqain MIL-STD-414 provides tables for the

constrúction of sampring plans when o is unknown. Two types

of procedures are given in these tables; one is the

variability unknown Standard Deviation Method, where s is
used to estimate o and other the is the variabirity unknown

Range Method, where n/o., is used to estimate o. Here R is the
L

mean Of the ¡ ^--r ,r 'i q r. Ìro awnanl¿l jg¡ Of the relat j_vesrrY

ranqe R/o.
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(c) Sampl.ing PIans by Variables for process parameter:

The sampling plans di-scussed in the previous section
are concerned with control-ring the proportion of items lying
outside t-he specif ication rimits. rn this section, sampring

prans for average quarity of material- or variabilitv in the
quarity of the material- wil-l- be given. prans of this trvpe are

widery used in the sampling of bulk material_ that comes in
bags, boxes, drums, baJ_es etc.

(i) Sampling Plans for process Average (Lr) :

Let p1 and p, be the acceptable quality level (AeL)

and rejectable quality leveI (ReL) respectiveJ_y. When a

Iower specification Iimit is given ¡t.I 'Z '

rimit ll. > p. . consider finding a sampJ-ing plan for the case'¿ '1
where the rower l-imit is specified. The rul_e is to acceÞc

the lot if X > k, and. the probJ-em is to find n and k ro
a+rì ^€..

. . ,,.¡orlu

P (accept the Iot lpr) = 1-cr

P (accept the J_ot I p, ) = Þ.

fn other words,

P(X > klLr") = 1-c[' '1'
^.,.1o11U

n ¡^"*^ ÊL^

frnm l) 1 1 \
\L. LLI

(2.LL)

ta 1-\
\¿-. L¿- )

m!-^-

P(x > klp2) = p.

process standard deviation

and (2.L2) we 9et,
(k ur) / (o/{ñ¡ = -zu

is known to be o.
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and
, t-(K - V2)/\6/"'tn) = zß.

We then obtain

n: Lo(z* + zù/(V." -p.,)l' (2.I3)
úP.!

and k is found either from

k = LLn z^.6/4n or.I (I

k : þ.> + zao/ln. (2.I4)
LP

For upper specì-fication Iimit (2.I3) still gives rì, but. k is
given by

k = U. + z^.O/ln or'I (.L

k : l,lo zao/ln.
LP

(ii) Sampling Plans for Process Standard Deviation

In this case let 01 be the acceptable process

st.andard dewiation and o, be the rejectable process standard

deviation (O^ > o. ) . Assume X ts are incìcncnrlonl- lr¡- ñ^rm=l rrr
¿ L 

rrv r qlE r¡¡sçyçrrvç¡¡uf J, rrulluof Iy

distributed and s is the sample standard deviation.
We would then use the criteria

accept the lot if "2 S k,

¡--lortu

reject the lot if 
"2

As such, the following probabiJ-ity equations can be formed:

p (s2
I

and

P(s2< klo^¡ = ß.'z'
But it is known that, (n- 1,) s2 /o2 foll-ows a chi-square

distribution with (n-1) degrees of freedom. Using this
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ñF^ñ^sFr, ^t ^2 
i L¡/lvr/sruy ur Þ ¡ it can be Shown that,

xt^-r, r-c^

xï-t, 
þ

= (n-1)W"l

= (n- 1 ) xt o?r.

or/or:m

(2.Ls)

(2.r6)

Solving (2.I5) and (2.L6) for n, n cannot be found directl-v.
Thus, by dividing (2.L5) by (2.1,6) , we get

(2 .r7 )

Burr (1974) has tabul_ated the ratio given in (2.Ij ) for
several- val-ues of n, cr and B. As a result, n can be obtaíned
from these tabres and k can then be found usinq either
(2.L5) or (2.16) .

(iii-) Sequential Sampling plans bv Variabl-es

As has been indicated earlier the assumption of
normalit.y is crucial in the case of sampling pJ-ans by

variables. Thus, the sequential sampJ-ing prans given in this
sect.i-on are arso based on this assumption. rt should be

emphasized that the superiority of these prans over

attribute and other variable sampling pJ_ans rests entirerv
on the val-idity of the normality assumption.

As given in section 2.3.1 (iii), the accept./reject
arl rêrt rìn l c.

Reìer-i- l-ho Int- (or nrocessl if I X.\vr ¡J!vvurJ/ r! u ní 
= t2'

Ãaaa*r r1^^ I ^.r\ccepc rne rot (or process) if I 
"¡_

Continue sampling if yl
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T^rhere Y-' - sk + h. and Y^ = Sk + h^ .-1 r -¿ z

Case I: Sequential Plans for Process Average

When the measurements are assumed to be

independently, normalJ-y distributed it can be easily shown

usins SPRT that
s : (þr + p2) /2'
h"1
h--2

: Ilosi (1-cr) /þl t UL2-þr) l6¿,
: [1og{ (1-p) /a) / (F"-lr. ) ]o¿ .- ''z '1'-

Ëlore ry = r)rôdtt¡arr c ricÞ B : COnSUmef,S fiSk, p. = AeL, þ^, =u !r9¡\t l, vv¡¡oq¡Lrç! a 

- L

RQL and o2 is the process variance assumed to be known.

Case II: Sequential Pl-ans for Process Variance

Once again using the theory of SPRT the constancs

rêafììirarì fnr i-hi< rr'l:n ârâ.
ì/rqr¡ s!e.

s: []osrc?¿/oïj/|(,/o1) - e/ot)l,

hr : l2ros (1-s) /þl I t | ft/o|) - e/o?) t,

hz = l2Lost (1-P)/a)l/te/o1) ç-/o3)J.

2.4 Other Sampling Plans

The acceptance sampling plans discussed in section
2.3 of this chapter are the ones that are commonly used by

t.he quality control- practitioners. Apart from these pIans,

other special plans and procedures have been developed for
various sampling situations for both attributes and



variables. These include no-cal-c p1ans, Iot plot pIans,

narrow limit gauging, mixed attribute-variable plans and

Philrips standard sampJ-ing system. A detailed discussion of
i- hoqo rrl :n c âre given in Schilling (1982) .

Most of the sampling plans presented in this chapter

are concerned with t.he individual- rots that are readil_v

identifiable. When a continuous production process is
invol-ved individual- rots cannot be easiry determined, rather
they must be artificially created. For example, items

produced in a period of one hour can be considered as a lot.
several- sampling plans have been devetoped to deal with this
situation. They are known as continuous sampling plans

(CSP) An excellent discussion of varj_ous continuous

sampling plans are given in WetheriII (L977) and SchiIl_inq
(1982) .

When dealing with lot by lot inspection the sampling

plans discussed so far utilize the information obtaÍned from

the samnl e of the immediaf e I of i nsnecl- eci for j- hc nrlrrrôsê of!¡rrrrrvu¿suv ¿vu ¿¡royçvuvv !v! LrIç putyvÐç v!

acceptance/rejection. However, there are situations where for
economic considerations the sampre size should be kept at a

minimum'whil-e a reasonable protection against passing

unacceptabre lots shourd be maintained. rn order to achieve

this criterion, special sampling pJ-ans and procedures have

been developed by incorporating the information gathered from

samples of previous rots inspected. These plans are known as

cumul-ative sampling pJ-ans and include skip-lot sampling

plans, chain sampling plans, deferred sentencingf schemes,
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demerit rating prans and cumulative results criterion pran

(cRC) . MrL-srD-105D and MrL-srD-414 can al-so be considered

belonging to this category because the resul_ts of the

^*^--.i ^..^ I ¡!^vrçvrvuÐ ruLÞ examined are used to switch from normal to
tightened, tightened to normal or normal to reduced

inspection. schil-ling (L982) has provided a sunmary of these

pJ-ans.

Another type of special sampling pJ_ans known as

compliance sampling deats with situations such as compliance

testing of standards set by government (e.g.; testing of
safety products and drugs), validation of suppliers
inspection, inspection of extremely tight standards etc. rn
tsh¡aa .|- tr*a^ ^€ *l -^urrçÐç uy¡,çù vr pJ-ans an acceptance number c=0 is commonly

used. These plans incl-ude l-ot sensitive sampling plans (LSp)/

tightened-normal--tightened scheme (TNT), quick switching
system (QSS) and simplified grand lot procedure. Once again

the reader is referred to schilling (LgB2) for a discussion

of compliance sampling plans.

If a process is in statistícal control, it is opt.imum

to use 1008 inspection or not to inspect at al_l- (Deming,

L982) . 'Deming, therefore, suggests that acceptance sampling

should not be used as a t.ool in quality assurance. However,

fhora ârê cit-s¿lions where proportion nonconforming in
incoming lots fructuates markedry from lot to lot indicating
t.hat t.he process is not in statisticar control- . zero defects

sampring plans which are found to be useful- in this case have

been proposed by Hahn (1-986) . This plan works as foll_ows: A
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random sampre of size n is taken from a rot and if there is
no defective items in the sample, the l-ot is accepted.

otherwise, the rot is rejected. Hahn (1986) has arso proposed

a method to estimate the proportion nonconforming in the

accepted lot based on a zero defects sampling pl_an.

when there is a need to use 100t inspection to ensure

that the items conform to the standard level_ of quality, a

J-arge number of inspections have to be performed. If the

inspections are lengthy or expensive, a considerabte amount

of time or cost may be involved (e.g., destructive testirg).
To avoid this difficurty, a procedure known as group sampling

can be used. This procedure tests a group of items

simultaneously rat.her than testing individual- it.ems. A

complete discussion of this procedure is given by Mundel

(1984) . Robust group testing has been discussed in Hwang

(1984) . This procedure can al-so be applied to sequential
samplíng (SchilIing, 1,982, p. 155) .

ïn contrast to the preceding sampling plans and

schemes, Dodge and Romiq (1959) has developed sampring prans

to be app]-ied to series of rots with rectification. The

rectifÌeation scheme used by them is as forl-ows: one hundred

percent inspection of rejected l-ots is carried out and anv

defective items are replaced with good ones. rn the accepted

l-ots, onry the defect.ive items in the sampre are repraced

with good items. As such, the total inspection and t.he

outgoing quality of the product become random variabres.
Dodge and Romig (1959) sampl-ing prans are then derived by
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minimizing the average total inspection with respect to a

fixed value of the level of quality designated by averag:e

outgoing quality limit (AOQL) or Iot tolerance percent

defective (LTPD) . These pJ-ans can, therefore, be considered
^*si-'-- 'l .i-- *1--^- ThC l-hOnrrz nf l-hoco q:mrrlctÞ uPLrlttullt scllttPIJ-LI9 PId.IIS u¡¡vv!J u- -,*.,.-*añ9

-r ^-^^ !a-^!L^r with the talrles of n'l ens ancl i- hci r oncref inrrpJé.1rÞ uuvELrr.e! wJ_L-rr LtIe L*-*es

characteristic curves are given in Dodge and Romig (j_959) .

Dodge and Romig (1959) sampting inspection tables
have been deveroped to contror AoeL varues ranging from 1å to
10*. This is because, in the past, these AOQL val_ues were

accept.able for many customers. However, with today, s tighter
standards, manufacturers have been asked to provide quality
levels in the range of .05% to .0058 and Japanese customers

demand an AOOL of .001% (Cross (1984)). These percentaqes are

transl-ated to getting 500 parts per mil-lion to 10 parts per

million (ppm) . rt should be noted that such tiqht standards

are difficult to verify and every lot must be almost perfect.
Cross (l-984) has developed parts per million AOQL plans to
deal with this situation. The acceptance number for al-r the

plans developed by Cross is zero. A tabl-e of ppm AOQL plans

for 500; 250t 100, and 50 ppm, t.heir OC curves and AOQL

curves are also given in Cross (1984) .

Another type of optimum sampling plan is known as

Bayesian sampling p1ans. The essential feature of the

Bayesian scheme is that the l-ot quarity is assumed to follow
a non-degienerate distribution which is known as the prior

distribution. These pl-ans are then derived by minimizing the
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average cost with respect to the prior distribution of the

rrrÕcêss - Var:i ^"^ *-'i ^- ^r stributions and cost functions thatv!vuçÐJ. vq!ruuÐ lJ!¿v! url

are wìclelv usccl in ortalitv control work can be found in Haldq!9 YYrsv!J

(Ig82) and Wetheril-l (1g17) . HaId l1rg82) is perhaps the best

source for a detailed discussion of the theorv and

.ann'l i ¿-¡1- i nn nf Rar¡oqi an e.âññl i nn nl rnc Þrrz al- l- ril-lrri-ocallyrIUeLIUlI v! uurvJrqrr Js¡tt}JrlIlV IJrO.llÈt 9y quu!¿vuLçÐ.

2.5 Control Charts

Control charts form an important component. in

statistical quality control and are widely used by

nrar-f i f i oners in various branches in indrrs1- rv . Thc nri nr-i na l

application of control- charts is in the area of process

control-. Other purÞoses of control- charts are discussed in

SchiIling and NeIson (1916).

As in the case of acceptance sampling plans control

charts can be constructed when the quality characteristic is

an attribute or a vari-able. A description of control charts

by variabl-es wil-l- be given in chapter 3. This section is

devot.ed to a brief discussion of control charts by

attributes.

(i) Control Charts for Proport.ion Defect.ive (p-Chart)

Let p' be the process fraction defective and assume

fhat o' is known. The fraction defective ìn i.he samole isr

denoted by p and is given by x/nt where x is the number of

defective items in a random sample of size n. Assumins x t.o
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follow a binomial distribution with parameters n and p', it

is well known that E(p) = p' and Var(p) = p' (I-p') /n. The 3

s.d. control limits for p' can then be set up as

tower control limit : p, 3^ilrTI-rl7n
and

upper concrol iimit = p' + 31Þ1i=F?17n.

In the situation where p' is unknown, p' is commonly

estimated bV p : tL x, /nr)/k where *i is the number of

defective items in the sample i, nì is the sample size of

the sample i, and. k is the number "; such samples. when the

rI.,'S are al-I equal, the above estimate kreeomes ã : ) - /v--i Y ? t¿it 't

where pr: xr/n is the fraction defective in the sample i.
The variance of p can then be estimated by ptf-plZ". Thus

3-s.d. control limits are

lower control limit : F - 3{ptr-pl /n
^-,-.¡al ru

upper control limit = p + ¡{pt1-pl /r,.
The 2-s . d. control lirnits are simil-ar.

(ii) Control Charts for Number of Defects (c-Charts)

In many cases of industrial applications the variable

of interest is the number of defects per unit of product.

The nature of the unit depends on the characterist.ic of the

product. For example, if the product is oil cloth, and is

inspected for blemishes, the unit may be 100 square meters.

ff transistor radios are inspected for number of defect.s the

natura.l- unit of product is the radio itself, Duncan (1986) .
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Let c' be the average number of defects per unit of
rrrnrlrrr.r- ¡nrl r\, iS aSSUmed tO be knOwn. If C iS the nUmber Of

defects in a random sampl-e of a single unit, Lhen using the

Poisson distribution as an appropriate model-, E(c) = ct and

Var(c) : ct. Thus when c' is given the 3 s.d. control limit.s

for c are
Iower control l-imit : ct 3./õ'

ancl

upper control l-imit : ct + 3{õ' .

When the value of c' is not qiven the estimator
sc = > c:/k of c' is commonJ-y used where cr is the

l-l_

number of defects in the sampJ-e i and k is the number of

samples. The 3-s.d. control limits are then obtained by

substitutinq õ for ct .

Lower control l-imit = õ 3^i õ

and

upper control- l-imit = õ + 3{ õ.

The above discussion of c-charts is concerned with

the number of defects in a unit of product when a sample

consists of a singJ-e item. Another type of commonly used

control. charts by attributes closely rel-ated to c-charts is
the u-chart. These charts are used to control the averase

number of defects per unit. of product when a group of items

is sampled at a time. The foll-owing notation is commonly

used in constructinq u-charcs.

n = the number of units in the sample í,

c = the total number of defects in the sample í,
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,-u = c/n = the average number of defects per unit in
the sample i

k = the number of samples of size n

Burr (197 6) .

Let u' be the process average number of defects per unit.. u'

is then estimated by ü tne average of u/ s of the k samples.

The variance of ü can be shown to be u'/n. Hence the 3 s.d.

control limits are:

lower controi- Iimit = ü ¡{ üUn

and

upper control limit = ü + ¡{ ü/n.

The above discussion is a brief presentation of
control charts by attributes. An excell-ent díscussion of

construction and maint.enance of control charts is qiven in
Burr (I91 6) and Duncan (l- 98 6 ) .
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CHAPTER THREE

RoBUSTNESS oF i eNo R-cIIARTS

3.1 Introduction

Since the introduction of conLrol charts by Shewhart,

they have been widely used by industry for various purposes

such as (Schilling and Nel-son (f976) ) studies of process

capabiJ-ity,' measurement capability studies; presentation of

results of designed experiments; acceptance sampling for

process parameters; process control.

when the process parameters (i.e., the process mean p

and the process standard deviation o) are not given, it. is
= E_

common to use * =.. ì. Xrlk to estimate the process averagle þ'
r-a

where ii is the mean of the sample i based on a sample of n

units and k is the number of such samples taken from the

process. The process variability is estimated using the mean
K

of the rang:es F.:,t Ri/k, where R, is the range of sample i
l-= -|

(Nelson (1975)). The control limits of the Í and R chart.s

are then determined by assumingi the underlying probability

distribution of the quality characteristic to be normal-.

Burr (L967), Schilling and Nelson (L976), Balakrishnan

and Koèherlakota (1983) have examined the effects of non-

normal-ity on i and R-charts. These authors suggest from their

studies, that the ordinary normal- curve control limit factors

can be used provided the population does not depart markedly

from normality. An excellent early summary on variabl-e

acceptance sampling with emphasis on non-normal-ity has been

given by Owen (l-969) .



In this chapter, non-normality on the 3-standard

deviation (3-s.d.) and 2-standard deviation (2-s.d.) control

Iimits of the I and R control charts is investigated. In

order to carry out an empirical investigation it is necessary

to generate data from a non-normal- probability distribution,

and to determine the performance of the normal-ity based

control- fimits applied to these data. The non-normal

probability distribution used should have a characteristic or

characteristics which differ in some particular manner from

the normal- probability distribution. The performance of the

normality based control l-imits is assessed by determining how

often the lirnits are exceeded under varying degrees of non-

normality as compared with the known frequency under

normal-ity.

A possibJ-e family of probabitity distributions whích

offers attractive non-normality characteristics is the

Tukey's À-family, and it is this family of distributions

which was used to determine ernpirically the performance of

the control lÍmits. This family was chosen because it

consists of a broad range of symmetric probability

distributions one of which is the normal distribution, but

which differ according to the síze of the taíI areas. It is

felt that the control- limits may well be sensitive to the

magnitude of the tails of the underlying probability

distributions.
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3.2 Tukey' s l.-family

The Tukey's 1.-family of probability distributions is

a large family of probability distributions which have a

common property of being symmetric but differ according to

the magnitude of the tail- areas. Each of the distributíons

can be explicitly represented by

(3.1)

where the F-r- is the ínverse function of the distribution

function p : F (y) . By varying the shape parameter 1, one can

obtain a wide spectrum of symmetric distributions from very

heavy tailed to thin tailed. The wel-l--known distributions

such as the uniform, normal, logistic and Cauchy distribut-

ions, up to a scale parameter, are either members of the

family (uniform (f, = I and 2), logistic (X = 0) ) or can be

closely approximated by a member of the family, Cauchy (À =

-1) ) . In particufar, the normal distribution with 0 mean and

standard deviation .6874 can be closely approximated by

?t = .14. Another advantage of using this family i-s that the

simulated random observations x can be easiJ-y obtained

through simulat.ing the uniform random observations p. The

Tukey's 1,-farnily has been widely used recently in robustness

studies and simulation (Chan and Rhodin (1980) ) .

The fact that Tukey's l,-family of dj-stributions range

from thin tailed to heavy tailed, can be seen from the

following Tab1e 3.1- of "tail lengths" as measured by t and p
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where

Í

(Chan

r-r (.9975) -lEr Oq\
L \ . J! t

-lF - (.97s)
and P=

and Rhodin, (l-980)).

TABLE 3.1

Variances and Tail Lengths of the l,-Famil-y of Distributions

(x)

1.00 (uniform)

0.30

0.20

Normal

0.l-4

0. r0

-0.10

-0.20

-0.30

-tF *(.7s)

Variance

0 .3333

r.3688

1.7804

2.1163

2.Lt03

2 .37 80

4.1805

7 .4851

13.3547

1.023I

r.3503

L.4322

r.41,92

L.4732

1.8493

2.1303

2.4960

p

L.266'7

2.2421

2.36s4

2 .4387

2 .4494

2.5r01

2 .81 95

3.1r30

3.38s9

Filliben (1969) did an extensive study of this family.

3.3 the Control Limits

Assuming the underlying probability distribution to

be normal, the construction of control charts (I and R-

charts) have been discussed in standard literature on

statisticaf quality control. The constants required to obtain

3-s.d. control- chart l-imits (A'1, A2, d2, d¡ for i-charts and

Dl_, D2, D3, D4 for R-charLs) when underlying probability
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distribution is normal for the two situations where the

process standard deviation is known and unknown are

available. The control chart.s construction procedure is

discussed ful1y in Burr (1976r pp. 86-87) and a table of

normal control chart consLants is also given in Burr (L976,

p. 486) . It is, therefore, the conmon practice to assume that

the measurements are normally distributed and construct i -
charts and R-charts usinq these tabulated constants.

3.4 Assumption of Normality

If the underlying dÍstribution of the quality

measurements is normal- the probabil-ities that the sample mean

falling outside 3-s.d. and 2-s.d. control limits for I-chart

are 0.0027 and 0.0456, respectively. The corresponding

probabilities for the rangie from a normal distribution are

given in Table 3.3. For any other underlying distribution

these probabilities could be more or less, depending on the

lengths of the tails of the distribution. Hence, the

question arises as to what extent the non-normality affects

the i- and. R-charts.

3.5 Control- Limit Factors for the l,-familv of Distributions

In order

Tukey's l,-family

deviation of the

moments of order

the î,-family the

to compute t.he control l-imit factors for

we need the expectation and the standard

range. These can be obtained from the

statistics Xr,. ( X,^,(f) \¿) (n)

k-th moment about 0 of the r-th order
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statistic of a sample of size n is (Joiner and Rosenblatt

( 1971_ ) )

k
;: r-(-)t ) (J)(-1)

ì-^ J
J-v

rllr i (I j pt,*-j)1.+r, jî,+n-r+l \l/Lk, ß.2)p:

where p is the beta-function.

of the range R = X,-, -X,,, is(n) (t)
E (R) = 2nlL XÊ (n, L, ) / {À (n+1.) } .

The producl moment of the smal-lest and largest order

statistics is:

In particular, the expectation

t? ?\

(3.s)

s (x(r)x(n) ) = n (n-1) t2Þ (1.+r,ri-1) / Qlv+n)

+ { (-r)n-t}Þ (L+n,1.+r¡p (1,+1,n-1)

n-2'a
E (t*') (-r¡ r{Þ (À+r , j+r) / (n+}.- j-1) } I /}"¿.

j=0 r
(3.4)

The variance of the l.-¿istribution is
o2= 2 t 1-Àp (À, À) /21 / {t2 eL+Ð I .

we can then use (3.2) to (3.5) to obtain the expectation and

the standard deviation of the range, and compute the control

Iimit. constant= d2, d3, Dl-, D2, D3 and Dn for the l.-farnily of

distributions.

3.6 Comparison of the Probabilities Outside the Control-

Limits and Control Limit Constants Between Normal and

l,-family of Distributíons

As has been noted, the purpose

investigate the effect of non-normality

This will be examined by looking at

of this study is to

on I- and R-charts.



(l) The probabitit.y that the sample mean i from the

l,-distribution 1íes outside 3-s.d. and 2-s.d. control limits,
(2.) The probability that the range from the

ì,-aistribution lies outside 3-s.d. and 2-s.d. control limits,
and

(3) The comparison of the normality constants with

the control- limit constant" 42, d2, d3, Dl_, D2, D3 and Dn for
the À-family of distributÍons.

We gienerated 10r000 random samples of sizes n = 21 5,

8,10 and 15 for each shape parameter À = I.00, 0.30, 0.20,

0.14, 0.10, -0.10, -0.20 and -0.30. The APL random number

generator was used to generate the random samples. The

selection of these l-val-ues was done so as to include

distributions with thin to thick tails (see Table 3.1).

fn order to check the accuracy of the simulation, the

s j-mulated probabílities that li-p | >3ol{ñ and >2ol{ñ

reported for 1, = I (i.e., the uniform distribution U(0,a)

were compared with the theoretical probabilities, which can

be obtained from the distribution function of the sample

! 
^! ^'lL(JL.CI.I

F (r) = # t (r/a)n- (n/L) (r/a-r-)n

+ (n (n-1) ) (r /a-2)n/ (t.Z'l . . .l
(Uspensky (1965) ) . We note from the following theoretical
and simul-at.ed probabilities that they are quite close.
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SampIe Theoretical
3o

size (n) P ( lX-l.l l> ,:)1ún

Simulated
3o

P ( lx-r¿ l> -)
./ñ

2o
P ( lX-ul> -)t-'

'Vn

2o
P ( lx-llt> -)l-'rVn

Theoretical Simulated

z

5

I
tal

l5

0.0000

0.0009

0.0016

0.0019

0.0021

0.0000

0.0009

0.0016

0.0019

0.0020

0.0336

0.0430

0.0440

0.0445

0 .0447

0.0331

0.0429

0.0432

0.0448

0.0448

(1) X-Charts

The probabilities that ; is outside 3-s.d. and

2-s.d. Iimits using simulat.ions for various n and À

combinations are given in Table 3.2. Examination of
Table 3.2 for the 3-s.d. probabilities leads to the followÍng

observations:

(i) For À = 1 (i.e., the uniform distribution) the

probabilities are much less than 0.0027 . Schilling and

Nelson (L976) have concluded that the samples of size 25 or

more are requj-red for the sample mean from a uniform

distribution to approach the normal distributíon. Our

results. also support their finding.
(ii) For À = 0.30, 0.20,0.I4 and 0.10, the results are

encouraging. For these distributions the majority of the

probabilities are close to 0.0027, except for distributions
with À : 0.30 , 0.20 and n = 2 and 5. This suggests that the

normal- approximation for the sample mean could be used for
these distributions even with small samples. This is because
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these di-stributions are not thick tailed.
(iii) We note that for distributions with shape

parameters 1, = -0.10, -0.20 and -0.30, the 3-s.d. tail
probabiliLies are considerably larger than 0.0027 .

Therefore, these distributions may reguire larger samples

(usually greater than 15) before the normal approximation may

be used with acceptable accuracy.

(iv) For a fixed n, it is noted that the probability
tends to increase as 1" decreases.

Interestíng results are found in Tab1e 3.2 for the

2-s.d. probabilities. A1most all the probabilities for a1l

combinati-ons of 1, and n are close to 0.0456 which is the

probability that the sample mean from a normal distributj_on
falls outside 2-s.d. limits. However, this is not the case

for the uniform distribution (i.e.,?" = l- and n = 2, 5 and 8)

and À = 0.30 and n = 2 and 5. This finding ind.icates that we

can apply the normal approximatj-on with smal-1 samples with
reasonable accuracy to construct 2-s.d. control limits for
Í-charts even if departure from normalj-ty is considerable.

(2') R-Charts

The probabílities of the range lying outside

3-s.d. and 2-s.d. control limits for Tukey's î.-distributions
considered in this study are given in Table 3.3. The

accuracy of the simulation resul-ts is checked through

comparing the theoretical probabilities with the simulated
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probabilities for the uniform distribution (i.e., 1. = 1).

Comparison of t.he probabilities in Tabl-e 3.3 with the

theoretical values for the normal distribution when 3-s.d. is
used as l-imit reveals that the effect is not sizeable for
small- departures from normal_ity. For inst.ance, for À = 0.1_0

and n = 5 the probability that the range lying outside 3-s.d.
limit is 0.0055 while for the normal- distribution the same

probability is 0.0058. This finding is generally true for
smarl departures from normal- distribution. However, the same

concl-usion does not hord for considerable deviations from

normality.

The probabilities given in Table 3.3 when 2-s.d. timit is
used are very close to those for the normal distribution for
all the combinations of n and except for À, = l- and 1": -0.30
This is because for À = I, the distribution is verv thin
tail-ed and for 1" : -0.30 the distribution becomes heavv

tailed. This finding indicates that non-normality has no

severe effects even if the magnitude of the departure is
moderate, if one wishes to use 2-s.d. control charts for the

(3) Control Limit Constants

The control l-imit constant" 42, d2, d3, Dl_, DZ, D3

and Do are given in Tab1es 3.4 to 3.'7 respectively for

=.-r".., },-distributions and for the normal distribution.
Comparison of these constants with those for normal

distribution indicates that if the departure from normality
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is considerable, the use of normal distribution control Iimit
constants may not be appropriate. This is part j-cularJ_y true
for heavy tailed distributions such as the distribution with
ì, : -0.30 and very thin tailed distributions such as the

distribution witn l, = 1.00, í.ê., the uniform distribution.

3.7 Numerical Example

Davis (1952) analyzed 417 observations on lifetimes
of l-10 - volt internally frosted incandescent lamps, taken

from 42 weekly quality control forced - Iife test samples. A

Chi-square goodness of fit test for normality was performed

by Davis and concluded that normal distribution fits the data

adequatery. The analysis on kurtosis suggests that the data

are more peaked at the mean and fl_atter in the tail_s. A

subsequent analysis of Davis' data using a Chi-square

goodness of fit of test for various members belonging to the

î"-family (î, = -.2, -.1, O, .It .I4, .2, .25) was carried out

by Chan and Rhodin (1980). The Chi-square values and the

kurtosis for the above distributions are given on Table 7

(p.234) of their paper. Examination of this tabl-e indicates
that, álthough Davis' data can be fitted to normal

distribution adequately, tne À-Aistribut.ion with shape

parameter -.1 is an even better fit.
In this chapter, Davis, data are reanalyzed using

probability plots for the l.-distribution. The smallest 5 and

t.he largest 5 observations in the data set can be considered.

as out.liers and hence are excluded. one of the practices to
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obtain probability plot.s for any distribution is to plot the

ordered values obtained from a random sample of size n

against the expect.ed values of standardized ordered

observations. The val-ues f-1{ (i-c) / (n-2c+L) j, i - I,2, ...rn
is frequently used as an approximation to the expected val-ue

of the i-th order statistir- v rrnm t-he standardized- - (i)
distribution for which 

"("(i)) 
cannot be given explicitly.

Al-so several- varues of c are proposed in the Ìiterature, but

c:L/2 is found to be acceptabl-e to a wide variety of
probability distributions and sample sizes (Hahn and shapiro

(I96'f ) 292-294) . For the À-distribution E (y,.,. ) can be\r/
obtained directly from the definition given in (3.1) and is
given by

E(Y,r,, ) : t{ (i-.5)/n}I { (n+.5-i) /n}Ll lX.tl,

The probability pl-ots for the À-distribution are then

obtained by plotting X,.,,, against n(Yr;,,). For Davis,\r/
data the plots for the distribution with î" = -. I and the

normal distribution are given in Figures 3.1 and 3.2,

respectively. ft can be seen from the plot.s that both the

normal and l" : -.1 distributions fit the data quite well,
although the 1, = -.1 distribution seems to be slightly
better. However, anal-ysis of the data by Chan and Rhodin

(1982) indicated that the observations are more peaked at the

mean (which could not be easiJ-y shown through a probability
plot) and fl-atter in the tail-s, and hence l" = -.1 woul-d be a

more appropriate distribution.
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Thus, in this situation, the use of î,-distribution

with I = -.1 distribution to construct X and R-charts is more

appropriate than that of the normal- distribution. We can,

thereforer-apply the constant" A2, D3 and Dn in Tables 3.3

and 3.7 for l, = -.1 and construct Í and R-charts as follows.

Suppose that five samples of size n = 5 are selected

randomly from Davis' data set to construct the control

charts. The sample mean and the range for the samples are

given in the following table. The grand mean is I = 980.88

and F. = 515.4.

SampIe Observations X.
l_

1

¿

3

4

5

tr

Hence,

and

r226

1r 95

r022

824

1078

1181

910

r002

l-255

658

709

705

775

909

732

'732

r055

1-4 38

1086

769

905

1303

984

I1 60

rl_34

905. 6

1033.6

1"044.2

1046.8

87 4.2

R.
l_

517

490

663

A '71

¿r l6

(i) i-chart:
=We have X = 980.88

,^and /, --.1 , A2 = .597

t-ower .ontroi limit

and R = 51-5.4. From Table 3.4 for

980.88 - .s97 (515.4) = 613.L9

upper control limit = 980.88 + .597(515.4) = 1288.57.
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For the úormar distríbuti-on' A2 = '577 and a similar

computation gives lower control- limit = 683.21- and upper

control limit = 1,278.27.

(ii) R-Charts:

The lower and upper control limits for R-Charts are

D^F. and D,ñ.. For the distribution with X" = -.1, rI=5, we have
54

from Table 3.7 that D¡ = 0.000 and Dn = 2.478. Thus, the two

limits are:

lower control l-imit = 0.000 (515.4) = 0.00

and

upper control limit = 2.478(515.4) = 1277.16.

For the normal distribution, the lower control limit = 0.00

and the upper control limit = 1090.07.

We note in this case that the use of À-Oistribution

with À = -.1 wou]d yield wider Iímits than the ones obtained

using the normal- distribution.

3.8 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made from the above

d.iscussion on I and R charts as well as the constants

necessary for i and R Charts.

(1) Moderate sample sizes (generally less than 15)

may be sufficient for constructing Í-charts for d.ist.ributions

with î, > 0.10. However, when the shape parameter À is

negative, 3-s.d. tail probabilities are much greater than
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0.0027 for aII sample sizes considered in this study. Thus,

for those heavy tailed distributions control charts based on

the assumption of normality may not be appropriate. If one

wishes to construct 3-s.d. control limit constants, it is

ad.visable to use larger sampJ-es, preferably grreater than 15.

This finding is in agreement with both Burr (1964) and

Schilling and Nelson (1976) .

(2, The same conclusion is reached when the control

l-imit factors from X.-family are compared with those for

normal distribution. It is found that for thick tailed

distríbutions (i.e., when 1, is negative) the control limit

constants are not close to normal- distribution constants.

This suggests that degree of non-normality should be taken

into consideration when constructing i and R-charts.

(3) we reach similar conclusions by comparison of the

probabilities of the distribution of the ranges in Tabl-e

III. That is, for the distributions that are cLose to the

normal- distribution, the tabulated constants may be used with

small Samples, but for those distributions with negative À,

constants appropriate to the distribution should be used;

with fairly large samples normal distribution constants may

be used.
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(4) We also observe that sample size and shapes of
distributions have littl-e influence on the probabilities when

2-s.d. limit is used. This provides a justification for
using normal control- timits in constructing 2-s.d. control_

limits for a wide range of distributions belonging to Tukey, s

l,-fami1y.

From this study, we note that if a marked departure

from normality is observed, there could be a serious effect
on the performance of contror limit constants derived from

the normality assumption. ft may well be that, given a

sufficient amount of data, an investigation of the form of
the underlying distribution prior to the construction of
control- charts would be warranted. one might consider the use

of probability plots developed in this chapter, or a goodness

of fit test such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, to attempt

to identify the process distribution. Should there be

evidence suggesting that the process distribution is a

particular member of the Tukey's À-family the use of Tabl-es

3.4 to 3.7 wourd provide control Limit constants appropriate

for that member of the familv.
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TABLE 3.2

Probabilities That the Sample Mean Lies Outside

Control Limits for the Tukey's l,-family
L/n258 l0 15

3-Standard Deviation Limit
1.00

0.30

0.20

Normal-

0.14

0. r0

-0.10

-U.¿U

-0 .30

r.00

0.30

0.20

Normal-

0.14

0.10

-0.10

-0.20

-0.30

.0000

.0007

.0017

.0027

.0024

.0034

.0098

.0130

n'r ?Á

.0009

nn'ì o

.0024

.0027

.0026

.0029

.0069

.009I

.0r22

.0016

.0021

.0026

.0027

.0025

.uv¿ |

.0053

.0083

rll no

.0019

.0023

.0025

.002'7

.0027

.0028

.0049

.0075

.0r07

.0020

.0023

.0026

.0021

.UU¿ I

.0028

.0041

.0066

.0092

.0448

.0436

.0463

.0456

.0451

.0453

.0465

.0479

.0439

2-Standard Deviation Limit
.033r

.0403

.0455

.0456

.0456

.047 2

.0506

.0492

.0 425

.0429

.0438

.0444

.0456

.0 466

.0469

.0487

.0487

.0450

.0432

.0452

.0460

.0456

.0445

.0460

.0484

.0486

.0 443

.0448

.0455

.0462

.0456

.0445

.0 447

.0486

^/1 
1tr

.0455
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TABLE 3.3

Probabilities That The Range Lies Outside Control Limits

for the Tukey's }"-famil-y

l"\n258 1_0 15

3-Standard Deviation Limit
1.00

(Theoret. )

0.30

0.20

Normal-

0.14

0.10

-0.10
_U.¿U

-0.30

1.00

(Theoret. )

0.30

0.2q

Normal

0.14

0.10

-0. r0

-U.¿U

^ ^^-U. JU

.0000

.0000

.0061

.0077

.0092

.0090

.0099

.0r54

. 0167

.0r53

.0013

.0013

.0009

.0032

.0058

.0040

nnçR

.0L29

.0156

.0063

.0064

.0007

.0019

.0043

.0040

.0049

.0L29

.0153

. 0 r_52

2-Standard Deviation Lirnit

.0082

.0082

.0011

.0021

.0044

.0038

.0045

.0r_I7

.0r42

.0148

.0107

.0105

.00r4

.0024

.0045

.0039

.0049

.0132

.0r49

.0148

.0449

.0 452

.0431

.0 449

.0441

.0434

.044r

.0 42L

.0398

.03s2

.0381

.0000

.0432

.0449

.0 464

.0446

.0456

.0 457

.0 425

.0355

.0348

.0348

n?o"

.0419

.0405

.0399

.0409

.0411

.0413

.03s8

.0419

.042I

.038r

.0 4L7

.0329

.0424

.0422

.04r0

.0397

.0348

.0436

.0 437

.0436

.0428

.0433

.0436

.0430

rì.¡l'ì. VIIf

.0394

. Q346
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À\n

1.00

rì ?^

0.20

Normal

0.14

ô rn

-0.10

-U.¿U

-n ?n

-0.40

1.00

0.30

0.20

NormaI

0 .14

0.10

-rì r rì

-v . ¿v

-0.30

-0.40

2 15

3. 031

3.346

3 .424

5.+tz

3 .473

3.506

J. O¿tJ

3.648

3 .5r2

¿.Y9 1

0.2s6

0.23L

v.z¿o

0.223

0.223

0 .221,

0.2r3

0.2r2

0.221,

0.258

Values of d,, and. A, : 3/ ({ñd2)

r.143

1.136

r.128

I.T29

I.T23

1.069

1 nt q

0 . 9l_9

0.733

1.837

1.856

r .867

r.88r_

1.878

1.888

1. 984

2.090

2.308

2.894

5

VaIues

2.309

¿. J53

2.332

2.326

2.32'l

2.32L

2.249

2.r57

r.977

1.598

I
n€ rì

¿

2.694

2.816

2.838

2.847

2.849

2.854

2.838

2.7 65

¿.JöL

2.r29

10

¿.óJ¿l

3.017

3.056

J.U/õ

? ô"o

3.093

3.L2I

3.068

2.894

2.4L4

It < <h

0.3r_4

0.310

0.308

0.308

0.307

0.304

0.309

0.328

0.393

Values of Az

0.581_

0 .575

0.575

0.577

rì q??

n q?Q

0.597

0 .622

0.679

0.834

0.394

0.3'77

0.374

0.373

0.372

U.JI¿

0.374

0.384

\J.IIJ-

0.498
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t.\n

1.00

0.30

0.20

Normal

0.14

-0. r0

-v.¿v

-n ?n

-0.40

x52

TABLE 3.5

Val-ues of d,

0.617

0.769

0 .823

0.864

0.863

0.893

1. r08

I.27L

I.493

r.800

0 .455

0.679

0.759

0.820

0.817

0.86r

T.L72

1.409

r.732

2.r82

10

0.386

0.637

0.726

0.797

U.IY¿

0.843

1.201

r.477

1.857

2.389

0.278

0.562

0.668

0.748

0.809

1. 608

2.r04

2 .8L6

| -'ì

0.817

0 .832

0.843

0. 8s3

0.852

0.8s9

0 .925

0.984

T.Q74

L.¿UY
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Val-ues of D,

ÎABLE 3.6

= d2 3dS and D, =

q

3d¡

15À\n

1.00

0.30

0.20

Normal

0.10

-0.10
_U.ZU

-n ?n

-0.40

1.00

0.30

o.20

Normal-

. 0.10

-n 'ì n

-0.20

-0.40

0.458

0.028

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

4.160

4 .642

4.80r_

4 .91_2

s.000

5.573

5.970

6 .456

6 .998

I

D" Values
J-

r.329

0.779

^ 
F -1U. JOJ-

0.387

0.27L

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

10

r.67 6

1.106

0.878

0 .687

0.564

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

3.992

4 .928

5.234

5 .469

5 .622

6.124

'7 .499

8.465

2.r97

r.667

L .420

1 a^1

1.079

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

? RÁq

s.Q32

5 .428

5.737

5. 933

7.4L0

ó.+t¿

Y. ó¿4

rI.445

1l T7+ I "¡a"2 vo.rLrEù

4.059

4.853

5. r15

5.307

5.437

6.354

6 .992

7 .777

8.675
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TABLE 3.7

Values of D, = I - 3d3/d, and Dn : I +

À\n 10

""3, "2

15

r nn

0.30

0.20

NormaL

0 . r0

-0.10

-v.¿u

-0.30

-0.40

1.00

0.30

0.20

NormaI

0.10

-0.10

-0.20

-n ?rì

-0.40

0.r98

U.UZI

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.802

1.988

2 .059

2.115

2.I54

2.478

2.7 68

3.266

4.379

I
D^ Val-ues

f

0.493

0.277

0.198

0.136

0.095

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

D, Values
I

1.507

r.723

T .8Q2

1.864

1.905

2.239

2.529

3. 013

)'l 
^1tra¿U IJ

0.592

ñ ?Â'7

0.287

0.223

0 . r82

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.409

1.633

1 .713

L.7'77

] A.I R

2.r55

2 .444

2 .925

3.969

0.725

0 .496

0.4r4

0.348

0.308

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

L.275

1.504

1.585

r.652

L.692

2 .033

2.322

2.797

3.8r9
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CHAPTER FOUR

SAMPLING PLANS AND CONTROL

THE TWO PAR.AMETER EXPONENTTAL

4.I Introduction

CHARTS FOR

DÏ STRIBUTTON

UntiI fairly recently the normal- distribution has

been widely used in the construction of acceptance samp]-ing

by variabl-es. Based on the assumption that the quarity
measurements are normally distributed, the acceptance

sampling plans are given in standard texts such as Duncan

(1986), Burr (L916) , and Schi]_ling (ïgB2) , and Owen

(1964,1,966) . One and two-sided sampJ_ing plans based on

weibull distribution are given in Honso, ohta and Kase

(1981). Kocherl-akota and Bal-akrishnan (1993a) used. the
modified maximum likelihood estimators to construct sarnpling
plans for mixtures of normat distributions. An excel_lent
summary of problems associated with non-normaríty in
accept.ance sampling plans is given by Owen (1969) . He has

proposed a simple modification to sampring plans if the
underi-ying probability distributíon is non-normal-.

the quarity of a product. is cJ-osely rerated to its
life time. rf a product can be used. for a longer period of
time without breakdowns and repairs, it is considered to be

of superior qua1it.y. Thus, in this situat.ion, quarit.y

Lr.¿

4.2.

the Two Parameter Exponential Distribution
1 Description of the Exponential Distribution
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characteristic of a product is its "life time". Among severar
nrnÞrr].rì l'i.t- tr Ä.i a¡--.il^'.J-.i ^-^P!urJdrJr-r-LLy ul-strroutl-onS, that have been considered for Iife

testing and reliability studies, the exponential distribution
n'l rrzc âñ ì-mn'¡¡¡¿¡¡ role. The nrnlr¡ì-r.i 'l .i r-r, ¡lnna.i r-,, €,,yrayÞ o.rr -Lrrl,ortant rore y!vvqv¿,+t! oensl_ty runction of
this distribution is given by

f (x;F,o) = 1_/o exp-{(x-p")/o}, x)F, F¡o>0 (4.1)

where x is the random variabl-e representing the qual_ity

charact.eristic and ¡r is the rocation parameter , o is the
scal-e parameter with p+o being the mean rife of the
dlstribution. rt is colnmon practice for a manufacturer to
guarantee that a product (e. g., television) would. perform
for a specified period of time without any breakdowns and

this time period is known as the guaranteed time. For the two
parameter exponential distribution ¡.r is, therefore, cal_led

the guaranteed time.

one and two-sided sampring plans based on this
distribution have been constructed by Kochertakota and

Bal-akrishnan (1-983b) using the maximum l_ikelihood estimators
of p and o. Their sampling plans have been derived by using
one point on the operating characteristic (OC) curve, namely

fixing.,Çhe acceptable quarity Lever r p.1 r and the producer/s
risk, G. there is one practical l-imitation to their sampl-ino
ñl â^^. !l^^L .:prans; t|rat iS, although the producer is protecteo ug."i-.,"t
rejecting j_ots having quality p., or better, the consumer is
ñ^à *i r-¡-ror grven any assurance regarding the quarity that is
received.
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'Tn this chapter, sampring plans to accommodat.e E.wo

points on the OC curve based on the exponential dist.ribution
are presented. The two point.s are the acceptable quality
Ievel t Þ. t and the l-ot Lol-erancê nêrr.ênj- ¡la€a¡r.i"^, -.-, --.Ll L-IIe IeU tOl_L!qr¡eç yç!\vvlrL- C|.efeCE. l_Ve, p2. The

corresponding producer's and consumer, s risks are given by c[

and B. Tn addition, sampling prans based on minimum variance
unbiased estimators (MVUE) of p and o are al-so provided. It
shouÌd be noted that l4vuE's are al-so the best rinear unbiased

estimators (BLUE) of p and O. Sampling plans to give
assurance about the parameters (p and o) of the distribution
given in (4.1-) are also considered. Finarty control charts
for p and o based on the maximum likel-ihood estimators of p

and o are derived in this chapter. Several- numerical- exampJ-es

are presented to ilrustrate the apprications of the sampJ_ing

plans and the control_ chart.s.

4.2.2 Parameter Estimation

The maximum likelihood estimators of p and o are

F = X,. ' ,-ttl \¡,
t.ì^ ¡¡

o - Itx, -lt) /n
r-1

(when p is known)

and

^ l'l
$ = l{ ln-r+'] I lY!\ \rr !,4/ \r\r,r-Xr. ., ) i/n

í=2 \J-l \f-f/

= X-X tf r.rlran lt i e rrnl¡nn'.'- \-- -'(1) ,"hen ¡t is unknownT

where Xrr,,, X,)r,...rXl-\ is the set of order statistics\r/ \.1 \rU

the random sample X", Xn,...rX*. It is well known that X- 1' ¿ rl

is statistically independent of â anO

of

(1)
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-')^ô
2n{ (x (rl-P) } /o - X; and, 2no/o - X5n-2.

4 .3 One Sided Sampl-ing Pl-ans Based on ML Estimators

For conveni-ence the notation given in Kocherlakota

and Balakrishnan (1983b) shall be used in this chapter. Let

K- and K. be the lower and upper p-percentage points in theÞ r-Ð

"*porl.r,aiuf distribution given in (4.1) . This leads to
K^ = ("-ft) /o and Kr _^ = (u-tt) /o

v

where L and U are the lower and upper specification limits
such that. P (X<L) = p and P (X>U) = p. It can be shown that
Kñ : -ln(1-p) and K., _^ = -Inp. The following separate cases

PJ}1

wiIl be considered in deriving t.he sampling pJ_ans depending

whether the parameters I,l and o are known or unknown.

4.3.1- l-t unknown and o known

It is required to find n and k such that
P (accept the lot lp., ) = 1-cr, (4.2)

and

P (accept the lot I pr) = F (4.3)

where n is the necessary sample size and k is the

acceptability constant. The acceptance rule in this case is
â^^^ñÈ ¡L^ l^. ^ ^aÇ\-ç¡,L !-rre rvt if lt + kO > L or Lf + kO < U. Using (4.2) and

(4.3) and Lower specification limit one can obtain

P {2n (Ll-lt) /o < 2n (K^ -k) } - cr
Pr

.^,.:ar 1u

P{2nfû-frl /o < 2n(K,. -k)} = 1- p.
v2

Now using the distributional properties given in the
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ñrê^êal'i n-aY eô^{- i 
^n 

r¡rô ñôl-Yvs

n (K^ k) : -ln ( 1-s) (4 .4)
-I

--¡ol ru

n (K^ k) = -ItìÊ. (4.5)
V^'z

eal-'ìnæ lA /4\ ¡--l tÂ Ê\ €^.DOr-vJ-II9 vt .1) d.Ilcl (.r . J, IOf n I^Ie get

n : In{ (L-O') /þ}/ (K- -K^ ) .P2 P1

Substituting 
^Or= 

-ln(1-p1) and 
^rr= -ln (I-p) gives

n : In{ (r-Ø /þ}/rn { (l-pt) / e-p2) } . (4.6)

Subst j-tuting n, given in (4.6), into (4.5) and. simplifying we

obtain

k = ,rn{ 
(l-pr) / (r-pr) } 

lrn (1_ct,) ln (1_p" ) . (4.1)
ln{ (I-û /þ} - -L

Similarly using equation (4.5)

In { (1-p1) / (r-pr¡ ¡
lIn(Ê) In(1--pr). (4.8)

In{ (r-Ø /þ\
Because we have two separate values for k, the usual

practice, by quality contro] practitioners, is to take the

average of the two values obtained from (4.1¡ and (4.8).

-For the upper specification limitr üSing the same

procedure the following equations are obt.ained.

(4.9)

and

-n (Kt_p^ k) = ln (1-p) . (4.10)
-z

SoJ-ving (4.9) and (4.10) for n yields
n = rn{ (r-þ) /a¡ /rn(p, /v) .
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The possibl-e values of k are

k :f
'ìn ¡/n -ñ \¿¡¡ \V^ V.l-¿ -r
rn{ (r-Fl/crl

llncr - 1np1 (4.11)

(4.12)

(4.1_3)

and

ln/n la \LLt \Y^/ V. I-z -rk:f I tn (1-p) 1nP2
rn{ (1-Þ)/crl

once again the average of the val-ues obtained from (4.11)

and (4.1,2) is used.

4.3.2 Lt known and o unknown
/,In this case, the batch is accepted if p + ko > L or

^
l-t + ko < u. The corresponding probabirít.y statement.s for
the lower specification l-imit are:

p t tôzol < (K^ /k¡ ¡:o
¡/1

and

^P { (o/o) < (K- /k) }:1-p.
P2¿ 

rt is werl- known that o/o has a gamma distribution with
parameters n and n and the proof of this theorem is given in
sinha and Kale (l-980) . Thus, the foJ-rowing equations are

obtained using the above probabi]-ity restrictions. For p. and

ct,

K^ /u = f'r'i' or
v1

-{ln (1-P1) } /k : f., ttrìo
and for p, and B we get

- { ln (I-p) } /k = f.,, n;1_p (a 1¿\

where f- _-- and f_ _-a o ârê the l_ower cr and 1-B percentn, nr'c[ n, n; -L-p
points of the gamma distribution with paramet.ers n and n,
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respectÍveIy. From (4.13) and (4.14) n can

the sol-ution of the equation

In (1-pr)
: 

larr 
rU o

frr.;1-p

be found as

(4.1s)
fn ( 1-p^ )-¿

Equation (4.15) can be so]ved it.eratively for n using tables
of the incompJ-ete glamma function. once n is obtained from

(4.15), k may be found either from (4 r3) or (4.I4). As

before we take the average of the two val_ues of k.

The ratio f /l i s j- ¡ì-rrrl ¡t- arl fnr r¡:ctLru t .r t ; e/ L n,n; 1-Ê is tabulated for various
combinations of cr and B for n ranging from 2 to 100. The

tabul-ated resurts are given in Table r in t.he Appendix. one

can then use this tabl-e to obtain the required sample size
for specified val-ues of a,, B, pr and p,., as fol-lows. The rat.io' -l- 'z
l-n(1-pL) /In(1-pr) is first computed. Choose n from Tabl-e r
which gives the val_ue of this ratio cl_osest to f /Ir, fi i C[

fr,.;1-p for the specified values of cr and p. For example,

l-et p. :.032, p-,=.05, ct=.05, and. Þ=.10, then-1

l-n(1-P,) / ln(1-p^,)=fn(.968) /In(.95) =.634. The rario-J_ 'Z

T. /l r.rhì¡l. .i-.r,.;.05,rn,n;.90 wnl-ch l-s closest. to .634 is obtained. when

n=42. Hence the necessary sampJ-e size is n = 42. An example

for this situation can be given by considering the situation
where the guaranteed time of a product (e.g., television) is
specified by the manufacturer. Thus, in thls case, p is known

but o' is unknown.
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4.3.3 Lr and o both unknown

^^In this case, the rule is to accept if l-t + ko >L or
^^
l-t + ko <U. For lower specification limit and (p., rcr) we have

P(2n(tr-l.r)/a + Znko/o> tr*O., )Ì = 1-cr

and for (p^,ß)'- ¿''
Pi2n(p-p) /o + 2nko/o > 2nK^ ) ) = p.

Y2

^^Tlsìno l-he distril'rrtionaI nronerf ies of tl and O theseF

probability statements can be expressed as

P (Y. + kY.,
L ¿ T)N

) I dv^.

ve expression yields
ñ-l

K)l

1-k) /kÌ I (4.18)

p (Yt + kYz
'¿

r^rlrarav-t2)*1 '\,2 and Yr- xi.n_2.

From equation (4.I6) we obtain
2nK - /UfPre: I n ' f (Vr) t1 - expl/2(2nK^-ky,J v -¿ - p1 -

Upon integrating and simplifying, the abo
/̂o - p(x;n_2< 2nKo./k) [{exp(-nKp.)}/(I-

-t_ -1

. LP {x.7- ô < 2nK- (-," zn- ¿ pl

(4.1_6)

^-Jd. r 1L,¡.

(4.r7)

Similarly using expression (4.I7) the corresponding equation
::.

for (p^, ß) is'-z''

^/1-Þ: p <X n-Z<2nïo^/k) [ {exp (-nKp^ ) t / (t-L) n-1]
-¿ -¿

a
. tP {x:^ ô < 2nK_ ( 1-k) /kt j . (4 . 19)'" ¿n- ¿ p2

Equations (4 . 1B ) and (4 .1,9 ) may be solved iteratively to

obtain solutions for n and k. For the upper specification
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limit the two probability statements are

P (Y. + kY^'I ¿ L-pL

and

P (Y. + kY^' I '--2 -"'-1-Þt' - P'

The fol-Iowing equations involvíng n and k are then obtained
) a-1

l--cr,=P (X7n_Z< 2nKr_p1lk) - [ {exp (-nKt_Or) } / (1-k) " *]

^. tp {Xin_2 s2n^r_p" (1-k) /k } I (4 .20)

^ 2 n-1
Þ = P(f;_ ^ < 2nK.,_^ /k) [{exp(-nK.,_^ )I/ (1-k)" ']
' '"¿n-¿ r Va r t/^'¿ ¿

. rp {x'zn_z < ,r*r_o. ( 1-k) /k} I . (4 .2r)
L

4.4 Two Sided Sampling Pl-ans

The foll-owing definitions are required in this
section. For producer's risk,G, Iet ni: P(X < L) and. p):
P (X>U) and p. = p{ + p'" çþgra n ic r- lro ar-r'onf ah'lo rrrrllily_--I-1*'YgL

level-. Similarly for consumer's risk, p, p2 = pí, + pi' where

n 'i c t- Ìra T.TÞn anrl rtt I rnrl r¡t I ;^rã dafìagd appfOpfiately.y2 *..* 11 *"" Y2 qlv uvla¡

4 . 4 .1 þ1. unknown and o known

The rule is to accept a bat.ch if L < û + ko < U. For

(p,' , cr) the probability statement becomes'- 1-

P{2n (K^,-k) < Y < 2n(K1 _nr -k) }=1-crr1 - r'2
a

where Y-X;. Integrating t.he above expressj-on yields

exp { -n (Kp{ -k) } exp { -n (Kt_pl -k) } =l--cr or
-r '¿
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exp(nk) {exp-nKor - exp-nKr_pl}=1-cr. (4.22)-t- 'È'2

For n- anrì ß- e qimi I ar nr^¡arlrrra nì-'^-y) s¿¡u H, q ofrrrr¡e! y!vuçuu!ç vrvçÞ

p l2n (K^, , _k)
Y1-Yz

exp (nk) { exp-nK,ìr r - exp-nK1 _^, , }:8. (4 .23)l/1 - P2

SoJ-ving (4 .22 ) and (4.23) , n is obtained as the solution of
the equation

or
exp (-^*Oi,, exp (-rK1 _pi,) P

/'l-nt\D - /nr\D\ ¿ Ì. I, \y2t
(4.24)

1.1 -nrr\fl /nrl\D p
\¿ .È/1 t \y2 t

| ,t Iwhere K*,: -In(l-pt), Rpr,= -In(1-p1 ), K1_ol = -ynp2 andv1 . Pl_' - l- t-p2

K = -'l nn/,"1-pl t -"¡'2-¿

The solution for n can be found from (4.24) by an

iterative technique or using the Table rr in the Appendix,

which includes the tabul_ation of the ratio

(1-pl') n (pl')n-l_ '.¿

for various combinations of pland p, and n ranging from 2 to
100. For convenience pi = pi and pi,= p,Z, are used in this
taburation. This tabre can be used in a simil-ar manner as

described in section 4.3.2. once n has been obtained k can

be found either from

1-G
=
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k = tInl 1I-q) / {exp (nl-n (1-pi) ) -exp (nlnp!) } }l/n
or

k = iln1B/{exp (nln (1-pi' ) ) -exp (nlnp1, ) }}l /n
By further'simprifying the above formulas one can obtarn

k = tln{(r_a)/{(1_p,)n _ (p,)n}}l/n
^-¡allU

k = trn{B/te-p,r,)n (v),)t}}l/.,.

4.4.2 p known and o unknown

In this case the lot is accepted if L < p + tâ < U

such that the probability statements for (pr,G) and {or,Þ)
are satisfied. It can be shown that for (p.,,c)

P [(K^, /k) < Y < (K ., _^, /k) ] = 1-cr
Y. r V^-r '¿

where y _ f_ ¡nd r^rh.inl-r yieldS- -n n't t

Sìmi l arl v for p^ and. ß-2 --'- r

f [n,n; (Kt _p,, /k)J - f [n,n; (Kpí , /k)] = Ê. (4.26)
-¿ '-L

n and k may be found iteraf ir¡oìrz frnm (4.25) and (4.26) .

4.4.3 Lt and o both unknown

As j-n the previous cases the lot is accepted if
^ ,-. ^L < p + ko < U and n and k are chosen to satisfy the

fol-l-owing probabilit.y statements. For prand cr,

P(L < û + rô < ul = 1-d

and for p^-¿
p(L < û + kô < u) : B.

^2?But 2n (p-Lr) /o - Xi and 2no/o - Xin_2.
Hence the probability restrictions become
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(4.21)

(4.28)P(2nK^rrS Y1 + kY,11-v2

--¡af lu

The expression (4.27 ) after integrating becomes

1-ü = el2nKo,/k
¡/1 LLY2

n(2nKn /k)
+ exp (*nKol ) J^ 

-1 
[exp{- (1-k ) vr/21 o}-'] / {2n-t (r,- t) }dyz¡-1 u0

n (2nK, _n, /k)
-exp{-nxr-o, )J^' È'2[exp{-(1-k)vr/2lrl-t] 

/ t2n-t (r'-r) }dyz.- È'2 u0

Similarly t.he probabiJ_ity statement (4.28) can be expressed

aò

Tr^.i -^ È1^usr-ng rne relationship (4.2i ) we get

r Ø r dz_kyztl| | f(yt,y.)dy"dy.,to toroo, -L'-¿ -r'¿

where dr:2nKor , dr=2nK1_ol and. f (yt,yz) is the joint
L ' -È'2

distribution of y1 and, yr. Upon integrating the above

expressl-on one can obtain

P : P[rn*Oi,/k < y2

^ (2nK^, , /k)
+ exp (-nxo, ) J^ ","*o{- (1-k )vr/2ty2 2l / t2n-t (r,-r) }dyzv1 'o

^ 
(2nK., _n, , /k)

-exp (-nKr 
-,¡r,) J^ 

' È'2 
[exp1- (1-k) y2/21r2-'] / {2n-t (r,-r) }dyz.- Y2 "0

In order to sofve the above eouat i ons l- he fol I owi n.r rlases are

recoqnized.
Case I: k<0
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I)t{Yr)dY2

g over v^ vields- '¿'
. . - (n-1)

-K)

-k) - (n-1)

I = /1-nrlfl
/ \ L V4 t--L

(l--ol ' ) 
n' 'r

(*
.,l I."p{- (dt-kv2) /2} - exp{ - (dz-ky) /z,0

Now, substituting for t (y) and integratin
1-cr = lexp(-dt/2) - exp(-dZ/2)l/ e

SimiJ-arly from (4.28 ) we get

P = [exP(-d'i/2) - ex'(-d'i/2)l/Q
where d\:2nKnr r and dt=2ñK, _^,, .r'o,1 1LY2

But exp ( -dr/2¡ : exp (-nKo, ) = exp (n]n (1--,
_ ,, 

v¿¡¡r' \¡¡¿¡¡ \¡ y1

SimiIarly exp ( -dr/Z¡ = (V,)n exp (-dî/2) :

and. exp (-d'Z/2) : (I-pi')n.

HenCe 1-C[ = ¡lr-^rtn - /^/'ñ -/ñ-1-)(r-pi) - \p'Ð"I /(1-k) \¡1 J

and

(4.29)

P = t(l-pi'¡n @)')nl/(1-k)-(n-1). (4.30)

using (4.29) and (4.30), n can be determined as the sol_ution

of the equation

(4.31)(r-a) /þ =

(1-pÍr)n tnrrìfl-1 'tv2t
once again Table rr in the Appendix can be used to obtain the
necessa.qy sample size from equat.ion (4.31) .

The two solutions for k are

k - 1 - t{ (l-pi¡n (v))nl / a-o,),1/ (n-1)

k = 1 - t { (1-pí' )n (e,r' )"1zp, 1/ (n-1) 
.

^ñtA]IL¿
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From the basic rel-ationship (4.21) it can be shown that
l_ -cr,:P (d I / k<y 2<dz / k)

+ exp ( -d,r/2, lotlT"-o- (1-k) y2/21 / {2n-'('''- r)lyzdyz

¡ d"/k
exp ( -d2/2) J^ 

t l{exp- (1-k) y2/2} / {zn- t (r,- Ð })vrdvr.

Case II 0<k<1

This can further be simplified to obtain
l-cr = p(dr/k < Y2

-exp (-d2/2)p {vz3(1-k) d2 /ktl / (1-k) - (n-1) 
. (4.32)

FOf (p^, ß) a Simif ar oroc¡:rlrrra n.i -'o-\rzt rt - ì/!vuuuu!ç Yrv(::Þ

P = P(dl /u < Y"3 d,\ /k) + lexp(-di/2)pty.S(1-k)dílk]'r ¿ ¿ ---r-\ -1'-,-. ¿ -I'--)

exp ( -d,./ 2) p {yrl (r-k) då /kt I / ( 1-k) - (n-1) . ( 4 . 33)-zz¿
we can then obtain n and k by solving the equations (4.32)

and (4.33) .

The operational procedures of the sampling prans given

in the precedíng sections are ilrustrated in the figures 4.t
and 4.2. The following examples il-lustrate the practical
application of these plans.

Example l-.

',.Suppose a sampling plan is required such that
P1:.0i., p2 =.08, Ct=.05, and p=.19. Using formul-a (4.6)

for n when the lower specification l_imit is soee:i f ì erl, the
required sample size is given by

n : tln{ 1r- -) /þ}l /tlni (1-pr) / (L-p) t1

= 2.25129/.0733 = 3l_.
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The two values of k are

k - In ( 1-cr) /n In ( 1-p, )

: fn (.95) /3L ln (.99) = .0083

and

k = lnB/n tn (l-pr)
: ln (. L0) /31 ln (.92) = .0066.

The average value of k is (.0083 + .0066)/2 = .0079. Hence

the sampring pJ-an is n:30 and k=.0079. That is, a random

sample of size 30 is taken from the production process and if
x(t) + ko > Lt the rot is considered. accept.abre. otherwise
the lot is re-ìected.

sinha and Kale (1980) have analyzed 3o observations
taken from the two parameter exponentiar distribution. The

data set is given on page 34 of their book. The maximum

tiketihood estirnates ff, anO â of p and o are

p̂ = Xr", = 20 hours and
\.!/

^_o : X X(f) = 598 20 : 578, respectivety.
Now suppose that o is known to be 57g and L is 30 hours.
The1otisthenrejectedsince20+1.0079)(578)=24.51<

Example .2.

Bain (1978r p. 178) has reported 40 observations drawn

from the exponentiar distribution with parameters þ=10 and

o=100. rn this case a sampring pran is obtained assuming

l.l is known to be 10. Let p1 = .001, p2 =.001_6, 6¿ - .05 and

F=.10. The maximum likel-ihood estimate of o is â = * ¡r

= 1,03.I2I 10 = 93.I2I. The ratio tn (1-pl / In (l-pr) =

rn(.999) / ln(.9984):.625. Now using Tabi-e r in the appendix it
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can be Seen that the ratio l- /f r¿hir.h i

"rrì; 
.05" n,nì .go wIl'r-cII rs

closest to .625 is obtained when n = 40. The necessarv sampl-e

size is, therefore, 40. The acceptability constant is
computed as k = -l-n (I-p.) /l-l''|40,40,'.05: 'oo1' Thus' the
sampling pran is given by n=40 and k: .001. Now assume that
the lower limit is specified to be 9.5 hours. The rot rs
accepted if Lr + kô > L. Since ¡r + tâ = 10 + .001( g3.r2:)

= 10.093

4.5. sampl-ing plals Based on Minimum variance unbiased

Estimators (MVUE)

The minimum variance unbiased est.imators fr. and õ of
p and o for the two parameter exponential distribution
given in (4.1) are

(o known)

(o unknown)

/n =I þ,o

-*o

n: I (xr Ll)

n-l-
= I{tn-1) (x

(¡r known) and

It can

[,r7lr an t I
'lr¡v¿]¡|.

n and

,be shown

2n{X.-.- (1)

is known

n

that

- P)/o - y: and 2' '-z
õ/o rtas a gamma

-* 2(n-t)o /o - Xin_2.
distribution with parameters

4.5.1. p unknown and o known

The decision rule is to accept a l_ot if È +

-*p + k o < u with the same probability restrictions
the previous section. using the procedure described

xko2Lor
given in
in the
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preceding section it can be easil-y shown that the necessary
qamr¡'ìo qìzo i^us¡rrv¿ç J!áç rr>

[lni (t-s.) /þ] I / irn{ (1-pr) / (L-pr¡ ¡1 .

Note that the sampre size remains the same as in the case of
the sampling plan based on the maximum likelihood estimators.

*It can be shown that. the acceptability constant, k, can be

expressed as k* : L/n + k, where k is the acceptability
constant associated with the sampling plan based on the

maximum Iikelihood estimator.

4.5.2 p known and o unknown

In this case MVUE, õ, of o is al-so t.he maximum

likerihood estimator. Thus, the sampling ptan corresponding

to MVUE coincides with the sampJ-ingr pran based on the MLE

given in section 4.3 .2.

4.5.3 p and o both unknown

The l-ot is accepted if È* + k* õ*

For l-ower specification limit it can be easily shown that
P (Yt + uY2

where a = (nk* I) / (n 1-) . Using the resul-t (4.18) one can

obtain

ancl for tn - ß¡\È'2' Y ,

. P { Y"(l¡¡1^ (r-a) / a} )
a Va--L
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.p{yo¿P2

The same procedure that can be used to solve the eguations
(4.18) and (4.r9) may be used to obt.ain the sorutions for n

and a. Once n and a are found, k* could be obtained by

a =(¡þx I)/(n 1).

For an upper specification Ìimit the corresponding

equatr-ons are

l-p - Plffz

l--Cr, : p (yZ

. tP { YZI 2nKr_p. ( 1-a) /a } l

and

P : p (yZ1 2nKr_Or/u) - t {exp 1-nKt_pZ) ) / (t-a)n-11

. [p { y.< 2nK., _^ ( 1-a) / aJ ] .I - y.
L

4.6 Two Sided Sampling Plans

4.6.L ft unknown and o known

Applying the procedure used in section 4.4.L, the

required sample size can be obtained from the relationship
nn(1-pí)" (pl)"

-I -¿

ffi,,n: (i-c[) iB'
\¿ l¿a / \Vô I-I '¿

once again this rel-ationship is the same as that. of section
4.4.1 and Tabl-e II in the Appendix may be used to sol_ve

the above equation for n. The constants k* and k are related
as k* =L/n + k where k is the acceptability constant. derived
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in section 4.4.I.

4.6.2 Lt known and o unknown

once ãgain the UMVU estimator, ó, of o coincides with
that of the maximum likelihood est.imator. The samp]_ing plan
nresentcd in seetion 4^4^? f'l,rara€^-^ rnn'liac l-n 1-hìy!çùçrruçu IIl a. a. L, LIIeIeI(JIg, C-rr**vv _.._S

situation.

4 .6.3 Lr and o both unknown

In this case using the results in section 4.4.3 the

following relationships can be established.

Case I: a

The samnl c q'i ze ì s crì rrcn lrrz:l r v ç¿¡ v-)

nn(1-pl)'^ (pl)"
-I -¿'

= (r_a¡ ¡þ.

Using Table fI in the Appendix, solution for n can be

obtained. The constants a and n are related in t.he forrowing
mâ nnêr

a : 1 - i{ (t -p{ ¡n (pi)n t / o-o,),1/ (n-1)
'I'

^ñtO.I.I L,L

a = 1- l{(1-otr)n to1,)D tZß11/(n-L)Lr \¿ ¡/1 , ,V2 | rryJ

where a = (nk* _ I) / (n 1) .

Case II: 0 < a

rn this case n and a are obtained as the sol-utions of
i-ho fnl'lnr^r-ina aarr:f ia--u¡¡ç !v¡rvw¿¡lY çvuo.L-JL.rIlò.

1-s : p (d. /a <y"< d./a) + lexp (-d.,/2)p{y,,sd" (I-a) /a}r ¿ z J_' ¿ -I'

exp ( -dZ/2)P {Y2.d2(1-a) / a}l / (t-a) n-1

âÉJarlu
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P = P(d'r/a <v, < d,)/a)

exp ( -di/ 2) P

+ [exp (-di/2)

{Y z<d) Q- a) / a

dí = 2nKn, r
- v4-_L

P {Y.<dí (1-a) /a}
¿I

n-'l\1 / t1 ^\rr L
I J / \r-d)

Y
where dt : 2nKp,. , d2 = 2aKol t-r 'z

and dl = 2n]K-2 -""ot^ l
aL

4.7 Accept.ance sampling plans to give assurance

1^ êaf : rrì i na ñ^ñìì'l =t- .i an rìâ r¡mô1- ôrê!sYq!*-rrv vM

rn the previous section samp]ing prans to control
the nerl-ênf âafê of nrrl-nrrJ- I rri na arrf o.i Àaurre },çruçrruav- rJ¿rry vLrLÞrL¡tr: Uppgf and lOWef

specification limits were derived. For normally distributed
random variables, acceptance sampling prans to give assurance

regarding population mean when the process standard deviation
is known or unknown are given in Duncan (1996) . rn this
section acceptance sampling plans concerned wlth the
guaranteed time of the product when sampring from an

exponential- dist.ribution wil_l be developed.

4.7 .1 Derivation of Iin l-ans for with s ci f ied cr,

F. and p,.,.

(i) o known

The rule is to accept a batch if p
^^P(l-t >k,.fp.) : l--cr and P(p >k. 1p,.,) : B are satisfied.' r 'r' - - rr- L','¿' r

Here kt is defined to be the acceptance limit and cr and B

ârô nrnr{rr¡ar/ S and consumer/ s risks, resr¡êr-l- i r¡o'ì rz Çnhi ì 'l ì nn¡/¡vsevvr r q¡rs çv¡1ùqrrlç! v !4uJ!J/ !çù¡-vv . vv¡r!

(1982) define. Þt as the acceptabre process lever (ApL)

and p, as the rejectable process level- (RpL). The maximum

likelihood estimators of p and o are used in the
derivation of the appropriate sampling pIans.
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Using t.he fact that 2n (p-lt) /o is a chi-square random

variabl-e with 2 degrees of freedom, the above probabitity
statements can be expressed as

P (Y"
II-I

and

p (y.
-L .l- ¿'

where Y- - v1. We can then obtaint 1 t\.2

-n (k., -þ. ) / ç = In ( l-cr) (4 .34)II

and

-n (k.' -þn) /o = lnp. (4.35)IZ

Solving (4.34) and (4.35) for n and k, we get

n = orn{p/(1-G) }/(ll2-þr)
and

k1 = F" [ (!r.'-p" ) In (1-cf,) ] /In(B/ (1-c[) ) orrL -''z 'I'
ki = F-, [ (P,,-P" ) rnÊ] /rn (P/1-ü) ) .r- ¿ -''¿ '-L'

The required sampling plan is then given by n and k.. That
t

is, a random sample of n items is drawn from the process

underconSiderationandk,iscomputed.If*(r)>
(or process) is considered acceptable. Otherwise the lot is
re j ected .

(ii) o unknown

In this case for (lrtrcr) , it can be shown that
P[(Y. /2) / (Y./2n-2) > tQn-2) /2t &.-p. l/ôl = l-cr,r ¿' I '-l', -'

.??r.rlrora v - qt' v - ryu . and. y. and y^ afe-1 ru2 t -2 
^2n_2 L z

.i nrìananrtan{- HenCe the ratio (y, /2) / (y./2n-2) has an F'IL

distribution with 2 and 2n-2 desrees of freedom. The above

probability statement then becomes
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P lE 2, zn-2
¡.rhi ¡ì'r air¡oc

Y+vvu

(n-1) (k.-p.)/ã=En.)^ n.m. (4.36)rLt'- -2,2n-2;a'
SimiÌar1y for (þ,lt) ,

(n-1) (k[þ) /ã : 82,2-2n;1-Þ. ( 4.3i)
Equations (4.36) and (4.31) can be solved iteratively to
obtain the solutions of n and kr.

4.'7 .2 Derivation of sampl-inq pl-ans to give assurance

rêarârrì.i *æ þ!r^ ^^-r^ l!ç..,q!*,ng cne scare parameter o with specified g, Þ, o.'

and O^.-¿
li) u known

In this case the l-ot is accepted. if ô < kt such that
^^P(o < k. lo" ) = l--cr and P(o < k. lo^) = B are satisfied.' l- r' r' ¿'

Here or and o" are APL and RPL, respectively and âLZ

is the maximum likelihood estimator of o. Usinq the

distributional- properties of o it can be shown that the

equations required to find n and k, are

kJor = fr,,n;r--cr, (4.38)

ano ::.

k.,/on - f- --o. (4.39)t z nrniP
The solution of n is then given by solving the equations

(4.38) and (4.39) as

o2/oL = |.,,n;l--c /ln,n,þ (4'40)

which can be easily solved using table I in the Appendix in a

similar manner described in section 4.3.2. once n is obtained

from (4.40) k1 may be found either from (4.38) or (4.39).
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(ii) p unknown

rt can then be shown that the two equations invorving
n and k, are

2nk^ /'o- = ,?r t: X2n-2;L-a (4.4I)
)2nk.,/o" : X;-_?.R. (4.42)t ¿ urY

Solving (4.4I) and (4.42) we get

o^/o.:v? t ^t?¿' - t ^2n-2;L-a' n2n-2;þ'
))The ratio Xin_Z;f_a/ Xi.n_Z;þ is tabutated for various

combinations of u., P and n ranging from 2 t-o 100. The

tabulated resurts are given in Tabre rrr in the Appendix.

This tabl-e can be used to obtain the sol_ution of n in a

similar manner described in the preceding sectlon.

4.7 .3 Sampling plans for o with two acceptance limits
rn this section we consider deriving the sampring pJ-ans

with two acceptance l-imits. These plans are simil-ar to two

sided plans discussed in section 4.4 of this chapter. The

fol-l-owing two cases may be identified for this purpose.

(i) F known

A given process or lot is accepted if
^:,.k.__1 __2 ._1 "-._'_2 uvvv qvuçI/uqrruç rJ

The probability restrictions become

p (kt

and

p (k.'
I¿Z'

using the propert.ies or ô tne following equations can be

obtained.



frr.;a/2
frr.;r-a/2

f.,r; (r_þ) /2

^ñJÕ11U

k2/o2 : fr, ,nì (L*þl /z

Solving (4 .42) and (4 .44) r¿e get

or/o, = fn ,nìa-/2/f n,n; (1,-þ¡ 12

or using (4.43) and (4.45)

o2/oL : 1., n;r-a/2/fr,r ; (L+$¡ 12
(4 .47 )

is obtained. (4.46) or (4.47) can be solved iterativelv to
find n and then kt may be found from (4 .42) or (4.44) and

the solution of k, can be found from (4.43) or (4.45). Note

that in this case the upper and l-ower tair probabirities are

taken t.o be the same. For exampre, for producerrs risk ,u,
both tail probabilities are set to be a/2.

k/oL
k2/or

kI/o2

r02

(4 .42)

(4.43)

(4 .44)

(A ¿q\

(A ¿A\

(4 .49)

(4.s0)

(4 .46)

of o is X X,". and(f)

the preceding section the

(ii) [r unknown

As indicated earlier MLE ,ã,
applying the same procedure as in
followi,ng equations are obtained.

Znkr/ o, = x3.n-z; a/ 2

a
2nkr/ o, = xi.n-z ; L-u/ 2

2nkr/o, : x2zn-z; (r-þ¡ 12

and

2nk^/6^ = Y2¿' -¿ - ^2n-2; (I+þ¡ ¡2.
In order to find t.he solut.ions of n,

procedure explained in lþg nranarl'ina

(4.s1)

k- ancl k- fho Same'-1 ""* '-2

section can be applied
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to equations (4.48 ) - (4.51) .

4. B Control- charts for the two parameLer exponential

dist.ribution

rn this section the contror charts for the rocation
(p) and scale (o) parameters of the distribution considered

in (4.1) are derived. The maxi-mum likel-ihood estimators of u

and o are used to deri-ve the control chart constants. A

numerical example to ill-ustrate the apprication of the
,-¡,,-^^ .¡^ a'ì so cr.i r¡on Tho fal'ìnr^¡ina¡-l.t.lrt-cL¿ure5 IÞi q¿Ðv yr vçrr Sepaf ate CaSeS afe

identified and discussed.

4.8.1 Control charts for the location parameter

In order to construct control charts for the l-ocation
ñ^-^ñ^!^* --e variance of the estimator ]¿ nr r¡ isPorcrrttcLË! r L-r]e vdr-LcttlL:e ur Lrte estl-Illator , ^ (1) , or þ

': -^r "^l nrr 1- ha rli cl- ril.¡rrf i nn:1 nrnna¡tieS Of X r" , , it Can!ç\4\lfItr:Ll . \,,rÞIrry u¡¡e urÐu!¿rJ(]Uf(J]IO,I lJ!UfJt (f)

be shown that t.he variance of X,., is o2/n2. The standard
\f/

deviation of X(t) is, therefore, o/n. fn this section 3

standard deviation (3 s.d.) control chart l_imits are

derived. The 2 s.d. control chart l_imits are similar.
( i )' p and O are known

The 3 s.d. control chart limits for ¡r is given by

¡,r + 3o/n.

Let A. = 3/n. Then the lower ancl lmrrêr control limits aret_ ''

tl - A"o and p + A1o, respectively.'r_'1
(ii¡ lt known and o unknown

The lower and upper control l_imits are

¡r + zãln
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= I,t * A1o

where o = X p is the maximum rikelihood estimate of o.

(iii) ¡r unknown and o known

The two l_imits are given by

X,", + A-o.(f) 1

/ i r¡\ ' and o both unknown\+ v / f.

Using both estimates the following tímits are

obtained.

x,., t A.ô.
\f ,/ I

4.8.2 Control charts for t.he scale parameter

The foll-owing estimators of o are used. to construct 3

s.d. control chart l_imits for the scal_e parameter.

^n(a) o : I(xi lt) /n i F known and.
!-a

(b) õ: x X,.,i l.l is unknown.
\-L'

As mentioned earrier ô/o nas a ganma distribution with
^^parameters n and n. The variance of o is, therefore, nto'

and the standard deviation or ô is n3/2o. similarry znó/o

has a chi-square distribution with 2n-2 degrees of freedom.
aaThe variance of o is then given by (n-1)o'/nt, and t.he

standard deviation of õ is {ln=fToln. Once again the 3 s.d.
control- chart limits are given for the fotl-owinq cases.

The 2 s.d. control- chart l-imits are similar.
( i ) ft known and o known

The l-ower and upper control chart limit.s Are oir¡en t-rr¡

si * 3n3/2o

: (r + 3n3/2)o.
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Let A, : 1 - 3n3/2 and Aa = 1+ ln3/2. Hence the two l-imits
are A2o and Aro.

(ii) Lt known and o unknown

â t 3n3/2ã
? /) ^(1 + 3r"'')o.

Thus. t-he j s.d. control- timits become A^ô and A^â.t e¡¿v lr¡rtruJ vçvv¡Ltç , 
/ a

(iii) ft unknown and o known
t_

6; * 3tr{ (n-1) /n}o
(1 + 3{l 1"=5/n}o.

Let A, : 1- 3./ln:T)/n and. A. : 1 + 3./ln=T/n. The control-¿r5

l-imits then become Ano and A5o.

(iv) ft and o both unknown

ot * 31{ (n-I) /n}o

{1 + 3{lE=Tl-ln) iõ.
The control limits are A,õ and A-õ.45

4.8.3 Control Charts for the Range

By using the same procedure described in Chapter 3

for constructing R-charts for normally distributed observa-

tions, the range charts for the exponential- distribution can

be obtained. For this purpose the expectation and the

standard deviation of the relat.ive range, W : R/o, are

re.rlti rcd. Thegg Can be Obtai nefl llsi ncr thc nroþel-ri 'l i ¡' rz clensi tvvs¡¡ vv vvuqf¡¡çu uùr¡¡y Urrg À/!VUAJJIfIt-) svrtJrUJ

function of the relative range,

f (r) : (n-1)e-r (1-e-r )n-2. 0(r(oo

T,ef f he exncr-l¿lig¡ Of the relative ¡¿¡çro l'ro .l Tha¡ .l- ì sJv vç v2. ¿rrç¡r 
"2 

!J

qrven þv
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l'æ
d. = (n-1) [ r.-t(1-e-r)n-2 dr.¿ .Jo

A cl-osed form sol-ut.ion for d, is not avairabl_e, but expanding
-r. n-2(l-e -)" --using a binomial- expansion and integrating over rl

it can be shown that
n-2

d, = (n-r r r--t- ¿n-2r /-l_ lk/ tl+k)21 .¿ - ' t, -^ t k / \
K:U

'rn-2-1 1-simitarly E(wz¡: 2(n-1) t t (otl ?L)k/ (1+k)31.
K:U

using these expressions, expectation and the standard

deviation of the relative rangie can be obtained. An unbiased

estimate of the scal-e parameter can then be obtained bv

^kO : R/d^, where R - ). n. Ut ancl R. 'i s 1-he rânõê nf f ho q.emnla' ¿' 
i]t^'i"" 

*"* "i rr u¡¡e lqr¡Yç v! ullc Ðqlrtl/rç

i of size n, and k is the number of such sampJ-es. one can

t.hen construct the fol-rowing range charts based on the
exponential distribution .

(i) o known

The 3 s. d. control_ chart limits are given by

E (R) + 3oR

= d2o * 3dro : (dZ + 3d3)o

where d, is the standard deviation of the relative range. Let
Dt = dZ 3d¡ and D, = d2 + 3d¡. Then the lower and unncr

cont.rol limits are Dro and D2o.

(ii¡ o unknown

In this case using t.he estimate, A/a, of o the
f n I 'l nwi nrr 'l 'i mi t e rìân l.ra ai -r\,r-L_LUw_Lrr9 rJ_Itt-_- ..,*/en.

n t 3d- (R/d^)
J¿'

: (1 + 3d^/d^)R.JZ'
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Let D" :1- 3d./d. ând D, = 1+ 3d2/dô. Thus, the l_ower andJ J ¿ 4 --3'-2'
r1r-ì7'\êr r-nnt- rnl l-imitS are D-ñ and D ,R, res,1e..'1- i r¡e'ì rzvvrrulvt 

J 4 
?JyçvL¿vgly.

The control chart limit constant:s A1 , AZ, 43, A4, and

Aq are tabul-ated for the exponential distribution. These

values are given in Tabre 4.1, for various samp]_e sizes. The

constant," d2, d3, D1 , D2, D3 and D, are tabulated in Table

4.2. one can then construct the contror charts using these

tabulated values when the underlying probabitity distribution
of the quality characteristic is found to be exponential_.

Numerical- Examples:

(i) consider sinha and Kal-e/ s (1980, p.34) data set. The

maximum l-ikel-ihood estimates fr. ano â of p and o are 20 and

578, respectively as given in section 4.4 of this chapter.
The following control charts can then be presented.

(i) For the location parameter 3 s. d. control chart.

limits are *(r) t A1ô. From Table 4.I the value of A., is
tt ¡ Hôn^ô

l-ower control limit = 20 - 0.1 (5TB) : 0.00 and

upper control limit : 20 + 0.1 (578) : 7j .8.
(ii) The control chart rimits for the scal-e parameE.er
^^are A/O nd A.O. From Table 4.I, A, :0.461_ and A_ : 1.53g+J45

Thus,

l-ower control l_imit = 0.461 (578) = 266.46

upper control- limit = 1.538(578) = 888.96.

fn order t.o construct range charts for Sinha and

Kal-e's (1980, p.35) data, the forrowing six subsamples each

of size 5 were randomly obtained from their data.
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SampIe Observations
l_

1 20 2r4 445 69'7 1016 996

2 27 232 412 198 1033 1006

3 s2 238 s03 805 1086 1034

4 61 3'7 L 52 6 90 9 1,1,92 1131_

5 110 393 581 91 6 1322 :.2L2

6 r22 426 621 100 1 1 681 155 9

In this case n = 5 and F.:1156.33. From Table 4.2
i-lro rÂñ'ìr'irarl constants are D, : 0.000 and D, = 6.234. Henceu ulv 

J .l

for the ranoe chart

Iower control limit = 0.000 (1156.33) = 0.000

and

upper control limit = 6.234(1156.33) = 1208.56.

(ii) Grubbs (L971,) has given mileages at which nineteen
mì I ìf :rrz r.arrig¡g failed.. FOr hiS data, X,"r=L62, X:997.2I ,rr!J vguq, 

\r,

õ=835 .21 and n=1 9. The 3-s . d. control- limits for p is then

given by X , " , 
tA" õ. From Table 4 .L, A. =0 . 1-59 and(1) l- I

lower control ]imit : 1,62 - (0.1-59) (835.21) =29.2I

and

'-upper control limit = L62 + (0.159) (835.2I) =294.79.

The control charts for o is given by Arõ and A.õ.
TJ

From Table 4-L, A4=0.330, A5=1 .669 and the control- fimits for
o is given by

l_ower control_ Iimit = (.330) (835.21) = 215.62

and

upper control l-imit = (L.669) te35.2l-) = L393.97 .
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Table 4.L Contro] Chart Constants for the
Exponential Distribution

n

2
3
Àr

5
6
1
ö
9
10
11
T2
'1 1

I4
15
I6
I7
r_8

TY
20
2L
aaLZ
23
z1
25
¿o
27
28
¿Y
30

^1

1.500
1.000
0.750
0.600
0. s00
0 .429
U.J/5
0.333
0.300
0 .213
0.250
0.23L
0.21,4
0.200
0.187
U.I/O
0.L67
0.159
0.1_50
0.143
u.l-Jb
0.130
0.125
0.1_20

0.111
0.107
0.103
0.100

Az

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

A
1

9.485
16.588
25.000
aA A/'11

45.091-
56.561
68.882
82.000
9s.868

1,L0 .449
L25 .7 0B
I41, .616
'l qQ 1qn
]-15 .284
193.000
2rI .2'7I
230.103
24Y.45 |
^1¿̂OY. J¿ö
289 .7 02
J1U.5b/
33r .912
53J. t¿t
376.000
398.728
445 .486
a^q qôo
469.509
¿q? qqô

A,
+

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.057
0.100
0.138
0.1_71
0.201
v.z¿t
V.¿J¿
0 .27 4
0.294
U. JJ-J
U. JJU
U.J{b
It <h I

0.37s
0.388
0.401
0 .41,2
0 .423
U.IIJJ
0 .443
0.453
0 .461,

J

2 .500
. A1A¿- ..t L+

a a^^

2.1_r8
2 .049
L .992
L. Y¿+,J

1.900
r .862
r .829
'l ?qq
1,.7'73
r.7 48
r.726
1_ .7 06
r .687
1, .669

1.639
1, .625
r.OL¿
1.599
1.587
L.516
1_.566
1.556
1, .547
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Tabl-e 4.2. Control- Chart Constânf s fnr t- ho
nxpon

n .l
L

n rl^.l
1.500
1.833
¿.Uó5
¿.¿óJ
2 .449
2 .593
¿.ILó
¿. özY
¿.Y¿Y
? nl q

J.-LUJ
? 'r an
3.252

f <x I

5 .4J9
3.495
3.548
3.s98
J. b45

? 'ì?A

J. I to

J.óY¿
J.Y¿I
J.Y6Z

1.000
1.118
L.1,61
r.1,94
I.2LO
r.223
L. ¿¿Y
1,.236
L . ¿¿r r
I.245
1,.250
I.252
1,.254
r.256
1.258
1.259
1".26r
L.¿O¿
r.262
L.263
1,.265
r.265
r.267
1,.266
L.¿Ol
1,.266
L.267
L.¿OY
L.268

D.
l_

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.015
0.057
0.091
0 .1.29

n
¿

A 
^^^

4.854
5.334

o.1l_õ
o.¿óu
o .1zo
6 .552
o . o oz+

a. Y¿r¿
7.074
1.092

t.¿zz
7 .218
7.333
I.Jó I
1 AAA

7 .486
'1 Ë,1 A

r.oJ-t
7.652
'7 .693
t. t¿5

D-
J

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

D^
a

/ nnn
=. vvv
J.V'J

J.IL¿
- ^^ ^o. ¿J¿]
o.obu
'] 

^^11.329

/ x <q

ö. u5ð
^^^-ó.¿40
^ 

¡^Fñ 4l\

8.608
A '7'1 0
x vt<

v Ilh <

^ 
r ^^Y.Iö¿

o ?rìa
9 .434
AFA.y. Jz+ o
9 .644
v /5 <

9.841
9 .948

a^J-U. UJb
10.036
I 

^ ^r 
FJ-U.¿TJ

r0.284
1n a1 A¿V.Jt=

2
3
I
5
6
1
I
9

10
11
T2
13
T4
15
J_O

I'7
IÕ
rY
20
2I
22
23
¿¿t

25
26
27
2B
29
30
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CHAPTER FIVE

ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING PLANS BY VARIABLES

IN THE PRESENCE OF SERIAL CORRELAT]ON

5.1. Introduction

fn the construction of quality control charts (i, R,

and s charts) and acceptance sampling plans by variabres two

assumptions are generally made. These assumptions are:
(1) t.he measurements of quality characterístic are

nnrmal'lr¡ rì'i cl- rihrr+. aÄ :nÀ¡¡v!rLLq!¿y u4JL!.|Lç\¡t ClIl(¡

(2) the measurements are independent.

under these conditions, constants required to construct
control- charts and acceptance sampling plans are avaj_rable in
standard lit.erature such as Duncan (1986) and Schiltinq
(L982) .

Examination of the effect of non-normality (assumption

1) on x and R-charts has been discussed in chapter 3 using

Tukey's À-family of distribut.ions. rt has been observed in
chapter 3 that the use of control- chart constants based on

the normal distribution may not be appropriate for thick
tailed distributions belonging to Tukeyrs l,-family. Thus,

the application of the normal- approximation may give rise t.o

undesirabl-e resurts if used without examining the form of the

underlying probability distribution of the quality
measurements.

Srivastava (L961-) | Das and Mitra (1964) and Schneider

(1985) have examined the robustness of acceptance sampling by

variabl-es to departures from normality. These authors have
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concruded from their studies that variable acceptance

sampling plans have littl-e robustness. However, the

assumption of independence (assumption 2) has not been

studied in'any depth and is usually taken for
granted. Because the measurements of quatity variabres are

often seriarly generated there is reason to doubt that the

assumption of independence is val_id.

Assumption of independence associated with control
charts was first examined by Stamboul_is (1971) . An

autoregressive process of order 1 (AR(1) ) was used to
describe the process and a simple modification of the control
rimit constants for * and s-charts was proposed. stamboul-is'

resul-t was extended to an ARMA(prq) process by vasilopouros
(197 4) . His resurt has been used to investigate the effect of
seriar correl-ation on control chart constants using an AR(2)

(i. e. , ARMA (2,0) ) process by Vasilopoulos and Stamboulis

(1978) . They have also provided the modified control chart
constants when the measurements foll-ow an AR(2) process.

Johnson and Bagshaw (r974) have examined the effect of seriar
correl-ation on cusum charts. cusum charts refer to control
charts .þased on cumulative total of deviations from a

reference value which is usualty taken to be t.he process

average. The appfications of time series for process control
purposes are considered by pandit and Wu (l_983) .

Most of the work above is concerned with the

examlnation of the effect of serial- correl-ation on constants

of i and s-charts. There has been littl-e or no research
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undertaken to study the implications of dependence of the

data on acceptance sampling plans. In this Chapter the effect.

of serial correlation on acceptance sampling plans will_ be

investigated. The measurements are assumed to follow an

âllf ôrêatreqqi rzC ñts^^^ê^ ^f ¡rrlor nssuv!ey!uoJ¡vg P!\J\-Eòò (JI U!ss! .y.

5.2 Preliminaries

Let Xt be t.he t-th measurement of the quality
characteristíc under study, where X,- is modeled as

X_=Y_+pwherect
Y* = 0"Y* I + 0^,y- ., *...t 0*y* + e_ (5.1_)tr 1tr-r ¿L-Z ptr-p tr

where p is a constant (usually the process mean) and .t, 
" are

assumed to be independentry, normally distributed with zero
a

mean and constant variance, o1. Y- is then said to fol-low an

elrf orccrreqq'i \/ê rrrôa\êae nf nrrlor n Tf A .i:1 ) ¡qquv!çY!çÐÐlvv r/lvvuru v! l.. v:, L-LrLt...rÈ are al-l
L

zeror w€ then have the usual model_ assumed in qualitv control
where X.'= are independentry normal-ly distributed with mean p

and variance o2.
c

Box and Jenkins (r916) have provided several exampres

from industry which are shown to be closely approximated by

AR(1) ör AR(z) processes. They show that such autoregressive
processes are mathematical-Iy tractable and useful. There are

in fact many practical situations where the data forrow or ac

least can be closely approximated by an AR process.

A cl-ass of time series known as stationarv time series
plays an important rol-e in quatity control applications. A

stationary time series refers to a process in a particular
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state of equilibrium. fn other words, the process is in
statist.ical control. Thus, such a process has a constant

mean, l"t, which defj-nes the l-evel_ about which the series
€l 

'.^f '.af 
¡a 

^*l ^!^-! 
'!ruuLudLe5, and a constant variance, Ct, which measures the

spread of the series about its mean. This class of time

series al-so has the property that the covariance between x-
(-

and X" (i.e., Cov(XtrXs) ), is a function only of the distance
(s-t) . This type of stationarity is also known as

cr-al-inn¡ri+-rz in the wide sense, covariance stationarity, weak

stationarity or simply stationarity.
The process given in (5.f ) is stationary if al_l t.he

roots of the characteristic equation,

mP+0.mP-1+ +e- = 0,rp
are l-ess than one in absol-ute varue. For exampre, consider an

AR(1) process, Y* = 0"Y- 1 + €-. This process is stationary' tr r-c-t_ t
if 10. l<1. For an AR(2), Y- = e.Y- . + e -v - + ê r-he'-t' '\-,' -t -L-t-1_ "2'x-2 -t, r

characteristic esuation is
a

m' + 0.,m + e" = 0. (S.2)IZ

This process is stationary if both roots of (s.2) are less

than one in absorute val-ue. This condition is the same as the
^^^€€] ^': ^-! ^ 0" and 0^ l-ie in a t-ri anor:l ar reoi on:U\JçIIf \jLçllLÞ, 

f Z 
s Ç!rq¡¡yqtq! !çyrvt¡.

0. + 0^ 1-r,
I¿

e. 0^t¿

-2

(see Vasilopoulos and Stamboulis (1978) and Ful_Ier (I916) ) .
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Now consider a sample Xl_, X2r...t X' of size n is
taken from the process given in (5.1). The sample mean

n
;:s--X = ) Xr/n and the variance of the sample mean is given by

L:1
^ 1 n-1 h,/6'= 

- 
t (1- 

- 
)v(h)

n l.ì / 
' 

\--l
x n-- (n-I)

where T(h) : Cov(X¡rX¡a¡) , h = *0,!I,...is the autocovariance

¿̂

;

funct.ion of the process (Anderson, 1-911) . ot can also be

n-l1a

= {-io' + 2 >(r - {-l1(h)} (s.3)
h -'l 

r¡
tt_¿

s the variance of X,
tr

ô
can be estimated by estimating ot through the

written as

where o2 l_

2

X
autocovarianco rrrn¡t-'i nn - (h) A commonly used estimator of

T (h) is

and

^* n-h
y (Íìl :, å (*.-1) (xt+h-Î) /tr if p is unknov¡n.

{- -'1

Hence an estimator of o2 is given by

^an.o': L(xr-p)'/n if p is known
--1

and ::.
¡t<? I .c'-'= L(xr --x) 

t 
/ n if p is unknown.

--1

By substitutins â2 ana î tnl or ô*2 and îinl in (5.3) an

estimator of o2 mav be obtained."_ "'*J

It is well known that
't n-l 1-

l_im no- = .t im w /r.ì\ : (1 _ 1r )p (h)

"- "---¡ i]'""' 'f,' -'1n-1) n

if ft is known
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= > p(h) ,
1-æ

where Y (0) =o'and P (h) is the autocorretation function of the

process under consj-deration (Fu11er, 1,9'76, pp.232) .

If the spectral density, f (w) , of the process
æ

continuous I p tfrl : 2æf (0) , where f (0) is the value
-oo

spectral density eval-uated at w=0. Thus, the variance

sample mean for large n can be approximated by 2nf (0)

spectral density of an AR (p) process evaluated at. w=0

ì-1
)-L

where the m,'s are the-l

r16

^€ {-Ì-^v ! Lrlç

^ç !t^^

p
f(o) = tlltr

ar^
m:) -lo1/ztt2m, +

)
r.larr q

v
iTlr-- \¿rI\ 4 ¡rrr /

J-r

€^-
t L\)L o.lt

of the characteristic equation

I
ì.

ular

I o2"/ n (s.4)

AR (1) process, ml =0., and

,21"2". But o2: o2"t e-011 and. therefore
.)-

4-= t e-g|) o2 I / t (1-e, ) 
2nl

Similarly the variance of an AR(Z) process is given by

o2= (1+mrm, lof,t [(l-mrmr) {r-mf I r.-n}ll
and

r (o) : o!/ pft(1-mr )2 (t-^r)21

where m, and m, are the roots of the characteristic equation

ô
and ol is the variance of the error term. Upon simplificationg

of the above expression and

variance of the sample mean

approximated by

In par

1

t-
2n Q,-0

o?

tic

using the large sample result,
of an AR(p) process can be
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So o!: [(1-mrmr) (1+mr) (1+mr)o2]/ [n(1+mrmù (r-mr) (r-mr)J.
X

The variance formul-a for sample mean given in (5.3)

and the large sample results stated above in (5.4) are

derived by assuming that Xt can be expressed as an infinite
l- j-near combination of the error terms. However, the variance
nf r'Ì-ro eâmnlo mean can also be derived when X{_ is expressedqrJv vç gç!4vçu

as a finite linear combination of the error terms. This can

be easily demonstrated using an AR(1) process as folrows.

SuppOSe Y* = 0"Y- + ê whera ft.'o tat r c_1 _t ;ne 
"t'" are assumed

to be independently identically normarry dístributed with
zero mean and variance 

"?. 
without. l-oss of generality assumee

that þt=0. When Y^ = 0, Y- can be expressed as
_'c

Y- : i et-i't ,o-u1- =i
and

,, n_1 ) n_2,IY.,- = (1+01+0f+...+0'.'-t)e. + (1+e1 +0!+...+el )e¡
f- :.1 L l_ l_ l. t_ I I - - - -1 ¿

+ ...+ (1+0")e + ê- l' -n-l_

n
rt can now be seen that I y_ is a linear combination of the

t=1-n
, ^ m1^..- !L^ 

-!^Li ^- S! -'.t'". Thus, the expectation of I yr is 0 and the variance
n t=1

of I Y* is given by

n

,à t,t-eï ) / G-ert 12o2".
.i 

-1 
r

f-f

Ë'rrrf harmnra since the e t s are i. i. d. normal- randomlrv4vt r¿¡¡vv u¡¿ç =t

variables it can be seen that the sample mean, X, follows a

normal- distribution with zero mean and variance given by
ns f /1-elll<1-e.)12o2/n2. (s.s)L L\r t, JelrL

ì-1 r r
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In a similar manner, normality of the sample mean from an

autoregressive process of any order, p, can be establ_ished.

In sum.mary, we have

(i) the exact variance of 1:

2 2 n-1
o': 6'a. /Ír, where âr = I+2 L(f -nln)p (h) ,

ll n:I

(ii) a large sample approximation to the variance of i:
2?P.o': olar/n, where a) = 1/tll(l--m*)¿J,
X-i=l-r

(iii) assuming Xn : 0, variance of X:

2)no!: of,arln where .3 =,lt (1-eT ) / e-01) lt /n.
v .: 

-1^ _L-l_

5.3 Derivation of One Sided Sampl_ing plans

The forlowing standard notation will be used in this
chapter.

p1 = Acceptable quality level (AOQ),

P^, = Lot tolerance rrêrôênt- rlafor.li¡¡g (LTPD) ,E2

ct, = Producer/s rj_sk,

p : Consumer's risk,
U = Upper specification Iimit,

.,: 
: Lower specification limit.

As has been nOted in scr-tì nn q ?, the Sample mean, Í,
from an AR(p) process is approximatery, normally distributed
with mean, p and varj-ance given by (5.3) or (5.¿) or I is
exactly, normally dist.ributed if XO=0. Under this condition,
for an AR(1) process, the sampre mean is normarly distributed
wit.h mean p and the variance of the sample mean is given by

(5.5). Methods for constructing acceptance sampling plans by
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variabl-es when the quality measurements are assumed to be

normally distributed are well- documented in the standard

lit.erature on statistical quality control such as Duncan

(1986) and Schilling (1982) . Hence these procedures can be

applied to obtain the acceptance sampring plans by variabres

in the presence of serial- correlation. For this purpose

several- cases are identified.

J. J . t \-Ctòe _L

(a) o known

For one sided sampling plans the rul-e is to aecêrrr t-hc

batch if X ko > L or X + kO < U where k is the

acceptability const.ant. using the normar distribution theory,

the values of n and k can be found for given values of p,,
p2, a, and B by solving the following equations:

{ñ74- (k-2.\ = -za (5.6)

and

^iñ7ãt (k-zr) = rþ (s.7)

where z.t and 2,., are standard normal scores defined. in sectionL¿

2.3.2 (case r). Note that in this case the variance formula

(5.5) t: used because the sample mean is normally

distributed. Thus, for an AR(1) process, solving (5.6) and

(5.7) for k we get

k = (rfþ + "2ra)/ea+ rþ). (5.8)

However, two val-ues for n are obtained depending

whether equation (5.6) or (5.7) is used. A cl_osed form

solution for n is not possíb1e and a trial and error method

may be used to solve the equations (5.6) or (5.7) for
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n. Equations (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) are valid for both lower

and upper specification l-inits.
The usual- procedure described in standard text. books

¿ln rrlr¡lifrr ¡nn1-rnì ic fircf finr{ ñ rrô.i^^ ^-,'¡ts.ianavv¡ru!v! !r, !!!.)(-, !rrrLl rr uÞtr¡y squcrLr(Jftr (5.6)

and (5.2¡, and then use the sol-ution of n to obtain k either
rrnm /q Á\ ^F (5.7). In this case, because a" is a function\v. v/ \r. r I urr¿a vqJs, vçvqL 

J

of n, obtaining a solution for n is much more d.ifficult. In

order to avoid this difficulty a sampling plan may be

obtained by using one point on the operating characteristic
(OC) curve. In many situations this is done by fixing the
nrnrlrr¡arr c -i sk, c[, at the acceptable quality leve]_, p. . Wevt qe ur¡v qvvçyuqvrç yuqr¿uy fçvËl

wiII then have one probability statement involving pr and. g

which is given by

or
P (i ko') L lp. ) : 1-a.I

p(z < ./ñ7%(k-2.,)) - cr.

The so]ution for k for a given sample size, n, is then given

ìrvk=z -"iã^7n."1, 'a J

(b) O known and large n

In this case¡ âñy of the variance formulas (5.3),
(5.4)¡ or (5.5) can be used. But a closed form solution for n

:.
is not possible if the formula (5.3) and (5.5) are used in
the derivation of the sampling plan. To avoid this
difficulty, the variance formula (5.4) is used in this
sectr-on.

The procedure discussed in the preceding section can
then be applied to this case to obtain

^|il%(k-z-) = -2. (5.9)
and 

'--' -2 \'- "a
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.,ln/a"(k-zr) = zq. (5.10)¿¿t)
Then, the solution for n is given by

n = | (za +zB) / (2, zr) Jtar. (5.11)

Substituting n from (5.11) in (5.9) or (5.10) , two val_ues of
k are then obtained. Thev are

k : tI - zol (2, zr) / ("n. + zg) J (5.12)
¿uP

and

k = z) + zgl (2" z.) / (zn * z¡¡) J . (5.13)LP¿-!(¡P

rn practice k is taken to be the average of the two

val-ues obtained from (5.L2) and (5.13) . As before these

equations hord true for both rower and upper specification
limits.

The effect of serial_ correlation on the acceptance

sampling prans described for case r can be examined. usrns

operating characteristic (OC) curves. This is done bv

comparing the oc curve of a sampring pran when the dara are

independent with that of a corresponding oc curve of a

sampJ-ing plan based on an AR process. The comparison of oc

curves involves a comparison of probabil_ities of accepE.ance

of rots.for a given val-ue of the proportion defective, p,

falling outside the specification limits. Thus, if the two oc

curves are simil-ar, the effect of serial- correlation on

acceptance sampring plans can be considered neqriqible.
The oc curves are obtained by plotting t.he acceptance

probabilities, P (p) , against the vari-ous varues of p. For

CaSe T the orol-l:ì'li '1 i I r¡ nf âr-r-ânt- ân^ô D ¡f n\ .i o ^.i -,^-vqre ¡ ur¡ç y!\,,JJd,UJ-f-LLy UI <¡vve¡/uq¡¡ve, L \yt, rÐ yrrCl'.t by
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1-o({ñ7ã3 (k-z)) where Õ is the distribution funcrion of the
st.andard normal distribution and z is such that
/.ælr-)
| (1/'l2n)exp (-x'/2)dx = p. when the observations are-z
i nrlcncnrlên1- - l- ha nrn]-r:Þ¡'i I -i¿rruçyçrruçrru, ç¡rç ts,!--o-..rty Of aCCeptanCe iS giVen by

r--Õ({ñ(k-z) ) .

For case I (a) , a set of OC curves for n:30, C[:.05,
pr:.01 and 01=.1 to .8 are given in the Figure 5.1 toget.her
with the oc curve for independent case. The effect of serial
correl-ation can be easiry seen from this figure. rt is
observed that , for a gíven val-ue of p as the varue of the
autocorrel-ation increases, the probability of acceptance also
increases. For example, when p:.04 the probability of
acceptance for independence case is .065. The corresponding
^-^r^^r^¡ ì.:!-- ^f ¡r.r.êr¡i- ân/.rê when 0"=.2 iS .40 whiCh iSy!UUO,JJf-LJ_Uy Ur qvççyuq¡¡Us

considerabry larger than .065. This is true for all the
val-ues of 01 except when 0.:-1- 'i n trhinþ case the OC curve is1-----r"1.¿fvY¡¡Jv¡

almost identicai- to the oc curve for independent. case. This

comparison indicates that if there is sufficient evidence to
suggest the presence of serial- correration, then one shourd

incorporate t.his knowredge of the serial_ correlation in the
consLruetion of an appropriate sampling plan.

For case r (b) , the sampl-ing prans have been obtained
using two points on the oc curves. This is because ã? does

not invol-ve n and consequently a closed form sor,rtior, for n

is possible. As in the previous case (Case I (a)) the
probability of acceptance, p (p) , is given by 1-o({ñ/%- (k-z)) .

But it is seen that. n=[(rs.* zB)/(2, zr)l2ar. Thus the
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probability of acceptance is given by p(p)=1-Õ[ {(za+rþ) / (zr-
zr)\ (k-z) l. But note that. l(zn+z¡7) / e"-r.,)12 is the samprer- Lr, p ¿ L-
sj-ze required in the samp]-ing pran when the observations are

independen-t. Hence P(p)=1-OtVñ(k-z) which is identical to t.he

independent case. That is, the oc curves for the two cases

become identical and in consequence, for Case I (b), the
effect of serial- correl-ation on the acceptance sampling pJ_ans

based on two points on the oc curve cannot be investigated by

comparj-ng the OC curves.

Howevo- ì1- hrc L.oen shown that the necessarv sample

size for Case I (n) is n= [ ( zil+zß) / (z?-21) )2a, with ã):L when
UPLL4¿

the seriar correl-ation is not present. This gives us a toor
to examine the effect of serial correration for case r (b) .

This is done by comparing the sampre sizes for various val_ues

of 0, with the corresponding sampre size for independent

case. The foll-owing tabre gives the necessary sampre sizes.
It can be seen from the foll_owing table of sample

sizes, that for independent case a sample of size 10 is
required, but for highly correl-ated. data very large sampres

ârê rê..rirarl to achieve the same val-ues of u., ß, Þn and p^.sv¡¿¿vvv er¡u oq¡rlç vq¿qçJ 
- I _ z

For example, when 0.,:0.9, a sample of size 19 times that for:.
the independent is necessary.
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Sample sizes for the samolino olan with n.:-01 - n-- f)Á- ¡y= ôE

Serial correlati-on
aìrì

n1

tt <

AA

0.6

^1

0.8

no

and F:.10

-z

1.0000

r.2222

1.s000

r . ö5 / t-

2.3333

3.0000

4.0000

5 .6661

9.0000

19.0000

SampIe size (n)

10

r-
IJ

15

a^LY

24

30

40

60

90

190

As has been indicated earlier, the effect of serial
correl-ation cannot be examined for Case I (b) usinq OC curves

when the sampling pran is derived using two points on the oc

curve. However, if the sampring plan is constructed. using
nn]r¡ nna nnìnf on t.he OC curve (i.e., p. and c¿), then the OCv¡¿v ì/v¿¿¡9 v¡¡ u¡¡ç vv vL

curves can be used to examine the effect of serial

correlation. A set of such OC curves are crir¡en in F'irr¡¡g 5.2.-'Y

Once again it can be seen that if a larqre serial correlation
i c i nr¡n lt¡arl the erroneous âssrlmr"l1- inn of incleoencìence¿Ð rrrvv!vçu, L-t1e tr:II.UIIeUUS *--q¡rrl-ç¿v¡¡ v! _^^,_ JIlâ!

read to more frequent reject.ion of lots when in fact such

l-ots are of acceptable quality.
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5.3.2 Case II
(a) o unknown,

In this case we consider t.he case where X,- is

expressed -as a finite Linear combination of the error terms.
a

In order t.o derive t.he sampling plans when o' is unknown, the

dist.ribution of the statistics
ã,_

t : (*-tr) / (o^'la"/n) and t* : (X-p) /o ,'la"/n)
JJ

 an. *na
must be known. Here 6t = I(x* -Lt) 

t /n and o^= I(x* -*) t /n are
^ t:1 " t=l- t-

t.he estimators of o¿ when ¡t is known and unknown,

respectively.
The distributional- properties of t. and t* are not

well known for small samples. the distributional properties

of t or t* can be studied bv lookínq at the distribution of

the sample mean. In order to investigate the distributional
properties of the sample mean, when sampling from an AR(1)

process with unknown variance 10r 000 random samples of sizes

11= 5rl-0,...r45150 were generated for each of 0.= .Lt .2, .3,

.4, .5, .6 , .7, .8 , .9. The probabil-ities that the sample

mean lies out.side 3 standard deviation (3 s.d.) limits (i.e.,

^* r-
3o trar/n) and 2 standard deviation (2 s.d.) limits (i.e.,

^* r-2o ''la3/'n) were then computed. The results for varj-ous n and

01 combinations are given in Tabl-es 5.1- and 5.2.

The accuracy of the simulat.ion was checked by

comparing the simulated probabilities with the theoretical

probabilit.ies for the normal- distribution. It is wel-I known

that the probabilities of the sample mean from a normal

distribution fal-l-inq outside 3 s.d. and 2 s.d. limit.s are
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0.0027 and 0.0456, respectively. The simulated probabirities
for the normal- distríbution are al-so given in Tables 5. 1 and

5 .2, and they are quite close to the theoretical
probabilities.

Examinat.ion of Table 5.1 leads to the followinq
observations.

(1) When 0, coefficient is small (i.e., 0f..2) and

for large n (i.e., n>20) the probabíIities are close tro

.002'7. This indicates that the normal approximation for the
sample mean based on large sampres and smarl 0., is quite
good, and the effect of seriar correration can be considered
negligible. The procedure exp]-ained for case r may then be

used to obtain sampring plans for these values of 0, and n
varues by considering the observations to be independentJ_y

normal-l-v distributed.
(2) For any other combination of 0, and nr the

probabirities are not cl-ose to .oozj. Hence a coniecture
about the distributional- properties of t or t* cannot be put

forward for those combinations of 0., and n.

Examination of Tabre s.2 indicates that almost. arr the
probabilities are not close to 0.0456, which is the
probability that the sampre mean ries outside 2 s.d. limits
when the underlying probability distribution is normal_. once

aqain this indicates that t or t* for serial-lv correrated
data may not f oll-ow a normal distribution.

It has been shown that when X0:0, X has a normal

distributiOn. Ti- i e- 1- 
'lrarafs¡s, reaSonable to Conjecture that
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t or t* have a t-distribution with (n-f) degrees of freedom.

rf this conjecture is true, then the probabirities that the
sampre mean l-ies outside 3 s.d. and 2 s.d. rimits shouÌd be

cl-ose to the theoretical probabilities obtained from a t-
distribution with (n-1) degrees of freedom. These theoretical_
probabilities for various sample sizes are also given in
Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

The theoreticar probabilities from t-distribution
with (n-1) degrees of freedom are always greater than the
probabilities given in Table 5.1. This suggrests that the
distribution of t* may have a distribution with thinner tails
than that of the t-distribution.

The sâmê n¡1-l- arn .ìoes not exist in Table 5.2. For

small n and 0, values, probabil-ities tend to be larger than
the theoretical probabilities. But as n increases, this
pattern disappears and for al-l the values of 0., (except for
0L= .1 and .2) theoretical probabil-ities are larger.

From this simuration study, conclusive evidence about
the distributionar properties of t and t* based on smal_I

samples cannot be provided. As such the construction of even

approximate sampling plans for serially correlated data when

o is unknown may not be feasibre. Attempts shourd, therefore,
be made to find the theoreticat probabitity distribution of t
and t* for smal-l samples.

As has arready been noted, for an AR process Xt can

be expressed as an infinite l-inear combination of the 
"t'=.

rt is noted that the sampJ-e mean will- be approximat.ety
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normal-ry distributed with mean, p, and. the variance of the
sample mean is given by (5.3). fn this case, the distribution
of the sample mean for smal-i- sampJ-es is stirr unknown. This
section of the paper examines the smalr sample properties of
the sample mean when X,- fol_l_ows an AR(1) process.

co

For an AR(1) process, Xr: > el.*_.. In this case, it"i=0¿Lr
can be shown that the variance formul_a in (5.3) reduces t.o
o?: o2atln where â1= t(1+0 | / (r-0r )-{2e1 (1-eî) /n(1,-erl2il.
Note that for large n, u1 becomes (1+e1) / (1-01) which is the
same as ^2 in section 5.2. once again a simulation study is
used to examine the behaviour of the sample mean. The

probabil-ities that the sample mean lies outside 3 s.d. and 2

s.d. limits were obtained, and the resurts are given rn
Tabl-es 5.3 and 5.4. The forrowing observations can be made bv

examination of the resul_ts in Table 5.3.
When the coefficient 0, is small (i.e., 0r<.4),

armost all- the probabilities are crose to .002i regard.ress of
the sample size. This indicates that the normal- approximation
for the sample mean based on smarr samples is very good and

the effect of serial correration may be ignored if 0.<.4. The-t_
same conclusion can be reached from the resul_ts qiven in
Tabl-e 5.4. However, for the situation with 0").5, the serial
correl-atj-on cannot be ignored.

The effect of serial correl-ation can also be examined

by comparing the producer's risk val-ues , (e.) , for various
l-evels of 0., with the q, value for the independent case. For
i- h'i e at'aa'',"r"o - l- ha â^^ôñi- ¡l-ri I .i f .' ^^ñêl- âñÈ .i ^ '¡^-.: --^J resv¡¿ruy uurrÞua.rrú is derived for
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eô\¡ôrâ I -c rmnl o SiZeS and CX,=. 05, p.s¡¡u w

producer' s risk for several n and

in the followinq table.

=. 0l- . The values of

0" combinations ârê crir¡an-1 ì'¿vv¡¡

n\e 
"l_

15

a^¿-v

30

40

50

OU

Values of producer, s risk (cr)

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

.0671 .0866 .1085 .1_329 .1599 .1896 .2224 .2582 .2964

.0673 .0873 .1098 .1349 .1628 .L938 .2285 .2674 .31-07

.0617 .0881 .1111 .1-369 .1656 .:-978 .2342 .2162 .3251

.0678 .0884 .1,1,1,'7 .1,379 .1670 .1,997 .2369 .2804 .3332

.0619 .0887 .1,L22 .1384 .:-678 .2009 .2386 .2828 .3376

.0680 .0888 .rr24 .1388 .1684 .20r6 .2396 .2844 .3405

The resul-ts of the above table indicat.e that exceÞr

for 0.1 =.1, âf t other Cr values are much larger than .05, which

is the value of producer's risk for normally independentJ_y

distributed data. This observation is true irrespective of
the sample size. This table al-so indicates that val_ues of cr,

remains fairly constant for a fixed varue of 0r. This further
indicates that the effect of the sample size is negrigibre
and taking a large sample in the presence of serial-

correl-ation may not be helpfuJ-. Rather, serial correl_ation if
presented shoul-d be incorporated in designing a proper

acceptance sampling scheme.
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(b) o unknown and large n

It has been shown in section 2 that for large n,
))variance of the sample mean is approximated by o'= a.o|/n,/ ê.-P.X

,.,L^-^ - -rt trfl¡1-^ ìzll ¡.rrr1-harmnra rrcina .ì=-n¿ ô1ñWneEe d2:Ltli^^-,- -..i, )J. -s!u¡¡ç!r!!vrs, uSJ-IttJ J-afge SampIe
-- |

'-f,

^f heorv ii- r-ân be Shovin t.hat i - N(!t, Olan/n) . Hence, applyingJ * e urrq e -, .r, _e*2

t.he procedure described for Case I (b) one can obtain the
eâmñ'l i na n'ì an AS

n = l(ra+zþ)/{zi-zr)J 
^2

k : ,L zoL(r2-rl / (zn+zg)) orwY

k = t2 + zol (.2-rì / (zo+zp) ) .

5 . 4 Sampl-íng Pl-ans for AR ( 1) and AR (2 ) processes

In this section sampling plans for an AR(l) and AR(2)

wil-I be discussed to ill-ustrate the application of the
procedures given in the preceding section.

5 .4 .l- AR ( 1) Process

(a) o known

When the process follows an AR(1) it has been shown

t.hat xt can be expressed as a finite rinear combination of
i-ha ê /q accrr¡i¡g X.,=0. Moreover, it can be shown that the-t .: J --(J

sample mean is normally distributed with mean p and variance
)¿)no1: a.dlln where a? = i t(1-eil lo -e1) 12 /n The variance of
xJe-i:l-r-r-

Xt (i.e., o2) ano o! are rer-ared by 62e: G-a1)o2/ tr-eltl . A
areasonable approximation for ol is
e

the sample mean can be expressed as

o?: i(1-ello2arl tn
X

O-ell o2 . Thus variance of



.) : a*6L /n
n

where a* = | (1+e -\ / (1-e- ) I t,(1-e!lz /n-L\¿ vr/' \- -f 
i:ì- 

"1t 'LL'

The procedure explained for Case I (a) may then be

used to obtain the sampling p1ans.

(b) ounknown, nlarge
It has been shown for large sampÌes that

o?: t(1+0 ì / (1-0r)lo2/n : u2o2ln where u2 = {r+0r) / (1-01) .

Then applying the formul-a (5.11) one can obtain

n= l'- \/t- _,)l[11+0.)/(1_e.).\.a-.þl t \L2-LI. J 1" .* t-.

k is then obtained either from (5.9) or (5.10) which is not a

function of a2.

5.4.2 AR (2) Process

(a) o known

Depending on the nature of the roots, ffil_ and m' of
the characteristic equation, vasj-J-opouros and stambouris

(1978) have derived the following formulas for the variance

of the sampl-e mean.

(i) m1 and m., are real- and distinct
ô -tã-ot-= ot a'.r, where
X

m. (l--m.) 2

=t= t L' ¿ \ t^ ¡\*1 ' (mn -m^ ) ( l-+m" m^ ) 'v \¡"1t rrl
I¿'IZ'

and ì.(m,n) : (1+m) /(1-m) -l2m(t-m2)/n(f-m)21.
/i i \ ñ :¡Ä m ârê raal :nrl anrrr'l\ ¿f ,/ tt[i CII¡L¡ ll,tô q! ç ! çq¿ q¡¡s ç\4uO,I

//o:= o"a|'/n, where
X

m, {t-mr) 2

ffi ,v\LtLatLL) I\rrr1-rrr2/ \r_11rr1lrr2) ¿

133

1+ (1+m) 2 
( r-nlt) -n ( r-m2) (1+mn)

t-+m2 ) ( t-mn)
lÌ
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are complex conjugates
^^//o]= o-a{ " /n, where
X

uI'.' : {Y(d,u) + 2d[(w(d,u,n) + Z(d,u,n)]/n]
1-d4 + 2d. (--d2 ) cosu

and Y (d, u) = m'
2d. Q+d2) sinu- ( 1+d4 ) sin2u-dt*4"i., (n-2 ) uW(d,urn) =

( 1+d2 ) e+d2 -2dcosu) 2sinu '

2dn+3sin (n-t) u-2dn+1sir, (n+1) u+d4sin (n+2)u
q t/.1 *\a \Ut U, rr,,

(1+d.2 ) (1+d2-2dcosu) 2sinu ,

d2 = -A2 and u= cos t,r, /2d) .

rn this case, the sampring pran is found by first obtaining k

using the equation (5.8) and then n is obtained either from

(5.6) or (5.7) . The appropriate val_ues of a'r, uî, and al, ,

shoul-d be substituted in (5.6) or (5.7) depending on the
nature of the roots, *1 and mr.

(b) oknown, nl-arge

using the theory of rarge samples it has been shown in
section 5.2 that the variance of the sample mean for an AR(2)

aaprocess..is given by ol= o'^2/n where
X

one can then obtain n from (5.11) and k may be obtained. from

either from (5.9) or (5.10).
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Example 1

310 observations of hourly readings of viscosity of a

chemical process is given in Box and Jenkins (L9'76,

p.529) . rdentifÍcation techniques suggest that this data set

follows an autoregressive process of order l-. Furthermore,
þha ¡ar] *^r^^ ' 'Lr.e esrlruares of 0.,, Ç', and oi are .86, .362 and .093,

respectively. Thus, the appropriate model_ becomes

Y*: I.32 + 0.86Y- " tê-r tr-r t
where "t'" are assumed to be independently, normally

distributed random variables wit.h zero mean and variance,

.093, and I.32 is the estimate of the mean viscosity of the
rìrô.ìêe e / caa Box and Jenkins, L97 6, p. 196) . Since 0. :. I6<1v \vvv , L¿ t v, .tJ. r_ 

¿

this process is stationary with mean 1,.32.

Now suppose that. an appropriate sampling plan is
required to examine whether the viscosity of the chemical is
of an acceptable l-evel. Let the maximum viscosity be 10 under

certain conditions, and that 1E is considered satisfactory,
and 6% is not. Let us take producer's risk, a, to be 0.05 and

the consumer's risk, p, to be 0.10. We t.hen have U:10,

p1=.01-, p2=.06, cr=.05 and Ê=.10. The corresponding standard

normal scores are , L=, . OL:2 .326 , ,2:r. 
0 6=1 . 555,

z*=z 
^.=1 

.645, z1:z .'' n=1 .282. The required sample size isu .u) D .Iu
then given by

f t- 
ôn = L \za+zþ) / (22-2L) l'[ (1+e1)/ (1-e1) ]

1, .645+i- .282 2 t+. I6
) (-)

2.326-1 .555 1- . 8 6

= (I4.41) (r3.29) = I92.
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The two values of k are
z.-2"

k = 2 - , I t t\
-L -d', +r^'-G -Þ

^ ^4a 
4/a/^-1 1-l

: 2.326 - 1-.645 (

t .645+1, .282

: 2.326 - I.645 (.263)

= 1.893

--,'laftu

k - 1.55s + r.282(.263)
: L.892.

The average of k is (1.893+1 .892) /2:L.893. Hence the sampl_inq

plan is n:192, k=1.893. That is, a random sample of Ig2

observations is taken from the above process and the
Droces.s is a¡-r:errtecì if x + kO < U.

Now suppose that the observations vrere independently
anormarly distributed. we then have n : { (zo+zg) / (zr-zy) }' =

15, and k=l-.893 would remaj-n the same.

In this example the observations from the chemical_

process are highly, seriatly correlated (0f =.86) and one

must take 13 ti-mes as many sampres as the case when the data

are assumed to be independent. rt is also observed that,
under the assumption of independence lots may be accepted

more often than warranted.

Example 2

Box and Jenkins (1976) on page 32 of their book

have reported a series of 70 consecr.rtive yiel-ds from a batch

chemical process. once again the identification techniques
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suggest an autoregressive process of order 2 wourd fit the

data. Estimates of the mod.el- coefficients are 6.=-.32,
^^^?0r:.18, p=58.3 and o'=l-39.80. The model- could then be

êYllrê q qêrl -â e

Y- = 58.3 -.32Y- . + .18Y. ^ +e. .r c-I L-¿ t
Once again ên'S are assumed to be independently normally

distributeo *:-tr, zero mean and variance o2^. The corresponding

characteristic equation is 
^2*.32m-. 1-B:0 and respective roots

are ffir=.29345 and m.,:-.61345. since both roots are less thanLZ

one in absol-ute value the process is stationary.
Once again assume that an acceptance sampling plan is

required for this process. consider that the yield of the
chemical process must be at least 55 units (i.e.,
L:55) . suppose that the proportions below 55 are taken as p. =

.005 and pr: .05 with respective risks c[=.05 and

F:.10. Assume also that o2 is known to be 139.80. Then using

the results in section 5.3, the required. sampre size is given

by

n = | (=a+zþ) / (zr-zr) J'a,
where aô = [ (1-mrm") (1+m.) (1+m.)l/l (1*m"m^) (1-m.) (1-m^) ].¿ - I ¿' 1' - 2; ' ---i . L '2' J '

Hence tl. sample size is
n :[(1.645+1 .282) / (2.326-2.57Ð]2 (.63) =87.

The values of k are

k: 2.326 - 1..645(.0854) = 2.L86

and

k = 2.516 + 1.282 (.0854) = 2.685.

The average value of k is 2.435. The required sampling pì_an
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is n=87,-'k=2.435. rf one does not assume the data to be

serially correl-ated the sampJ-ing pJ-an is n=13g, k=2.435.

In this exampJ_e, it is seen that the erroneous

assumption'of independence would require 5Tg more sampres

than the case where data are serialry correl_ated. Thus, in
this case, investigation into the validity of the assumption

of independence is worthwhile because of the reduction in
sample size. This means savings in resources such as money,

rabour, time etc. This would be particu]-arly important when

the cost of testing is prohibitivery high or in the case of
destructive inspection.

rt can be seen from the above examples that for highly
correlated data the assumption of independence cannot be

ignored. Therefore, engineers and quality control-
practit.ioners have Lo examine the presence of serial
correlation before any attempt is made to construct samplinq
plans or control charts. Durbin-V\jatson statistic mav be used

to detect the dependence of the data, and. if the serial_

correration is found to be significant it should be

incorporated in designing, an appropriate sampling ptan.
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CHÃPTER STX

SAMPLTNG PLANS FOR BULK MATERTAL-

A BAYESTAN APPROACH

6.L fntroduction

standard quarity control techniques deal with the
inspection of discrete units of products. A random sample of
items is drawn from the l-ot and one or more qualitv
characteristi.(") is measured on each item in the sampl-e. The

measurement may be an attribute ( defective or non-defective)
or a variable ( length, time to failure, etc.). The

information collected from the sampre is used to construct
the appropriate quarity control charts or acceptance sampring

plans. such procedures are well-document.ed in standard
qi- et- i ct- i ¡r I nrr: I i i- rz nnnt- rnl teXtS and Iiteratr:re lDllrruqe¿ÐL¿uqr yqs!¡uJ uvrru!vJ- LgxLs ctrl(r r- \-*-ìcan,

1986; Schilling, 1,982) .

However, the product may consist of material in burk

form, such as a truck-load of .-emêni- - noaI, mil-k or woor.vvr¡lv¡¡ 9,

sampling from such products is known as bulk sampring.

Bicking (1.967 ) describes bul_k sampling as fol_l_ows:

" Bul_k material_s are essentially continuous and. do

not consist of populatj_ons of discrete, constant,
identifiabÌe unique units or items that may be drawn into the
sample. Rather, the ul-timate sampling units must be created,
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at the time of sampring by means of sampling d.evice. The size
and the form of the units depend upon the particular device
emnlnr¡orì- hnw ii- ie llscd- i-ha n:l-rrra nnnrìit-in- =nÄv¿rllr'¿vJvst ¿u rr uouu, u¡¿v rluuu!ç, ULrtt(lJ_L_LL-)II, d,Il(l

structure of the material_ and other factors. "

The bulk material- may be liquid, sorid or graseous and

the sampre is constructed or created by some special scheme

at the time of sampring. For example, if we are inspecting a

shipment of coal or cartons of mirk, the sampling unics may

be a shovel--ful-1 of coal or a carton of milk. Two types of
bul-k material-s are recognized in industry:

Type A- Bul-k material_s that may not be readily
subdivided into primary sampling units, such as coal, ore,
paper, textile fibre, etc.

Type B- Burk materials that may be subdivided into
primary sampling units, such as bales of wool, bagged

ferfilizar- ot-n
-¿LpeL 

t

The primary objective of this chapter is to construct
an appropriate sampling plan for Type B bulk material and

extend the technique to the Type A case.

:.
6.2 Model-

Suppose a random sample of n., pri_mary units, (such as

n l-la'l oe frnm r chinmon1- n€ r.rnnl\ ì¡ ¡l-a'-,- €*^- â 'r^!--r -f wool) is drawn from a lot-

cont.aining N primary units and. n,, measurements are made on
L

o21-h rrrim¡rrr ¡¡il . Let x. bo fha ij-h ñeasurement of the ithI ---- - - --r j vç urru J ur¿ r[ç
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primary unit. We may model X; + as

X. = |l ] C[., + €;; , (6.1)"ij r --i -ij '
where F = general process or l-ot mean,

oi = between batches varj-abil_ity,

ê;; = random errors,

r_ L, ¿, ... rn:Ii I : L, lt ... rn2.

InTa iccrlmô Èhal ê.:_. and G., arô inrlananÄôntlv normallv diStri-"ij *..* *i uÀv r¡¡uel/ç¡¡vsr¡e¿J ¡rv!rrtq¡Iy

.?)buted with zero means and variances o: and o: respectivetv.-1 -2 ---r

The acceptance sampÌing plans for the process mean p

are usually derived using the sample mean i = I I Xr_.,/n. It
is easy to show that

ô^^
o-= (1- n, /N) oi/n" + o? /n; n : r'ìa n..
iLzr_t-t¿

ff N is large ( which it usually is), vie may approximate

Var (1) by

o? = ol/n, + o2rtn (Cochran, 1-963, pp.21S)
X

Consider with replacement sampling at both stages.
Thcn rrsìn.f j- hs fact t.hat Var(X) : E. [V., (X) ] + V" [E^ (X) ] wherese4¡¡:l ur¡ss " t_ ¿ L z

E1 and E" are the expectations taken at staoe 1 anrl cfræa .
L ¿ 

vÃyvvesuavr¡Ð uq^ç¡¡ qu ouqyç ¿ qlru JLctvg 4

anrl V anrl V. a¡e Vaf ianCe.s at sl- aoe 1 anrj si- â.rê 2 - rêqrrêr\-'1 ,2 vq!¿q¡¡vur qu Ðuqyç r q¡¡u Ð(.oyç L, J-sÐyçu

fìr¡e'l r¡. Rcr-all that X = {>X..}/n,. Then
j-Lt

E., (i) = {f E tirl }/n, = {ì pi } /nyttr-
r'rlrara rr i o rhe mean of the i.l- h nrim¡rr¡ selection.È¿.i !u u¡¡v ¡rruq¡¡ v! ulfç !ur¡ y! !¡tte!y

Now v- lp^ ril I : {ì var {tti) t /n¿, : ot/nt.1- z' 
r-

{? vzLxl t /n| = Q o1í/nzt /nl where
^J-^l_/^/O:. = rS¡w " t'¡/N.-li ,?"'ij *í,



)Hence El tv2 (x) I = tT "iilN) /nrn, =

a^oi = tlì (xii Ir1)')/ll.
r_l

)))rhus, o: =. oi/nr+ oi/nrnr.
X

oi /n"n^, wherer l_ ¿'

The variances ol and. of, are generally unknown and

have to be estimated in order to construct an acceptance

sampling pJ-an. Quality control engineers and practitioners
usually use the components of variation estimators G:, óíl
from the analysis of variance tab1e. Let

ÇSv/^^i ? nii/ "2,)'ô
e=IIrvç\¿"t . ? ?"'ij "i' 'r-l
Q : n IlÇ Ð2,u2 - LL2Z-¿\^i

I

1)1 = D" (n.-1) , 1)ô = D" -1, m1 = S" /D. r ITt. = S^/D^.L t'¿ z I 1 t-' l', ¿ ¿' ¿

The analysis of variance table for the model (6.1) is given by

ANOVA TABLE

Sources Df SS MSS E (MSS)

Between sampling DZ SZ ^2: S2/D2
units

t| + 
"zo7

aWithin -sampting ù1 St *t_= Srlu, oi
rrnii- q fÊrrnr\

\s-¿v!/
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TotaI

ô
Thus o;

.L

.r_.2-1 t ì,*, j-*)'
LJ

(Box and Tiao, L9'73) .

: fr. , ó: = (Ir.- m. ) /n^. Note that these are the momentJ-' ¿ ¿ r' z

estimatorsandareunbiased.However,ifm.)Ít-,ó:<
L¿'¿

is unacceptable. To avoid this possibility we will- obtain
Baves estimafors of Ol and Of. Bayes procedure always-1 -2- r--
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gives acceptable estimators of the variance component.s

because of the restrictj-ons placed on the prior distribu-
tions, and this will be discussed in the next section.

6.3 Bayes Estimators

Let (xl_, *2,...,xr_r)be a random sample from a

population characterized by the probabirity density function
f (xl0) where e may be a real--val-ued or vector parameter. Let

g(e) be the prior d.istribution of 0 and L(0 1¡) be t.he

likerihood function. Then by the famous theorem of Baves

(1163) we have

II{O l¡l *L(0 lt) g(o), geQ. (6.2)

where x : (x", xnt ... rx_) and C2 is the rân.rÃ nr A.lLLt*..-¡g¡¡Yv

fn a state of in-ignorance, Jêffreys (1961)

suggested the following rule for the prior distribution of 0:

(i) f f Ç) : (--r-) , assume 0 to be uniformly
distributed or g(0) = constant,

(ii¡ If Çl: (o,oo)¡ âssume log0 to be uniformly

distributed or g (0 ) * 1, /0 .

Jeffreys' rule often leads to a family of
\improper' priors, improper in the sense that Jgt0lO0 + 1.

Jeffreys contended that this is not. a serious rimitation
since it is not intended to make a prior probability
statement about e. g (e) is merely used as a weight function
in the l-ikelihood function to obtain the posterior
distribution of 0.



our parameters of interest are 0 = @1, ol, p) , ot-,

O. )0, -oo < p ( -. The joint prior for¿

written as

s rcl,o?r,Ð : p (o1 ,oltnwtol,olt
^^//

= p(ol,o:)h(u)
t_' ¿'

since prior information about the numerical- varues of o! and

o) is not J-ikely to affect one's prior belief about p.

?2(o1, a|, p) may be

Assume O1 and OÍ beinq indenenrìenf I r¡ rìi qt- ri l-rrf ort -_ 1 _2 ¿vuuçv,

Jeffreys' rul-e for prior l_eads to

s G|, o?r, vt * p1 <olt v2 @3) h çr\
^^* t tofol. (6.3)*'"i 

¿

It may be noted that the prior (6.3) belongs to the inverted
gamma family

-artozr)]/rc|)bi*l when ar:b,=0r i = r,2.
It foll-ows from (6.f ) that the Xii's are normally

distributed. with mean zero and variance o? + o7. After someL¿

algebra one obtains the llkelihood functron

^(.(rr,r,lLlx) ". rrur /2 Gt*n2t2) - (Dz /2+r)

. Iexp-1,/2{ (Dtmt /rr)+(ormr+.'.2 (I-lrl 2l / trr+nrr2}J

where r-1 : o2r, 12 = ol.
Combininq the prior (6.3) with the l_ikelihood we

obtain the joint posterior distribution of 0 = (rL, ,2, tl) as

defined in (6.2) and s¡e have

fltr, , rr,¡tlx) ". r; 
(1rJ2*t¡ t)1 (rt *n2t2)- @2/2+t¡

. Iexp-I/2ttrmr/2 + (ir2mZ*r'.2 (I-pl 2l / trr+nrrr]J.

t4B
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We may integrate out. (r", t,.,, l-l) in turn and deriveLZ

the corresponding marginal posteriors. Under squared-error

Ioss function, Bayes' estimator of 0 is the posterior

expectation of 0 and. the posterior expectations of (rl_, ,2,

tt) invol-ve complicated double integrals which cannot be

expressed in closed forms. We will- use instead a Bavesian

approximation of the posterior expectations due to LindJ_ey

(1980) which does not require special tables or iterative
process and is much easier to work with.

6. 4 Bayesian Approximation

Lindley (1980) developed a mult.idimensional- Iinear
Bayes estimator of an arbítrary function as an approximation

to an asymptotic expansion of the ratio of two integrals
which cannot be expressed in a simple form. Lindley

approximated the posterior expectation of an arbitrary
function u(0) by

(
JC¿ t (0) v (0) exp{L (0) }de

E{u(0) lx} =

ln
= [u+

v(e)exp{L(e) }d0

1/?tL L¿¡ .+?t.O.)O,at É lH H\ *i i '-. ., _ i _
t-1-)

+I
i

which is the Bayes

l-oss function, and

'n"tjLor fck¿.u¿II ^ +

imator of u (0) under

0 (l-ln) (6.4)

the squared-error

T'
jk
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0: (01, 02,...,0*) ,
'^
0 is the maximum likel-ihood estimator of 0,

v(0) is the prior distribution function,

P = P(e) = logv($),

ll' ' = ð2u/ð0., ð0 -,rl t- l'
L, -.,,- = ð 

Jr,/ð0 
., A0 -ae,-,rlK l_ I K'

P- : ðr/ð0..,.J 
J

oij is the (i,j)th element in the inverse of the

matrix {-Li+} and. al-l- functions are to be eval-uated at 0.

An important property of t.he expansion (6.4) is
that, ât l-east for small- samples, such an estimator is more

efficient than the corresponding maxj_mum l_ikelihood

count.erpart in the sense that
var{u(0) l¡} < vârtutôt I

(Sinha (1986) ) , where vâr implies estimated varj-ance.

For m : 3, (6.4) reduces to
¡* = E(ulð)

= u + (u1a1+u2a2+v3a3+a4+a5) +L/2 [A (uror, + u2ÇL2 * r3ot3)
+ B (u1o2 1,+:t2o2l+u3o23) + C (uro, I+u2o32+uao33) J, (6.5)

where al-l- functions are evaluated at the maximum liketihood
^^^estj-mates (rl-, rr, Þ) and

ul- = Prorr * P2ov * Pgor¡

^2=Pto2t*Pzczz+Pfzs
u3 = Pto3t * PZoSZ + P:o¡¡
u4 = tr. 2otz + t13o1 3 + u23ozz

u5 = r/2(u* ott + u22o22 *r33o33)

A = o. . L" 
" " 

+2or.rL. n.i26. -L. ..+2C^-L^-. +o^^L^^. +o^^L-t__L rrt_ L¿ rzt --1J-l31 --23-231 -22-221 -33-331
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B : ol-tLtr 2*2ot2Lt22*2Çt3Lt32*2623L232*o2zLzz2*6 3sL:sz
c = oltLtt 3*2otzLtz3*2o L3Lt3 3*2o2sLzl3*o2zLzz3*o33Lss¡
(Sinha and Sloan,1985) .

Eor the prior in (6.3) pl = -I/r' P2: -I/r, p3 =
0. To obtain the Bayes estimator of tL, put u: tI, rl_ = L,

u2: t3 = 0, rij : 0, i, j = 1,2,3, ã4: u5 = 0,

"t-:- 
(orr/ rt_+o1 ,/ rr) . Substituting in (6.5)

.t-* = E (r, lI): I11- (of t/tr*o12/rr) +I/2 (AoIt-*Bo12+Co3r, , 
ô

Similarly

t2* = lrr- (ort/rf*Ç22/rr) +L/2 (Aort*Bo22+Co23) l^
e

p* : tp - (o3 1,/tt*o32/rr) +I/2 (Ao31+8032+Cora) J^

^^^^ewhere e : (rI, t2, p) .

F rrr t- ha nnc{-a¡jg¡ VafianCe Of t.*, We haVe

var(rrlð) = E(rf tll {E(rrl¡)i2.
a

Let u: r1, 11 = 2ryr r11:2, u2 = 13:0, uii = 0,

L,i: 2,3, ^4: 0 and a, = ol-1.

^^//e (ri l¡) = ri-2rr(orr/rL*aL2/rr) +rr(Aotr*Boj_2+Co13) +ot, and

Var (rt lI) = ot_1- t1 /2 (Ao,, +8o12+Cof ¡) - (orr/rr*Ç12/rr) J2 .

SimiIarJ-y

Var (rrl\) = 622 lL/2 @or|+8o22+Co23)- (or, /rr+orr/rr) )2,

var (plä) = o33 11,/2 (Ao, +8o32+co3¡) - 13/ri.+oza/t) 12 . (6.6)

Again, âI1 functions are to be evaluated at the maximum

likelihood estimates

^ ^ n., -1 û,, -1tl- : 
^l-, 12 =[ (-i)m, - m1l/nr, þ = x if (-f-)mr t *1

rr]_LLLtLI¿-
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and ;1 = (utmt * D2^2) /nrnr, ;2 = o, û = ;
(Herbach, 1959) .

n -1'rf t]jl*, ( nì., and. we accept rôrrl- z J_ - ¿

maximum likel-ihood estímator of r, then p2

Lindley/ s expansion will not work. In such a

ìtqê ,Toffrorzq/ i nr¡ari ¡nl- n-.'ì.- l-or

(Box and

â rê rri rzan

r * : lr*1 '-1

r * : f r-2 ',-2

g(rr,r2) æ

Tiao | 1973)

p*

Ðy

6.. (2r. + n2t2) * n2oL2tt-
, -, -it 2 \Ào1t+Bor2*Col r) it' 11 (r1 * n2t2) ' ¿/ ê \¿1v11 ¡ L 

e

Çn. (2r. + n2t2) * n2o22tt.
-1 t ZrÃo21 -8622_a6?r) j I' rl (rl- + n'r2) ' ' LI l \^v21 'L 

g

o," (2r, + nrrr) + nzo32tr, ,. ,n ,,= tP t +r/ ¿ (Ao3t*8o32+Co'3a, ,ô

tr- (tl- + nrrr)
and the corresponding

n -l..1
'if / t \m ¿jr ! \-;-/ rrrô\Illl

"]- ¿' r

^ 
^^ !L^

^= -I/f ^ - "o andz

case, one may

(6.t)

Bayes estimat.ors

Posterior variances of these estimators are given by
(2r. + ^r^ ) O. . -r. n^O-Var(r. lx) :o".-lI/2(4o""+Bo.^+Co-^)-{ L ¿. ¿ tr t ¿ r¿r1¿' 1 -' r-I - Il- --I2 --13' ' rr(i@tr

\lar (r IIvL \L2| =c22- l1/ 2 @orL+8622+co2l - I
(2r. *nnr. ) o^ n -f . fI^O. ^t ¿ ¿ ¿t t ¿ Iz.

jt1 (.1 + n2t2)
a

l'

var (p lI) =o33- lL/2 (Ao31+8o32+co33) - {

(2rr+nrt) o31-rtn2033
11 (r1 + n2t2) |2

I)
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6.5 Numerical Examples

(a) fn order to estimate the average percenr

potassium bitartrate content in a shipment of argol, ten
argol bags \^rere randomly selected and two measurements of
percent potassium bitartrate content from each bag were

obtained (Tanner and Lerner, 1951) . In this case, o?
J-

represents the "within bag" variability and oj is the
¿

"between bag" variability. The followinq is the summary of
various computations:

m1 : .31-24, mô = .7385, X = 89.292, n. :1n ñ )1 ¿ -' r = IUr n2 ='¿t'l- = 10,

1)ô : 9.

01951_88 -.0091s94

o, :
r-J .0091 594

n

^^a^a--. v¿oYo I I

n

0

.V5J¿J¿5

/
l
t-

\

Lrrr=724. 1-0584, L222=544.9303, L333=0, LI1_2=I36.23251 |

L2Zj.:272.4 6515, L33l_=45 .27349, Lt_13=0 , L223:0,

L332=L36.23257 , L1_23:0 .

A - 20 .3.2689, B = 1- 6.5 637 9, C = 0 .

The maximum Iíkelihood estimates are ;-:.3L24, In=.Li6r2sI-1 ¿

Lr=B 9 .292 .

The Bayes estimators and their posterior variances

have been computed for the prior distributions given in
(6.3) and (6.7). The resul-t.s are summarized in Table G.I. In

this tabl-e under method of estimation (1) and (2) refers to
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the prior distributions given

rêqrrê-l- i r¡a'ì rz Tha ¿cl- ì m¡f aa a€!vr¡/svurvç¿y. rlltr: tr:JLllil.ctL-cò uI

ñ-e^ñrì,-^^^^
I/O.!stl.urtc>c5.

.1) '
given in the

Bayes

( 1) (2)

.4229 .3675

.0073) (.016s)

.r7 84 .2651,

.0268) (.0191)

in (^ ?l anrl l^
\v.v/ \v

variances are

Tabl-e 6.I

Parameter

,1

"3

indicates

than the

veri fies

nl rn fnr
¡/¿g¡¡

MLE

'7 1a A. J LLa

/ n10q.\
\.vLJJt

. r / bt

(.0269)

Examination of the resul-ts given in the Tabl-e 6. 1

t-hat the noslerj-or variances of ô" and ô^ are Iesssv! ¿v! v q! ¿qr¡r 
L z

correponding maximum likelihood counterpart. This
^^Sinha' s ( 198 6) resutt that Var (u (0 ) ) ( Var (u t0l I .

Now consider constructing an appropriate sampl_ing

the âr-r-êrrl- ânr.e / re jegti6n of the .sh i nmcn1- nf a rrntuu¡¡vv/ !çJçvu¿vII v-

x

aaEstimates of oi and, oi
Method of Estimat.ion

Moment

.Jr¿4

ñ1qq\

.2I3I
(.03s2)

F-nr i-hic ñrrrñ^êô r.rô ñ^ôf^*.:^ -.:^-^^ ^-!r- '!v! u¡¡4Ð yuryos€ v¡e use posterj-or variance estimates of of
ô

and, oi based on the prior distribution (6.3) to estimate the
variance of the

ò'

sample

.0268

mean. Thus

.0073
' 1^ /¿)\!v\¿l

+ .000365 = .003045
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The estimat.ed standard deviation of the sampre mean ={. 0n3045

: .0551-82.

Now assume that the shipment of argol should contain

at most 90 percent of potassium bit.artrate (i.e., Lhe upper

specification l-imit is 90 percent). The val-ue of the test
statistic is z - (90 89.292)/ (.055182) = 1,2.83. Let
producer's risk, ü,, be .05 and ,.05: I.645. Since 12.83 >

r.645 the shipment of argoJ- is considered unacceptabl-e.

(b) In this example we illustrate the estimation of
f- ha ^^ññ^nôñrs of variance in (6.1) when m^ < m.. Box andvv¡!!¡/v¡¡v¿¿eu v s! rqrrvç rrt \ v. r / w¡Içl 

¿ L

Tiao (1973, pp.241) generated 30 observations from the mod.er

(6.1) such that n1 = 6, n. = 5, o, : 16, o^ =  .The variousJ-¿IZ-

comput.ations associated with this example are:

m1 : L4.9459, m, : 8.3363, X = 5.6656, D. :24, D^:5.L¿r-z

o, :rl

L... = .04L4905,
.l- l- l-

L.n" = .035434'7,¿¿r
T. = nÁ?nOOA!111 v r ¿ v tJJ¿

A=.7 444959, B=.97

L .97 28'7 6 -2 .394587 6

.3945876 5.83 46566

00

2

1

J

2

/t
l-z
\

L^¿̂z

L-^

Ltz
696

,\

ol
4448588 f
.0070869,

n

0,

n

LL¿

¿¿J

= .I771"132, L¡¡: ':

= .L684273, Ltt3 =

9, C = 0. Note that in this case m2 . *1

and thus the maximum likelihood estimates of o? and o2 ârê
t '2 al=

13 . 34 61 and 0 , respect.ively.

As indicated earl_ier Lindley's expansion d.oes not

work for the prior distribution in (6.3) and as such Baves

estimators ot ol and ol are obtained by using Jeffreys'L¿

invariant prior in (6.1). The results are qiven in
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Tab1e 6.2. Once again

of variance components

Parameter

,1

"3

l- hc r-a'ìrrêcrrnnÄi nn aal- ì n¡t-,vv¡/v¿¡s¿rry çourrrrcruêd variances

are given in the parentheses.

Table 6.2

Estimates of ol ana ol

MLE

J-J . J4 bI

(rr .9129)

0

R: r¡a q

L5.7362

(6.260s)

. 1317

(s.8173)

4aIO

(s.8347)

we note that the posterior estimates are crose t.o

the actual values than the corresponding maxi_mum l_ikel-ihood
estrmates. The post.erior variances are also l_ess than the
corresponding maximum Iikelihood counterpart.

The above discussion of estimation of variance
components rerate to the situation where the sampling units
(primary sampling units) of the bulk material_ are easilv
identifiabl-e (i.e., for Type B bul_k material) . The same

estimation procedure can be extended to Type A bul_k materj_al-.
Tn this r-âqê- the ûr'i marrz qamn'lina,,nì+-,r¡¡ u¡¡rÐ uaòç ¡r'¿¿¡!¡u!J ve¡,¡"- *,.-,S have to be

- -F 
.i €.: ^.: ^ r r --arcrrr-cr-arty created. For an exampre suppose the percentage

n€ l-rr.ff¡- €-!ur uuLL_çr raE. content in a truck 10ad of milk is regui_red. rn
this situation there are no apparent first stage sampring

"^ i r a 1^.,rurir-Ls, our several- bottles (nr) of the same size can be

considered as primary sampring units. one can then obtain n,
subsamples from each sampled bottre and the mocie] r6.1) can

be appried to this situati-on as wel-l. The mocie] anrJ r.he

estimation procedure are both unchanged.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

BAYESIAN CONTROL CHARTS FOR BINOMTAL P

1.I fntroduction

The construction of contror charts for a binomial_

proportion, p, has been d.iscussed in section 2.5. This
nror:ecìllrc rêafrìi roq l- lrei- l- ho eâmñl a nrnny!vvçsu!ç !ç.lq¿!uJ u¡rqu u¡re us¡!!yrç ¡,.-¡rortioû defect.ive, x/n,

where x is the number of defective items in a sampre of size
n to be approximately normal-ì-y distributed with mean, p, and

variance p (1-p) /n. Furthermore, p is assumed to be a constant
and does not differ from l-ot to lot. However, accordinq to
Mood's theorem given in chapter !, it has been noted that
inference concerning a rot when p is fixed becomes

inappropriate. Deming (1982) and SchilIing (1985) have noted
that 'i f n rrarigg ffOm l-Ot l-n I nt- +- ].ra ^'lal.i i- v of nrrf r.y vq!!çù !!v¡rl f\JL L(J ruL, LJ.le 9u*_*,-¡ _*_EOJ_ng

rots can be improved by apprying a suitable sampling pran.

The assumption of constant p has been questioned by

Hal-d (L982, pp. 1-29-131) . He has presented several examples

to il-lustrate that p does not remain fixed in practice. rn

fact, Hard's examples shov¡ that p has a beta distribution and
i:.

it is suggested that this distribution of p shoul-d be

incorporated in setting an appropriate control chart for p.

The control charts of the form þ + 3so has been suggested by

Fl¡'lrl ,^rlro-o ã s' /I t: L p: /kt and ^ i a i- ha ñts^ñ^-{- i ^^ ¡la€^.
r l.li t" Lrre p.Çul'lur Lrerr creL_ective in

the sample i, k is the number of samples each of size n, so

is the standard deviation of p. , s. He further recommends the
l'ì.se of simnlo cr¡nlrin¡l l-a¡l.rn.in-ac /a t-.i ^È^^-^ñ\srv v! Ð¿¡rry¿ç y! q¡lra¿uer LçULrItILf UeS (ç .9 . / Jll_StOgf am, trO
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ident.ify the probabilit.y distribution of p.

One statistical method to incorporate the variability

in p is t.o use the Bayesian approach assuming p has a certain
prior probability distribution. Hal-d (LgL has used this
approach to develop acceptance sampling by attributes
assuming p has a beta prior distribution. However, the Bayes

procedure has not yet been applied to the construction of
control charts for p. In this chapter, the Bayesian procedure

wil-1 be used to deveJ-op control charts for p. Credible

intervals and highest posterior density (HPD) intervals for p

will- also be given. The Bayesian control charts can then be

used instead of t.raditional control charts based on the

assumption that p is fixed. These int.erval-s can also be used

in quality assurance plans as proposed by Hahn (L969, L970).

In many quality control situations, it is also

important for a quality control practitioner to know how a

process woul-d perform in the future so that necessary

precautions can be taken if there is evidence to indicace

that the process wil-I be out of control- in the near future.
This can be achieved by predicting a future value of
proportion defective, p, based on the information contained

ì n 1- hc nrcrli ntrq qamnl oq Rrrt- nrodi nf i nn Of a fUtUfg

observation and the construction of prediction interval-s have

not been considered by many statisticians and practitioners.

Hahn (1969, 1970) and Whitmore (1986) have considered

prediction limits when sampling from a normal- populat.ion. The

factors for cal-cul-atinq prediction intervals of the form
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i t rs have been given by Hahn. In this case, I is the sample

mean, s is the sample st.andard deviation and r is a constant

which depends on the sample size and Hahn (1,969) has

tabul-ated r for several values of the sample size. He also

suggests that prediction interval-s can be effectivefv used

for process control- purposes such as control limits and

performance Iimits in quality assurance charts.

The above discussion of prediction limits by Hahn

(1969, 19'10) and Whitmore (1986) is related to quality
variables which are normally distributed. However, prediction
and prediction interval construction for proportion

defective, p, has not been completely investigated. In this
chapter, the cl-assical and Bayesian prediction interval-s for
n r.rì 'ì I Þra rlar¡a'l onerì ll s i ncr t-he WeI]_ knOWn nrcrl i r-i- i rray uu v v¿vyvv sr+¡¡:, urrs wçrr 

^¡¡vwl¡ ¡Jtçuruu¿ vË

distribution approach. Furthermore, robustness of the
posterior distribution and the credibl_e interval-s to
departures from a specified prior distribution is also

examined in this chapter.

7.2 Prior Distributions for p

Several- prior distributj-ons for p have been proposed in
the lit.erature. One of the widely used priors for p is the

Jeffreys/ invariant prior. Under state of in-ignorance

Jeffreys (L96I) proposes the non-informative prior
q (p) æ lt (p) lr/2

where I (p) Ís the Fisher's information based on a single
observation. If the probabiJ-ity function of x for fixed p is
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given by

f (xlp) = tlln"(L-p)t-*, x = 0,1,...¡11¡
then I (p) for (7.1)is given by

æ /*\ 1y \l,i _ 
Flã, b_)

0<p1I,â,b
in (1 .4) are a and b.

2-t n-lp ( 1-p)

c].r:no n:r:mol-orc nf l-].ra
ye! s¡rlv

/\ñ^^ -^^.i- ^^*l^.i -.i-^ *L^\Jrr\-ç o'9 cl¿rr \-vrrrjJfrlarry Lrrç

(7.1)

(7.3)

Ti- i e ââq\7

well- known

(-t .4)

distribution
likelihood

lt(p) lr/2 = l-E{a2tosr(xlp) /ð2*2\ }/2 : 1/^/p(1-Ð

(Box and Tiao (1,973) , pp.4L-42; Martz and Wall-er (1,982) ,

pp.224) . Thus Jeffreys' non-informative prior distribution
for p is
given by

(1 .2)

Assume that k random samples, each of size n, are available.
Let x. be the number of defective items in the ith sample.

The total number defective in k samples is given by z=Ix..
Then combining the Iikelihood function with the prior gii"rt
in ('7 .2), the posterj-or distribution for p is obtained as

fl(p lx) "" L (x lp) q (p)
tr 1k-z-.5p" 'r (1-p)'

:Kp'-'5 (1-p)nk-z-'5, o <p<r.
where K is the appropriate normalizing constant.

to see that K - t/þtz+.S, rk-z+.S) where B is the

beta function.

Another widely used

beta distribution of the

Martz and Wal-l-er (L982) ,

€r¡¡a{- ì nn .i 
^ ^.i..^- 1^.'! L¿rr\- L _L \,]r r Þ 9 _L V C]1 IJy

nri or cl'i q1- rihrri- inn fnr n i-S the-v

first kind (HaId (1982), pp.130-133;

pp.226) . Its probabitity density
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with the prior (7.4), the posterior for p is given by

lltplzl - K*oa+z-t(t-o,nk+b-z-l (7.5)
x

where K = I/þ(a+2, nk+b-z) .

It may be noted that Jeffreys, prior belongs to the

general family of distributions given in (1.4) when a:.5
and b = .5. several other prior distributions for p have been

proposed by Martz and Wall-er (L982 , pp .256-280) .

The proportion defective p can then be estimated

using the posterior distribution (7.5). under ssuared error
l-oss function, the Bayes estimator of p is given by the
posterior expectat.ion of p. For posterior distribution (j.s),
f hc Rer¡cq êql- ì m¡l- nr nf n i c l- l-ron nì ¡¡an yLrrç usJvr vJu+¡L!uevÀ ll :r-"-.^ Jy

xp = E (p lz) = (a+z) / (nk+a+b) .

For Jeffreys' prior the posterior expectation of p is given

by (z+.5) / (nk+1¡ .

rt shoul-d be noted that in order to obtain the Baves

estimate of p using the beta prior given in ('t.4), the

parameters a and b of the prior distribution must be known,

or they have to be estimated using data from previous

samples. Usually, a and b are estimated bv the method of
moments'aS follows- T,c1- n. /^ 1^^ !L'r-i = xiln be the estimate of the
nrnnnrl-. i nn ¡^feCtiVe Of the eamrr'ì a i ur\g¡g X, iS the nUmbefe¿vv v! urrç ùq¡try¿ç L, WI 

l_

of defectives in the ith sampJ-e. Then þ = I p., /k is the mean

proportion defective for k such sampJ-es. The sample variance
of fhe n./s'i s given by 

"3 = I (p., - plz/(k-I)."..- "-i -p -r
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The moment estimators of a and b are then given by
^-?)a = np (pq - sl)/ (n.- na\ =nÄ

P "P t'Y'' s¡¡s

^^b: a(1-p) /p
(Hald (L982, p. 1-30)). One can now use these estimates of a

and b to obtain the Bayes estimate of p.

It shoul-d be noted thaL for a given sampre, the above

procedure may lead the estimate of a to be negative. To avoid
this difficulty one may use the prior distribution proposed

by Hartigan (1964) (i.e., 1,/ tp (1-p) l), Jeffreys or uniform
prior because these prior distributions do not have anv

parameters to be estimated.

7 -i Raves Tnf arr¡a I q fnr rrvslvv ¿¡¡ev!vs!u !vÀ v

Consider an interval (p. r Þ^) such that-l- -z
lP.
¡ 'll(n I z ) dP = l--cr' (1 .6)-ñ

V1

rt is called a 100 (1-cr) t percent credibre interval (Edwards,

Lindman, Savagre (1963) ) . An equal tail- 100 (1-cr,å) percenr

credibre interval (pr,p) for p is an interval- such that

f P. fl
¡'fl(nlz)dp : I lltplz)dp = a-/2...'o 'p^--¿

An 'inf- orr¡rl /n ñ \ mini-ì Tinrr 1- ho r¿i.lt- h W-(p.r-p, ) SUbjeCt tOly]-l y2,/' rrrrr¡¿¡rlr Lrtly L¿¿ç wf laLl _ ¿ _ I

(1 .6) and that. requires ll(n, lz) : ll(Orlz) is cal_led a

shortest credible interval- (sinha and Howrader, i-993) .

One can al-so consider a Bayes i-nterval for p given in
(1.6) in such a way that the posterior probability for every

point inside the interval- be greater than that for everv
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point outside. consequentry, such an int.erval- includes values

of the parameter which are more probabre and excrudes ress

probable ones. This type of interval- is known as highesc

posterior density (HPD) interwal- (Box and Tiao , Lgj3) .

Furthermore, if the posterior density function is
unimodel but not necessarily symmetric, the shortest credibl_e

interval- and the HPD interval are identical. If the posterior
is unimodel- and symmetric, shortest and eguar tair credibre
intervars and HPD interval- are the same (sinha and Howl_ader,

1983) .

The 100 (1-ü) t percent equal tail_ credibl_e interval
for p, based on the beta prior distribution can be computed

easiJ-y using SAS FUNCTTON BETATNV or IMSL SUBROUTTNE MDBETA.

If one does not have access t.o above the programs, pl_ and p,
may al-so be obtained using the relationship

F = (nk+b-z)P/ t (l-p¡ (a+z) l

where F has a F-distribution with 2a+22 and 2nk+2b-22 desrees

r¡f fraarìnm /MartZ and Waller, I982r p.25ql F{on¡o rì =n¡ì\¡¿s!e rts¿¿v! f LreLf y.LJJl . ¡¡çrr\-ç IJ1 é,Lt\J p2

are given by

p1 = (a+z) F (r, s;a/2) / | (a+z) F (r, s;a/2) + (nk+b-z) l

and

p2 = (a+z) F (r, s;L-s./2) / | (a+z)F (r, s;1,-a/2) + (nk+b-z) l

where r=2a+22, s:2nk+2b-22 and F(rrs,.cr) is the q,th percent.il-e

of the F-distribution with r and s degrees of freedom. Note

that fOr Jgf frorz< t rrri ar ^-b-.5 and r=L+22, S:2nk+L-22 .
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The posterior distribution given in (7.5) is unimodel

and therefore the shortest credibl_e and HPD intervals are

identical. Thus, HPD interval for p can be obtained by the

simultaneous solution of

P(p. < p < p^) = 1-c[-r - -¿

and

TT¿^ t?\ - TT¡^ t-\II\t/1 l¿i - LL\P2tzl

from which one can obtain

and

@r/orra+z-r : t (1-pz ) / r--p1) lnk+b-z-l-

I pzor=-i=---==- pu*'-t (t-p)nk+b-t-1dp : 1-c.I p \a+zt nK+þ-z)
Y4--L

HPD interval- for p can then be obtained by sorving the above

or'rrr- ìnnc rnr p" and p^. Note that the sol_ution of these-r -¿
equations invol-ves the incomplete beta function and therefore
a closed form solution for p. and p,., is not possible. An-r 'z
iterative procedure may be used to obtain the HpD interval
€nr n!v! -y.

Bayes control- charts similar to classical_ p-charts

can al-so be constructed. It can be shown that the expectation
**of p is-a/ (a+b) and the variance of p is

a
nab/ [ (a+¡¡'1n+a+b) (a+b+t¡ 1 .

Thus, 3 standard deviation (3 s.d.) control limits are given

by

upper control limit = p* + 3{nab/ [(a+b¡ 21n+a+b) (a+b+t¡

and

l-ower control- limit = p*- 3{nab/ t(a+b) 21n+a+b) (a+b+t¡1 .
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The 2 s.d. i-imits are similar. one must note that the above

limits are not strictry Bayesian control timits but thev are

the Bayesian equivalent to ci-assical- control limits.

7 .4 Prediction Int.erval-s for p

Consider the problem of estimating a future val_ue of
p based on a pervious sample of n observations. Let. V be the

number of defective items in a future sample of size m. Then
^^p=x/n may be used as a predictor of p,:y/m. Note that p is an

^unbiased predictor for p' in the sense that E (p, -p):0. The

r¡¡ri ân/-ê nf l^r -rì\ ì c n /1-n\ l1 /m+1 /a1 , ^vq!rqr¡vu v! \y ut ¿r .y\r pr trlrrr¡rtLLJ. Assuming (pt-p) to be

approximately normalty distribut.ed with zero mean and

variance p (1-p) lI/m+I/nl , l-00 (l-cr) I prediction limits for p

are qiven bv

^'ln¡.rar nrorl'inJ-inn lìmir : ñ¡vvY9! y!çu¿vu¿vrr !¿¡ttIu - ¡J

^upper prediction limit = p + z* r/- v./ 2'
The 2 s.d. prediction limits are similar.

,nã=-ry \t n/1-n\ tL/m+I/nl'9"/2 'l ¡.\¿ Yt L

p (1-p) [1/m+1/n].

Now consider the construction of predi-ction interval
for p based on the Bayes approach. This can be achieved by

obtaini.ngr the conditional distribution of a future
observation, yt given the number defectj-ve, z, in k previous

samples. This conditional- distribution which is also t.he

posterior distribution of y given z is calred the predictive
distribution of y. To obtain the predictive distribution of
y t consider the conditional joint. probability density
frrn¡J- -i nn n€ rr anrl n a'i ¡zan IrurrcLt-erl or y :¡-.,.. Jy
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= f (y lp, z)lIipl z)

= f (ylp)ll(plz) .

,,+.i ^- r^ t.,t _ \ iS then Obtainccl l-rr¡uu¿vr¡ ¡r \y | ¿,/ rù L-r]çI.t t-rlJLclII¡çu uy

(1 .'l ) as
t

J r(vlp)ll(plz)dp-

or the prior in (7 .4)

n! Ê{a+r+y, n+nk+b-y-z)

. h¡/¡r nlâ\rL \ I | È) | L I

The nrcrl ì r-i- ì rrg diStrib

infeore1-inc n Out frOmv

h(ylz) :

It can be shown that f

(1 .7 )

h(ylz) : (7.8)
y! (n-y) ! p{a+z,nk+b-z)

y: urLt¿t...rn.

under the squared error l-oss function, the Baves estimator
for a future y is given by t.he posteríor expectat.ion, E(ylz),

_ n nl Bla+z+y, nk+n+b-z-y):_st -.,o" ) 'V:I

when a=b=.5 (i.e., for Jeffreys' prior) it is easy to compute

E(vlz) for various val-ues of n and k. For any ot.her member of
this famiJ-y of priors, estimates of a and b must be used to
obtain the predicted value of y. Once y is known the
predicted value of the proportion defective of the rot. is
õ=i/n and fr may be defined as the Bayes pred.íctor for p.

As indicated earl-ier HpD interval-s can onry be given

when the posterior or the predictive dist.ribution is
unimodel. Tf the posterior is strictly a decreasing or
increasinq function, HPD intervars do noL exist. Thus, before

computing prediction intervars for p, one has to examine the

behaviour of h(ylz). For exampÌe, for Jeffreys' prior, when

n:30, z:2 it is observed that h(ylz) is unimodel. However,

for any other prior this may not be the case and in that case
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HPD prediction intervals for p cannot be given.

7 .5 Numerical- Example

Hal-d (L982, pp. 133) has reported quality
dist.ribution (i.e., proportion defective) of 150 lots of
about 700 items in each l-ot. rn this section t.his data set is
used to examine the applicabiJ_ity of the beta prior and

Jeffreys' prior to model- the prior informatj-on and then to
construct appropriate Bayesian intervals for p.

-aFor this data set p:.01655, =á:.00007818 and 
"ov

=.00884. the variance of ô : x/n using binomíar- assumption is
.000023 and. the standard d.eviation of ô is .QO4g2. The

^variance of p under binomiar assumption is significantly
smaller than sl which gives rise to some doubts about the

.v

assumption of constant proportion defective. HaId (1982)

has advocated that in such a situation control rimits based

on the binomial- distribution shourd not be used.. He further
sugqrested that ñ t 3s^ may be used instead of binomial

Y

limits.
fn order to fit a beta distribution, the parameters

a and þ.have to be estimated from the data. The moment

estimates of a and b are 4.88 and 289.98, respectively.
a

A X'-goodness of fit test. is performed assuming the

underrying process distribution is a beta distribution with
a:4.88, b:289.98. The resul-ts of t.he y2-gooaness of fit test
are given in the Tabl-e 1 .t.
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TABLE 1 .I
.)

X'- goodness of fit test for

CIas s

0-.007

.007-.009

.009-.011

. 011- . 013

.013-.01s

n1q- 
^11

.0L7 -. 01- 9

. 0l_ 9- .02L

.U¿I-.U¿J

.023-.025

.02s-.029

>.029

The val-ue of

critical- value at 992
)

froarlnm i c ry'!!usvv¡Ll ro l\' 9r.01 -

ôl.rcarrrorl €ran-- _.auency

HaId's data

Evnor-i orì f rarrr r an nrzlJ¡l/vvevs

20

t2

Ib

18

L6

15

J- \.,

10

1

5

1

L4

tJrre y¿ test statistic is L7.07. The

Ievel of confidence with 9 degrees of
2L .6"7

9.74

J_r.1to

15.18

1'7 ',l O

11 Aa
LI.AL

16.29

r_4.31

L!. YZ

v. oJ-

7 .46

oÂn

beta distribu¡ìnn a=a ee b=289.98 is a reasonable fit for
the above data set. The frequency histogram and the fitted
beta distribution are given in Figure f.I, which indicate
that. the fit is quite good for practical_ purposes.

Several prior distributions have been examined to see

whether a better fit. coul-d be obtained. fn this case various

combinations of a and b around 4.88 and 289.98 have been used

ând it was concl-uded that the fit obtained earlier is
^- ^1^ I ^
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This example can also be used to examine the

robustness of the posterior distribution and the credible

intervals. This is done by changing the parameters a and b

around 4.88 and 289.98. Several values of a and b used in
this section are given in Table '7.2. Note that the uniform
prior is obtained when a : b = 1.

Posterior distributions for several combinations of a

and b considered are plott.ed in Figures 1 .2 (a) and ?.2 (b) .

Examination of these figures indicates the posterior
distributions for Jeffreys' and uni-form priors are quite
different from the rest of the posteriors. This further
indicates that Jeffreys' prior behaves al-most l-ike the

uniform prior and it is quite cl-ear that these two priors are

not applicable for the process which generates these

observations. rt seems that. in most cases, t.hese priors may

not be appropriate. This is because, in quality control
situat.ions, one dears with proportion defective varues which

are cl-ustered in a given rangie with armost al-l- varues verv

close to zero. In this example these values range from

.001 to .049. This is why in this case the beta distribution
with a,: 4.88, b : 289.98 is preferred over either the

Jeffreys' or the uniform prior. All other posterior
dist.ributions are clustered together and the change in a and.

b seems to have no effect on the posterior distributions.
This indicates that the posterior is quite robust for
moderate changes in the shape parameters.

95 percent equal tail credible intervals for p are

given in Table 1 .2. From this t.able it is cf ear that the

credible interval-s and their lengths do not vary at al-l for
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^I.,i ^1^f ^1^^-^^^ò-L¿\jrrL çr1rÕ.rr9gÞ

,Toffror¡qf anrl

af l- lra rrrì nrq

rrrì nr

,Tof f rorz< t

Uniform

4 .5,281

4 .7 ,287

4 .'7 | 288

4 .88.,289 .

q. ?n/l

5,290

5 .2,292

J . J t JVJ

6,290

6, 310

in a and b. We note that
lrnì fnrm nrinrq ârê rrrli i- a

the behaviour of

different to the rest

g5 rlêrcêni- eorraf tail-e vY!

Raves Flsi- imate

credible intervals

98

.0806

.0938

.0202

.0208

.0208

.v¿vo

n?no

.0220

.0220

.0245

.UZ5L

LL

. 0141

.0204

.0079

.0082
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.0087

.0091

.0093

.0107
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tt <x <
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. IYJö

.0303

.0308
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.0300
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.03].2

n?1?

.0308

.0332

n?1?

.A plot of posterior distributions for various values

of b keeping a=4.88 is given in Figure 7.3 (a) . It can be seen

r- h e1- nlr =nna ì ¡ l¡ ha q \¡êrv littl_e ef fegt ôn l- he nosJ- eri6fu¡¿v yvo uur

distribution. A similar plot for b=289.98 and several- values

of a is o.i rren in Fiollre 7.?/1a\ Frnm r-Ìaiq fiollre .i I is cl-earv! q !J YlvV¡r !¡¡ !4Yu!u t.J\vt. !!vIlL u¡¡¿Ð !rYq!ç IU r

that the posterior distribution is quite sensitive to small-

changes in a \^rhen b is kept. consLant.
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It is also of interest to examine how sensitive the

posterior is to the changes in the sample size. Such a

behaviour of the posterior can be seen from the plot given in
Figure 1.4. Once again, it is obvious that. the sample size

has very littIe effect on the posterior distribution. In

summary one can then conclude that the posterior distribut.ion
is very robust to the changes in the parameters of the príor
distribution and the sample size.

To ill-ustrate the construction of equival-ent Bayes

intervals and control charts (see comment.s on page 165),

consider the fol-lowing ten samples, each of size 30, which

have been generated from this process.

Sample

1

az

3

4

5

6

-

I

9

10

x,
-l_
1

')¿-

2

3

q

2

1

3

3

P.

. 0181r_

.02118

.02]-L8

.02426

.030 42

.02426

. 02118

. 01_ 811

. u z4¿6

.02426

-a

.033

.0 61

.067

.100

.r67

.100

.0 61

.033

.100

.100

The standard deviation

.002255. The Bayes estimat.e of

.0502 and the grand mean of p.,'

of p' is estimated to be

p based on the ten samples is

s is .0834. The 3-s.d. control
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Iimits are then qiven bv

upper control l-imit : .0502 + 3(.002255) = .0569

and

lower control- limit = .0502 - 3(.002255) = .0434.

Similarly 2-s.d. control Iimits are

upper control limit = .0547

^.,-¡

lower control limit : .0451.

For comparison purposes for the cl-assical p-chart, the 3-s.d.

limits are (0, .2348) and the 2-s.d. Iimits are (0, .1843).

The Bayes estimate of p is given by
*p : (4.88+25) / (300+4.88+289.89)

0.0s02.

E'nr .Ta f f ror¡c / prror
xp : 25.5/30L = 0.0847

which is, as expected, considerabJ-y Iarger than the estímate

based on the beta prior.

Equal tail- credible interval-s for p are computed

using SAS FUNCTION BETAINV. For beta prior 95 percent equal

tail- cr:edible interval- for p is (.00827, .03834) and the

corresponding interval for Jeffreys' prior is (.01411-,

.I9109) . As anticipated, the width of the credible interval
for Jeffreys' prior is larger than (about 6.1 times) the

width of the credible interval- for beta prior.

The HPD interval for p is (.00715, .03708) and for

Jeffreys' prior the corresponding interval- is (.00573,
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.L7485). As anticipated, the length of the HpD interval_ based

on Jeffreys'prior is larger than that of the beta prior.
Also notice that equal tail credible intervals are wider than

the corresponding HPD interval-s.

The prediction interval_s for p can be computed using

the predictive distribution given in (7.8). 95 percent equal

tail prediction interval for p is given by (0, .067). For

Jeffreys' prior, the interval becomes (0, .2) . It should be

noted that these are approximate intervaLs because of the

discret.e nature of the predictive distribution.
The HPD predict.ion interval for p based on the beta

prior cannot be given because h(ylz) when a=4.88, b:289.98,

n=30, z=25 is strictly a decreasing function. But for
Jeffreys' prior this is not the case and the HpD predictÍon

interval is (0, .L661) . See Figures 7.5 (a) and 7.5 (b) for
plots of the predictive distributions. The cl_assical

prediction interval- is (0, .2233) .

The Bayes chart and the classical- standard Þ-chart
are given in Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b), respectively. The

information in the Bayes chart is presented using box and

whiskel_plot developed by Tukey (197'7) . A box and whisker

chart is plotted for each sample. fn this case the box and

whisker chart is a graphicar representation of the posterior
distribution for the proportion defective. The bottom and the

top whiskers of the chart correspond to the probabilities

.005 and .995, respectively. Simil-arly, the bottom of the box

and the top of the box correspond to the probabil-ities .025
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and .915, respectively. The dash near the cent.re of the box

is the posterior mean (the Bayes estimate) of the proportion

defective.

Examination of the box-whisker chart reveal-s that one

noint (samnle €¡--^\ 'i ^ ^-'-qirìc 3 c-rì rìnrrêr 'l im'i tc ìnrlir':f-inryyv¿¡¡L \oq¡rryrç !IVE,' rò U(lLÞavç J J.u. u!-¡-v-

possible out of control situation. This is not the case in
the standard p-chart. In the p-chart every point is within
the 2 s.d. Iimits. The points in the p-chart appear to be

random and there is no indicat.ion whatsoever that the process

is out of control-. The Bayes chart presented in this chapter

al-so contains more information and the Baves control l_imits

are much narro\^rer than the classical- Iimits. This gives an

additional incentive to a manufacturer to improve the process

so that the products wil-l- be of acceptable quality. Bayes

chart thus allows a much better control and more unders-

tanding of t.he overall process. In that sense Bayes charts

can be considered superior to cl-assical charts.

7 .6 Concl-usions

fn this study we have examined the applicabílity of
non-intormative and beta prior distributions to describe the

prior information of proportion defective. Tt has been

observed that Jeffreys' and uniform prior may not be suitable

t.o model- the process distribution. If prior informat.ion based

on prevÍous samples are not availabl-e, non-informative priors

considered in this study may be used. However, in many

practical- situations data from previous samples are
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available. In such a situat.ion, one should attempt to
identify the prior distribution and use this distribution to
construct appropriate credible intervals for p. The process

distributibn maw 1-hcn l^rc rsed to construct appropriate Bayes

contror charts for p. To identify the process distribution
one may use various statistical tools such as goodness of fit
tests, probability plots and empirical Bayes techniques. It
should be not.ed that because the Bayes intervals are narrower

there wiÌr be frequent rejection of l-ots more than in the

case of cl-assical cont.rol charts. This mav seem to be a

disadvantage to a manufacturer, but the use of Baves control
charts gives an additionar incentive to the manufacturer to
improve his process so that the overal-I quality of the final
product may be improved.

7.1 Future Direction of Research

In this section, we suggest some areas for future
research in topics covered in this thesis. As has been

indicated, control chart.s by variabl_es are based on the

assumption that the quality measurements are normally

distriÞuted. In chapter 3, it has been observed that this
assumption may not be reasonabl-e because the control- rimit
constant.s are sensitive to departures from normality. Tables

of constants required to construct control- charts for Tukev, s

À-family distributions are given in chapter 3. However,

robustness of control charts based on commonly used

distributions in life testing and reliability studies such as
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Weibull, logistic, J-ognormal, Pareto and Rayleigh has not yet

been examined. Control- l-imit constants for these distribu-
tions may also be tabulated. As suggested in this thesis,
practitioners should first investigate the form of the

underlyingi process distribution,. should the qualitv variable
belong to one of these probabiJ-ity distributions, such tabres

of constants would be valuable to practitioners.
The same conclusion can be made for sampling pj-ans by

variabres. The assumption of normatity is essential for the

use of standard sampling plans (e.9., MIL-STD-4I4), but no

sufficient attention has been given in the past to provid.e

sampring prans for non-normal distributions. MrL-srD-414 tvpe

sampling prans may be constructed at. least for the widelv

used distributions given in this section.

fn chapter 5, sampling plans based on serial_ly

correlated data have been considered, but the discussion was

limited to stationary processes. Further research is needed

to examine the effect of serial- correlation in sampling prans

based on non-stationary processes. Another possible area of
future research is to examine the behaviour of acceptrance

sampling plans for serialJ-y correlated periodic data.

In chapter 6, a method of estimation of variance

components for type B bulk material has been proposed.

However, there is another common practice in bul-k sampJ-ing

which is known as composite sampling. In this caser ân

'inii-.i a'l c:mnla of n_ nrimârv ¡n-i ts âre SeleCted and the.^1 y!rrrrs!J u¡¡¿uo q!ç a

initial- sample is mixed to form a composíte sample. A second.
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sampl-e of size n2 from this composite is sel-ected and this
scr-ond samnle is fhen analvzed. This is a conmon methOd inu s¡rr¡/ ¿ v

most laboratory tests because large quantities of bulk

material cannot be used in testinq and therefore the initial
^^-.-r ^ 1-^^ !^ be fedUCed tO a smâ'l Ier c¡.^ñr.:Ê.. r^.. ^^.:L^Þd.Itl,IJIg Ll,Oò L\J JJl= !tr:(rL¿\-ç\,r L-t/ q rrrlqr!ç! y!¡CtIlt--LLy Py UUltL¡JUÞILC

sampling. A satisfactory method to obtain variance components

'i n r:omnosife sâm¡1lino is 11¡oconf ìrz nnr- aVailable and thev e¿r!ì/ * ¿¡¡Y

Bayes procedure discussed in chapter 6 may be extended for

this case.

It is wel-l- known that the sampling plans given in

standard literature are based on a singJ-e quality

characterist.ic. However, there are situations where several-

qual-ity characteristics are measured on the same unit (e.9.,

J-ength and diameter of a steel bar), but at present

individual- sampling plans for each quality variable have to

be used. This procedure may lead to an acceptance of a lot

based on one variabl-e, but a rejection based on the other

variable. Further research is, therefore, needed to construct

sampling plans to incorporate more than one quality variable

into a single sampling plan.
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0.7L52

0.7L70

0.7188

0.7206

0.7223

0.'7240

0.7257

^ -^-^u. t¿tJ

0.7289

0 .6924

0 . 6975

^ -^^^

0 .1024

0.1047

0.7069

0.7091

0.711_3

tt / | <h

0.7155

^ -1--tt / | /l

lt / tvh

0.'72r4

0.7233

0.1252

0.7270

0.7287

0.7305

0.7322

0.7339

It / <hh

0.737t

ô ??R?

0 .7 403

0.7418

0.7r_58

0.7183

0 .120'7

0.1229

0.1252

0 .121 4

^ -^^av. t ¿Yo

0.7317

u. I J5 I

W . I JJ I

v.tJto

0.739s

0 .7 41,4

0 .1432

0.7 449

0 .7 467

0 .1484

0.7501

0 .7 5L7

0.7533

0 .1549

0 .1564

0.75"79

0 .'r 594

0.7609

0 .1623
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TabIe

75

16

7'7

18

19

BO

öt-

82

öJ

84

85

86

87

89

90

9L

Y¿

v<

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

continued.

0.71-09

0.71"25

0.7L4L

0.7L57

0.7r72

0.7187

^ -ô^^v. t¿v¿

0.12r7

0.1231,

0.7246

0.'7259

0.7273

0.1288

0.7300

U. /JI.J

0.1326

tt / < <q

u. /J5l_

0 .7 364

0 .73'7 6

0.7888

0.1399

0 .7 ALL

0 .1423

0 .1434

0 .7 445

n 
"?nR

0.1320

U. /JJ5

0 . 7350

^ 
4^ --tI / <hh

0.7379

0.7393

0 .7 407

0 .142r

0 .7 434

0 .7 447

0 .7 460

0.1473

u. /¿töb

0.7498

0.7511

0.7523

0 .7534

0 .7 546

0 . 7558

0 .7 569

n ?qan

0.7591_

^ - 44 
^v. tor¿

0.7613

u. to¿5

0 .7 433

0 .1441

^ - À -^v.t+o¿

^ -À-au. t+to

0 .7 489

0.7503

0.751_7

W. t JJW

g. t543

0.7556

0.7568

rì ?qo1V. tJUI

0.7593

0.760s

^ - aa -u. / ol_ /

0 .7 628

0.7639

^ - a- 4u. /o3J_

0 .7 662

0.7673

0 .'7 684

0 .7 694

0.7705

u. t tra

0.7725

0.7135

0 .1631

^ -ar.u. /oJt_

0 .'7 664

0 .1618

^ -a^au . / oyJ-

0.7703

^ --4 a\J. / /J-O

0 .17 28

0 .17 40

0 .7'7 52

0 .77 64

0 .717 5

0 .'77 81

0 .7198

0.7809

0 .'7 820

0.7831

0.7841

0 .1852

0 .7 862

0 .1812

0 .1882

0 .1892

0.7901

0.7911

0 .t 920

ï
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VALUES OF THE RJ\TIO

TABLE TT

t {r-pi ln- to5)nl / t {r-pi' ) 
n- @)' )n)

n

2

4

5

6

7

I
Y

10

11

L2

13

1A

15

l_o

L1

18

LY

20

2L

22

23

P^:.02'¿
1.010

1 ô1q

L.020

L.026

1.031

1 n?^

1.041

1.046

L .052

r_ . 057

L.VO¿

1.068

r_.073

1.078

1_.084

1-:089

1.095

1.100

1.106

L.1,L2

L.Lr-l

1, .1,23

9--

Þ^=.03-¿
1 

^ô1L.VL!

1.031_

1.041

L.052

L.062

1 n7?

r-.084

1.095

r_.106

1.11_8

L.289

1.140

t.1,52

L.L64

t_. r-87

L. LYY

L.2L2

t.¿¿+

L.236

1,.249

L.ZOL

.01

^A|.J^-. v:-¿
1 n?1

r.047

1.063

r.UIY

I Itvl

1, .1,L2

L.I29
I 1Àar. J-+o

4 1aÀl_.Jo¿l

1,.L82

L.IYY

r.218

L.231

1".256

1, .27 5

a 
^^Fr-¿Y3

1. Jt_4

l lrF

a 1-a

I 19 /

1.418

V^-. VJ-z
1 

^AaL.V.t¿

1.085

t-.107

I.L29

1.153

1,.L16

1,.20I

L.¿23

1".250

L.¿to

L.302

L. J¿Y

1.356

1. Jö4

1 Al aL.'T,LL

L .44L

1 /1 11

I-.JUI

L .532

1.563

1.59s

v^-.vJ-¿

1.010

1 nl q

L.U¿U

L.026

r..031

r-.036

1.041

L.041

!.v3¿

I.UOJ

1.068

1.073

1_.079

1.084

1_.089

1 nqq

1.101

1_.107

I.LI2

1.118

L. r¿+

v.-.vL-I

V^-.Va-z

r .02L

1.03r_

1.041

I.U3¿

r_.ubJ

L.074

1.085

1.096

1.107

1.118

1,.L29

1 1A1

l_. J_3J

J-. ro¿t

1 .1,7 6

1.188

I.2OL

I.2t3
r.225

1,.238

L. Z3U

I. ZOJ

-¿

r .032

1.041

1.063

1.079

1.096

1- . 113

T.I29

1,.L41

1.165

r_.183

T.2OL

1,.219

7.238

L.¿3 1

L.277

L. ZAO

1.316

1.336

1.375

1.378

1.399

1 Â 41L.lLL
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.A
¿- .]

25

zo

27

¿ó

29

?n

al

J¿

JJ

34

36

38

39

4L

4¿

/1 a

44

46

A1

49

1

1

I
1

t_

!

1

t
l-

1

1

1

1

1

I

1-

1

1

t_

1

r

1.

1.

1

1.

1.

l-.

129

L34

tJv

J_¿+O

1-5 1-

1_ 57

163

r69

1,7 5

18 r_

l_öb

l_ v5

IYY

205

2LL

2r1

223

¿¿Y

235

242

248

¿a+

261,

¿ol

274

279

286

1.27 4

1,.281

1 ?nn

L.3L4

L.327

1.340

1.354

1-.368

r.5óz

L.396

1.409

L. ¿l¿4

1.4Jö

r_.453

1.468

1.483

1.498

1_.51-3

1.528

L.544

1.608

L-O¿1

l_. o¿tu

1" .67 5

I .439

r .462

L.484

1 qô.7

1 .530

r- .554

1, .577

J-. OUJ.

1" .626

I hh I

r.676

r .102

r.128

t-. /ör

1.808

1.836

1, .864

1.893

T.Y¿¿

1.951

L. võt_

2 .01,r

2.042

2 .0'7 3

¿. LU3

2.L37

L.628

J-. OOI_

1_.695

r-.730

1,.166

L .802

1.839

r.877

1.9r_5

1, .954

r .994

2.035

a 
^11

¿. LL>

2.1,63

¿. ¿vó

¿. ¿45

¿. ¿YY

2.346

2.394

2 .443

2.494

2.545

¿.5Yt

2 .650

2 .105

2.'7 60

L. L¿Y

r_.135

't 'l A'l

t.r4b

1.152

| | lñ

1,.1,64

r. J_ov

I.I/b

L. Ló¿

l-. J_öö

r.1"94

1 100

L.¿U6

T.2I2

L.¿rö

L.224

1,.23L

L.237

1,.243

!.¿+Y

r.z3ô

L.262

L.¿OY

r.¿t3

1_.282

1,.288

L.¿to

I. ¿öY

L.302

I-. JJ-J

L.329

L.342

1 1Q /1

I f vx

1 A1aL.A!L

L.4¿l

L.44I

r_.456

1 A1'l!.rtf

r.4öb

J-.JUI

r.35¿

!. JT I

1.563

1 â1 1

I h4ì

1- .66L

7 .443

1, .465

r .481

1.510

r-.533

l_.557

1.581

1.605

r .629

1.655

I. OöI

1, .106

r.132

1, .1 59

1,.7 B6

t_. ö14

L .842

1.870

1.899

1- .928

r .95'7

1.988

2.018

2 .049

2.081

2.TL3

¿. L40
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Cr=. 05
B:. 15

28 .4332

I .9202

5.7L27

4.4439

3 .7 629

3.33ss

3.0406

2 .8238

2.6571

¿ .5¿44

2.4t60

2.3255

2.2488

2.L826

2.1250

2 .07 42

2 .029L

1.9888

L .9524

L .9194

1.8893

1.ðbr/
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TABLE Ï T I

n (r=. 05
Ê=.10

18.4331

6.9432

4.73L4

3.802s

3.2861

2 .9551

^ 
-^âF¿. | ¿Ja

2.5508

2.4166

2.3089

2.2204

2.1460

¿.uózõ

2.0271

1, .97 98

t.9J t5

1.8995

1.8656

1.8349

1.8070

J_. /ðl_b

r.1582

21, .8543

'1 ?1 A1
l.JL=L

4.8294

3.8290

3.2860

z . Y4¿O

^ -^ 
i^¿. tu+z

¿ .3¿ó L

2.3920

2.2834

2.L944

2.r200

2 .0566

2 .0020

L.9542

L .9122

L .87 47

t-.841_1

1.8r_08

1.7833

1. /5ðt-

L. I JJL

G=. 10
C['=. l-5

14.1681

5.6931

3.9998

J . ¿ t65

2 .81 02

2 .601 5

^ ¡^^^¿. ¿r¿zz

^ ^^--¿ .2ó Ja

^ .---¿.Lt3J

2.0BBs

^ ^a 
a-¿.vLol

1.9563

1_ .90 41

1_.8599

L .8201

1.7860

1.7550

1, .121I

1, .1079

1,.6789

r .651 9

1.6386

2

3

Î

5

6

1

I

9

1_0

11_

T2

13

1Ar=

15

1,6

II

l_ö

LY

ZU

2L

22

¿J

10
10
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Table III

24

25

26

27

¿ó

29

JU

31

32

33

34

35

31

38

< \,,

40

4I

4¿

43 :-

44

4b

47

48

49

continued.

r_.8363

t .8L29

L.IYII

1 11n'O
L. t tVJ

1.7520

I.7343

1,.7L78

L .'7 022

r_.6875

L.6736

l_.6605

l_.6481

I ?4 -^r. oJoz

1, .6250

1.6143

1.6041_

1.5943

1.58s0

r- .57 61

r-.5675

1 qqo?

1_.55r-4

r .54Jö
a F 

^ 
?-

L.5294
4 F 

^^ 
IL .32¿O

1.7366
4 -4 -aJ-. /J-OO

I hvx I

1.6808

t .6646

r.6495
a a^?4I h f 1<

1 a^a 
^r. o¿LY

1 Áno?

1.5973

1_.5860

4 ---^

J-. JOJJ-

¿ . JJJ=

1_ .54 61_

1 Ã???

t.a¿óó

r..5207

1 q1?ô
¿.JIJV

¿. JVJJ

t.4984

| 4V I I

1, .4849

l_.4/öb

t.4t¿4

t .4665

¡ / | <v

I . OY4¿

r .61 60

I hl9 |

L.645¿

1, .6284
a -1 ^ -J-. Or_¿{5

1 . 6014

L.5113

r.s662

1_.5s58

1.5458

1.5363

L .527 3

1.5186

r..5104

r_.5025

1.4950

L .487'7

1_.4808

1_ .47 4r

L.467 6

I . ¿t bl-5

1 .4555

L.4497

1, .6209
a a^ ^-I. OU¿{J

1.5890

r .51 46

1.5613

| 
^/1 

9 |I. J=U r

1.5369

1.5258

1_ .5153

1.5054

r .4960

I .487 I

I.4186

1.4705

L .46¿ó

L .4483

r .44]-6

t. ¿tJbr

L .4289

L .4230

I.AL't2

L .4II1

r.4064

1.4013

1.3963
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Tabl-e

50

51

52

\{
ç, /1

55

56

57

58

59

60

a1
oJ-

õ¿

63

o¿I

65

66

67

68

69

7L

1aIL

IJ

74

75

III continued.
I F 4 -4r.Ðl_or

1_ .50 98

1 .5037

L .497 I
r .4920

L.4865

l_.4ör1

L.4759

1.4708

1 .4659

r .46L2

L .4566

1- .452L

L.4477

t.4435

1.4393

1.4J5J

l-.4313

t.4275

L .420L

L.4L66

L.41,31

r .4097

1".4064

i-.4031

1.4608

I ll.ÞrÞr {

1.4500

1, .4448

r.4Jyö

1.4J5U

1.4303

1,.4257

1, .4213

L.4L72

L.4128

1.4088

1.4048

1.4010

r.39'73

I. J9Jb

1.3901

1.3866

1 .3833

r .37 99

1,.37 67

r.3737

r .37 06

1" .367 6

1".3647

t. Jbl-ö

1" .4442

1.4388

I.¿tJJb

r . +¿ó6

L .4238

t.4tYr

1 A1^1!.T¿Vf

1.40s8
n A 

^a 
aJ-.¿tu-Lo

L .397 6

1.3936

1 ?eoa

1.3861_

L . Jó¿J

| < /xg

1 ?7qq

1.372L

l-.Jböv

1.3657

L.3626
4 

^-^a

1.3566

| <h < /

r-.3481

1.3915

a 
^^-^| 1Xh9

r 1^^ ¡L. JÖ¿¿T

1.3781

1.3739

L.3699

1.3659
a 

^ 
1^.L.JO¿I

1.3584

I.JJ-U

1 . 3513

I .3419

r-.J44b

1_.3414

1.3382

1.3352

r.3322

L.3293

L.3265

L. J¿5 I

1_.321-0

1.3184

1.3158

1.3133

1.3108

1.3084
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J. d.TJ -L Ë J- t J-

76

17

78

IY

80

81

ó¿

84

85

86

B7

88

89

90

YI

Y¿

9f

94

95 :-

96

97

YÓ

99

100

continued.

r_.3999

1.3969

1.3938

1.3908

L.5ótY

I axl l

L.5ó¿5

L.3196

l. . J / bv

L .3143

L .37 r7

L.3692

1 ?^^1

1.3643

r_.3619

1.3596

| <h / <

1.3550

r.3528

1.3507

1-.3485

1,.3464

L.5++5

L.3423

1.3403

1 .3s90

1.3s63

1.3536

L.35L2

t_ . J¿t öJ

l_. J45v

I l¿l f I

1- . 3411

1.3387

1_.3364

1- . 3341

1.3319

r.3291

L.327 6

r.3255

3_.3234

I. J¿I4

r.3r94
4 -1- ÀJ-.JJ-/¿t

I I I l1

| < | {l-r

r.Jt_t_õ

1.3099

1.3082

L.3064

1.3454

L.3427

1,.3402

1.3376

1.3351

t.3327

r-.3303

1.3280

1, .3257

t.5¿J5

r.321"3

1.31_91

1.3170

L.31"49

L.3129

1.3109

1.3089

1.3070

I-. JUJJ

1.3014

L. ZYY I

. ^ ^- ^L.¿YIY

I. ¿YOL

1,.2944

1.3061

1.3038

1 ?n'1 q

t.2993

1,.2972

1,.295r

L.2929

r.2909

1.2889

1 .2810

r_.2851_

L. ¿óJ¿

I.2BT4
I 

^- ^ 
ar.ztYo

I .2118

1,.2160

1 )1A1
!. L I aJ

I.2726

I .271,0

I. ¿OYLT

^ ^ 
a- õt.¿otö

r. ¿oo¿

4 4a 
^-L.ZOll

L.2632

L.2617
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